In spite of my respect for the Court, 1 am cornpelled, with deep regret,
Io avail myself of the right io express a disseniing opinion.
As each objection appears ta be designed as a separate whole, 1 shall
treat the objections raised by Yugoslavia separately, in such a way as to
ensure that the conclusions drawn therefrom will serve as a proper basis
for my general conclusion concerning the jurisdiction of the Court and
the admissibility of Bosnia and Herzegovina's claim.

1. My approach to the meaning of the first preliminary objection is
essentially diîfercnt frorn that of the Court. Prior to deciding whether in
concreto there is an international dispute within the tcrms of Article IX
of the Genocide Convention, it is necessary, in my opinion, to resolve the
dilemma of whether Bosnia and Herzegovina at the time when the Application, as well as the Mernorial, were submitted, and Bosnia and Herzegovina as it cxists today when this case is being heard, are actually one
and the same State. This question represents, in rny opinion, a typical
example of what Judge Eitzrnaurice in his separate opinion in the Norifiern Ct~meroonscase described as objections "which can and strictly
should be taken in ndvunce of any question of cornpetence", for it opens
the way for the persona srandi in judicio of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

'

If they are the same State, then the issue raiçed by the preliminary
objection is in order. In the event lhat they are not, the siiuation is in my
opinion clear - there is no dispute concerning Article IX of the Convention - hence, placitum aliud personale.
In this regard, the issue raised by the first preliminary objection is not
an issue of adrnissibility sfricto sensu, but a mixture, in its own righl, of
adrnissibility and jurisdiction rutione personae.
2. The aforementioned question is directly linked with the concept of
an international dispute, the substance of which conçists of two cumulative alements - the matcrial, and the forrnal. The generally accepted
definition of the dispute which the Court gave in the Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions case represehts, in fact, only the material elernent of
the concept of "international dispute". In order to qualify "a disagreement over a point of law or fact, ri conflict of legal views or of interests",
which is evident in this specific case, as an "international dispute",
anoihcr, forma1 element is indispensable, i.e., that the parties in the "disagreement or conflict" be States in ihe sense of international public law.

' L C.J Reports 195.7, p. 105.
2 P C . / . J . , SeriesA, N o 2 , p . 11.
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Article 1X of the Genocide Convention stipulates the cornpetence of the
Court for the "disputes between the Parties". The tenn "Parties", as i t
abviausly results frorn Article XI of the Convention, means States, either
members or non-rnembers of the United Nations.

The term "State" is not usrd eirher in abstrac~oin the Genocide Convention, or elscwhere; it means a concrete entity which combines in its
personalily the constituting elernents of a State, determined by the international law. The pretention of an entity to represent a State, and even
recognition by other States, is noi, in the eyes of the law, sufficient on its
own to make it a State within the meaning of international law.
From the very beginning of the proceedings before the Court, Yugoslavia challenged the siaiehood of Bosnia and Herzegovina. It is true
that, as ihc Caurt noted, Y ugoslavia explicitly withdrew lhis preliminary
objection. However substantial arguments against the statehood of
Bosnia and Herzegovina at the relevant time were indicated by Yugoslavia
in support of its third objection. Exew~plicuusu, Yugoslavia emphasized
that "[tlhe central organs of the Government of this Republic controlled
a very srnall part of the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina . . . In fact
four States existed in the territory of the former Socialiçt Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina . . . " 3 . The third objection of Yugoslavia may
in substance be reduced to the assertion thai Bosnia and Herzegovina, in
the Iight of relevant legal rules, "has not established its independent statehood" within the administrative boundaries of that former federal unit.
This was an additional reason for the Court to take its stand on the
aforementioned question, not only in order to be able: to take the decision
on the first preliminary objection of Yugoslavia, but also in order to
decide whether, and to what extent, it was competeni in ihis case.
The response to the question whether Bosnia and Herzegovina, at the
relevant points in time, was constituted as a State within the adrninistrative boundaries of the federal unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina has, in my
opinion, a definite affect on the succession to the Genocide Convention.
To be bound by ihe Genocide Convention is only one of the forms of
"replacement of one State by another in the responsibility for international relations of the territory". The word "territory" refers to the space
in which the newly formed State exercises summu poteslas, the space
within which it is constituted as a State in the sense of the relevant n o m s
of international law. It need hardly be said that there is no legal basis that
would enable one State to assume contractual obligaiions in the name of
another State or States, whether reçognized or not. Bosnia and Herzegovina explieitly claims - and, what is more, its entire Mernorial is based
on that daim - that it is acting in the name of the whole of the former
federal unit OF Bosnia and Herzegovina, i.e., that Bosnia and Herze-
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govina is the successoc Stare in relation to the entire territory of that
former federal unit. Hence, in my opinion, it is essential that the Court,
in defining the factual and Iegal siaie of affüirs in the territory of Bosnia
and Herzegovina at the relevant points in tirne, should precisely determine the scope of its jiirisdiction.
Finally, in its scope, the answer to the question of the State identiry of
Bosnia and Herzegovina is, in my view, also relevant with regard io ihe
Yugoslav claim srated in the fifth preliminary objection according to
which the case "in point is an international conflict between three sides in
which FRY was not taking part".
Having in mind the foregoing, and even in the event that Yugoslavia
has not made such an assertion, the Court is not relieved of the obligation so do sa. As established in the Judgment on the Appeal Relating l o
the Jurisdiction of the ICA O Council:
"'The Court must however always be satisfied that it has jurisdictàon, and must if necessary go into that matter proprio rnotu. The
real issue raised by the present case was whelher, in the event of a
party's failure to pur forward a jurisdictional objection as a preliminary one, lhat party rnight not thereby be held ta have acquiesced in
the juridiction of the C ~ u r t . " ~

3. (The concept oJfhe Srure ab inrra.) The concept of the State ab infra
defines the State as an isolated, static phenornenon on the basis of its constituent elements. The Slate so defined is usually understood to be an
entity cornprised cumiilatively of a permanent population, an established
territory and sovereign auihori ty. Not infrequently, other elements of the
State are also cited but they do ncrt merit the qualification of constituent
elernents. They are by their nature either derived elements (exempli cuusa,
"capacity to enter into relations with other States") or they reflect exclusivistic concepts which are ontologically in contradiction with the democratic nature of positive iniernational law ("degree of civilization such as
enables it to observe rhe principles of international law", etc.).
As far as the nature of the citcd constituent elements of the State are
concerned, they are legal facts. As legal facts they have two dimensions.
The qualification "constituent elements of the State" reflects the stalic,
phenornenological dimension of the concept of thc State. It proceeds
from the State as a fact, Le., phenomcnologicalIy, and focuses on the
basic constituent elemenls of its static being.
In the case of the emergence of new States, the constituent elements of
the concept of the State lose their phenomenological characteristics since in that case, there is no State as an entity - and are transformed
into prerequisires for the emergence of a State. In other words, far a cerI.C.J. Reporrs 1972, p. 52.

tain entity to become a State it rnust cumulatively fulfil conditions which
are, in the material sense, identical with the constituent elernents of a
State in the static, phenomenological sense.
4. Whal is the mutual relalionship among the basic conslituenl elements of the State? From the forma1 standpoint, the question may
appear to be superfluous, as by its very wording it suggesls the only possible answer and that is that they are elernents that function cumulatively.
However, the question does have a logic of its own if one views it as relating to the value relationship among the cumulative elements or, in other
words, if one views, within the concept of the State compnsed of the
three çited elernents, their mulual relationship ab infra.
With the reservation that the value relationship among the cited elements is to some extent determined in advance by the cumulative nature
of the elements, some conclusions can nonetheless be drawn. First, there
is no doubt that a certain value relationship, if not even a hierarchy, does
exist. Suffice it to note that territory and population are immanent to
some non-State entities as well. It is also beyond doubt that the efement
of sovereignty is peculiat to the State alone. Thirdly - and this is the
dqjerentia spec$ca between States and other, non-State entities - soverejgnty is in a srnse a qualifying condition, a condition of special value,
for sovereign auihoriiy is not only one of the consiiluent elemenls of the
State, but it is at the same time an element which gives concrete substance
to the rather abstrüct and broad concepts of "territory" and "population"
and, in so doing, links thern to the concept of the Srate in the sense of
international law. Evidently, for a "territory" to be "State territory" it
must be subject to sovereign authority. Without it a "territory" is not a
State territory but it is sornething else (res nuliius, trusteeship territory,
re.7 comrnunia omnium, common heritage of rnankind and the like).
5 . Were the constituent elements of a State in existence in the case of
Bosniü and Herzcgovina at the relevant point in tirne?
6. There is no doubt that Bosnia and Herzegovina had a "permanent
populatioii" if we use the term in the technical sense, Le., in the sense a f
a group of individuals who were linked to the relevant territory by their
way of life.
However, within the system of positive international law, the term
"permanent population" acquires a different meaning. In a system that
recognizes the fundamental significance of the n o m s of equal righls and
self-determinalion of peopIes (see paras. 67-68, 7 1 below), the concept of
a "permanent population", at least when referring to a territory inhabited
by several peoples, cannot have only the cited technical meaning. In that
case, if one is tu be able to speak OF a "permanedt population" in view of
the norm on equal rights and self-determination of peoples, there has to
be a minimum of consensus among the peoples regarding the conditions
of tlieir life together.
In Bosnia and Herzegovina that minimum did not exiçt. The Referendum of 29 February and 1 March 1992, in relation to the national plebi-
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scite of the Serb people in Bosnia and Herzegovina of 9-10 November
1991, showed that the "permanent population" of the federal unit of
Bosnia and Herzegovina was divided into the Muslim-Croat peoples on the
one hand and the Serb people on the other. The unificalion of the communes with a majority Croat population inlo the Croatian Community
of Herceg-Bosna on 19 Novembcr 1991 and especially the formalion
of the independent State community of Herceg-Bosna on 4 JuZy 1992,
symbolized the completç divergence of options among the three peoples
of Bosnia and Herzegovina. l n an entity in which surnrna potesras is a
constituent element of special impor~anceand bearirig in rnind how it
was distributed in Bosnia and Herzegovina, there are strong grounds to
claim that in Bosnia and Herzegovina there were in fact three "permanent populations".
7. The use of the tcrrn "defined territory" implies defined and settled
boundaries in accordance with the ruIes of positive international law. As
a condition for the existence of a State, "defined and settled boundaries"
do not have absolule value - in practice a State has been considered to
have been constituted even when al1 its boundaries were not defined.
However, it is essential that "there is a consistent band of territory which
is undeniably controlled by the Government of the alleged State"'. The
rule is thal the boundaries be established by international treaty or,
exceptionally, on the basis of the principle of effectiveness.
The question whether Bosnia and Herzegovina had "defined and settled
boundaries" has a two-fold meaning: material and in terms of time.
8. In the material sense, the relevant question is whether one cal)
equate administrative-territorial boundaries within a composite State and
frontiers between States in the sense of international law?
The answcr can only be negative both Crom the standpoint of the
interna1 law of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY)
and from the standpoint of international law,
As far as the interrial law of SFRY is concerned, suffice it to note ihe
provisions of Article 5 (1) of the SFRY Constitution which stipulaied
expressis verbis that the "territory of SFRY is unified" and that it is
"composed of the territories of the Socialist Republics". That the
"boundaries" belween the federal units were merely lines of administrative division is also evidenced by the Fact that they were not directly
established by any legal acl. They were determined indireclly, via the territories of the communes which cornprised a certain federal unit so that
they were, in a sense, the aggregation of communal borders. Thus, the
Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina stipulated in Article 5: "[tlhe
territory of SR Bosnia-Herzegovina is composed OF the areas of the comMu1'les''.

M.N.
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The administrative nature of the boundaries of the federal units in
SFRY was also recognized by the Arbitration Commission of the Conference on Yugoslavia whose opinions are used by the Applicant as its
main argument. In Opinion No. 3, it described the boundaries between
the Yugoslav Federal units as "demarcation linesX6.
In the light of international law, the terms "frontier" or "State border
lines" are reserved for States with international personality. More particularly, whereas the SFRY was a State in terms of public international
Iaw and of the United Nations Charter, the repvblics were the component parts o f Yugoslavia and, in the context of the legal nature of a federalion, they were the component parts of a single State in foro exterau
and of a composite State in for0 interno since the federation is disringuished by the parallel existence of a federal and a republican government organization in a manner and on a scale established under the
Constitution and the law.

9. From the standpoint of time, the question is posed differently were the administrative-territorial boundaries of Bosnia and Herzegovina
transformed into borders in the sense of international law, iruciu lemporis, from the moment the "sovereignty and independence" of Bosnia
and Herzegovina was proclaimed?
The possibility of such a transformation exists in principle. "Nonborders" cün become "borders" in the same way in which "borders" are
constituted, that is by agreement or, exceptionally, on the basis of thc
principle of effectiveness.
Examples of such ü transformation are the cases of thc Soviet Republics and the Czech Republic and Slovakia. In the Yugoslav case, such a
transformation implied two things: first, that a decision on the dissolution of SFRY or a state-legal restructuring had been taken by the highest
organ of authority through an appropriate procedure and, second, that
in either case, the establishment of Bosnia and Herzegovina as an independent State had been envisaged. The relevant facts imposed such a
solution. First, Bosnia and Herzegovina was not an authentic constituent
of the Yugoslav State. Such a status was enjoyed, among others. by the
peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina (paras. 48-60 below). Further, being
a derivative entity of the constilutional law of Yugoslavia without the
right to secession, Bosnia and Herzegovina's existence depended on the
existence of Yugoslavia. Conscquently, even landgr the Izypothesis fliut the
dissolution of SFR Y Iiud zuken place, this would nol in IlseiJ signifv the
tuansformation of Bosniu and fï~rzegovina inlo an independent Stale
within its adminisrrative boundnries. Legally, the hypotlietical ~lisscilurion
~iouldnecessarily have had 10 result in the politicad and Iqal reconstruc6 Thc Conference for Peace in Yugoslavia, Arbitration Commission, Opinron No. 3,
para. 2 (3).
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fion of the sprrce of Bosniu and Herzegouinu on ihe busis of rhc norin on
eqlaai rights nnd seif-determination of peoples.

Bosnia and Herzegovina did not accept the "Concept for the future
organizürion of the Slate", proposed by a working group comprising representatives of al1 the Republics, as a basis for further talks involving ihe
republican presiden ts and the State Presidency, which, inter alia, included
a "Pi-oposed Procedure for dissociation from Yugoslavia" on the basis of
the self-determination of peoples. This part of the "Concept" which was
drawn up to deal with ihc constitutional crisis in SFRY in a peaccful and
dernocratic manner, respecting the relevant norms of international law
and the interna1 law of SFRY, envisaged a corresponding solution for the
borders as wdl, On the basis of the draft amendment to the SFRY Constitut ion, the "Concept" stipulated the obligation of the Federal Government to "c. prepare proposals for the territorial dernarcütion and the
frontiers of the future States and other issues of importance for formulating the enactment on ~ i t h d r a w a l " ~ .
What remains therefore, is the principle of effectiveness as a possible
basis for the transformation of the administrative-territorial boundarics
of the federal unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina into international borders.
As this principle implies the effective, aciual exercise of sovereign authority, and considering the scope of that authority of the central government
in Sarajevo (see para. 18 below), it is beyond doubt that the mcntioned
transformation of boundaries on the basis of the principle of effeciivcness did not occur.
10. The Arbitration Commission of the Conference on Yugoslavia
whose opinion Bosnia and Herzegovina uses as argument, slales with
respect to the relevant question :

"[elxcept where otherwise ügreed, the former boundaries become
borders protected by international law. This conclusion follows from
the principle of respect for the territorial status quo and, in parlicular, from the principle of u l i possidelis . . . [which] though initially
applied in settling dccolonization issues in Arnerica and Africa, is
today recognized as a general principle, as stated by the lnternational Court of Justice in its Judgment of 22 December 1986 in the
case between Burkina Faso and Mali (Frontier Disprrre, (1986) 1.C.J.
Reporrs 554 al 565):
'Nevertheless the principle is not a special rule which pertaiils

' Focrrs, Special Issue, January 1992, p. 33.
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solely to one specific system of international law. It is a general
principle, which is logically connected with the phenomenon of
the obtaining of independence, wherever it occurs. 11s obvious
purpose is to prevent the independence and stability of the new
States being endangereù by fratriçidal str~ggles."'~
Such reasoning is not legally tenable.
First, the phrase "territorial status quo" in this specific case is a contïaclirio in adieciu. It does have a logical and legal sensc in the ioternational ordes, in the mutual relations hetween States as persons in international law. The territorial status quo in the United Nations system is a
terminological substitute for the principle of respecfing a State's territorial integrity, and strictly speaking, it refers to Statcs in the sense of international law and not to the integral parts of a Sederation. In foro interno,
the "territorial status quo'ys of qualified significance for a State's own
territorial organization as a matter which falls within the domain of
strictly internal jurisdiction (domaine rbervc'). So, since the creation of
Yugoslavia in 1918, the internal administrative territorial boundaries
have been drawn three times: first in 1918 within the Kingdom of the
Srrbs, Croats and Slovenes with a division of the country into 32 regions ;
next In 1929, in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, with the organization of
nine BanovinuJs as administrative units; and then in the perjod between
1943 and the early post-war years during the formation of Federal Yugoslavia and its six republics. Con~.equently,the expression " t e r r i f ~ r i a i
starus quo" in municipal law cun only be considered as a kind r)j legai1
me faphor for a rule of national Inw which would prohibit changing adminisdralive bounduries.
Second, reference to the lucigrnent of the International Çourl of Justtce
in the Frunfier Dispute case cannot have effect in this concrete case not
ooly because the relevant part of the Judgmcnt is not cited in exwnso', but
also because the meaning of the Judgrnent as a whole differs significantly.
Outside the colonial context to which the reasoning of the Court iipplies
in the Fronrier Dispute case, the principle of ia?ipiis.~ideiisin positive international law can only have the rneaning which corresponds to the original
meaning of that pnnciple as expressed in the formula "uli pos~idetis,îta
posidea~ur",i.e., the rneaning of the principle of effectiveness.
I l . With regard to the qualification of the borders of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, it is interesting to examine the "Framework Agreement for
the Federation" concluded on 2 March 1994 in Washington. Chapter 1
(Establishment) of the "Framework Agreement for the Federation" stipulates, inter alia, that:
-

-

The Conference fur Peace in Yugoslavia, Arbitration Commission, Opinion No. 3,
para. 2 (4)
The part of the Judgment which the Commission kas cited cnds with tlie words 'provokrd by rhe chuilengïng of fronirersfollou~ingthe withdrawal of the adniinis~crirgpower"
(para. 20; emphasis added) See paragraphs 19, 20, 23 of the Froit!irr Dispute ludgment,
1.C.J. Reports 1986, pp. 564-565, 566
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"Bosniacs and Croats, as constituent peoples (along with others)
and citizen8 of the Republic of Boxnia and Herzegovina, in the exercise of their sovercign rights, transform the interna1 structure of the
territories with a majority of Bosniac and Croat population in the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina into a Federation, which is
çomposed of federal units with equal rights and responsibiEities."
Though the "Framework Agreement" makes no mention of frontiers,
there is no doubt that its contents, in the context of relevant norms of
international law, has definite implications with respect to the borders of
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Thc "Framework Agreement" represents a tacit renunciation of the
concept of a unified Bosnia and Herzegovina and thereby of the administrative boundaries of Bosnia and Herzegovina as international frontiers. In particular, it is clear that by lhis Agreement, the political representatives of the Croat and Muslim peoples in Boçnia and Herzegovina
agreed ta constitute a federal Stare which would have confederal links
with Croatia. The Constitution of the Federation wüs undoubtedly
derived from the norm of equal rights and self-determination of ihe Muslim and Croat pcoples in Bosnin and Herzegovina even though ihis n o m
is not explicirly mentioncd in the Agreement. Such a conclusion is warranted by the qualification thai the Federation was constiiuted on the
basis of "the exercise of sovereign rights . . . [of] Bosniacs and Croais as
constituent peoples". True, the Agreement proceeds from the "sovereignty and territorial integriiy of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina" but this syntagm in the context of the relevant facts has more of
a deda rative than a material significancc. The "Framework Agreement''
dcfines the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina as "territories with a
majority of Bosniac and Croat populations in the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina". In relation to the parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina
inhabited by a majority Serb population, the "Framework Agreement" says:
"[tlhe de~isionson the constitutional status of the territories of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina with ü majority of Serbian
population shall be: made in the course of negotiations toward a
peaceful settlemen t and at the International Conference on the
Former Yugoslavia".

It is therefore beyond question that:
the "Framework Agreement" envisages the constitution of a Muslim-Croat Federation on the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina;
( b ) those territories of Bosnia and Herzegovina that are inhabited by a
majority Serb people are left out of the territories of the Federation;
(cl represenratives of the Muslim-Croat Federation are acting and are
accepled in international affairs, including international organizations, as representatives of an autonomous, independent Statc ;
(0)

( d ) the "Framework Agreement" links the decision on the status of
"territories of Bosnia and Herzegovina with a majority Serb popwla-

tion" to the "course of negotiations toward a peaceful settlement
and at the International Conference or1 the Former Yugoslavia". In
view of the rules oi'general international Iaw on the decision-making
procedure which, it goes without saying, apply also to the International
Confcrence on the Former Yugoslavia, the conclusion that imposes
itself is that the material-legül meaning of the "Frarnework Agreement" with respect to the borders of Bosnia and Herzegovina is that
the Federation, constituled as a result of the will of two out of the
three constituent peopl~sof Bosnia and Herzegovina, renounced the
adminisirative borders of Bosnia and Herzegovina as State borders
of the Federation Içaving open the possibility of those borders being
changed on the basis of decisions taken "in the course of negotialions toward a peaceful çettlement and at the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia".
12. It was the Dayton Agreement which transformed the adrninistrative Bowndaries of Bosnia and Herzegovina into international borders.
Article 10 of the: Agreement stipulales that "[tlhe Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina rccognize each
other as sovereign independent States within their international borders".
13. Kegardless of theoretical definitions of sovereignty and the distinctions based on them regardjng its manifestations, it is evident that the
sovereignty of States implies :
(i) supremn polesrus - "by which is meant that the State has ovcr it no
other authority than that of international law"lO. The equals-mark
that is being placcd between supremu potestus and independeilcet' is
indicative of a substantial fact - Thar the entiry purporting to be a
State in the sense of international public law takes vital political decisions autonomously and independently of third States. A State in the
international legal sense cannot and must no; comply with alien
political decisions regardless of wheiher such cornpliance has a
formal or infonnal basis. Therein lies the meaning of the quülification according to which "the first condition for statehood is that
there must eiist a government actually independent of any other
State" ' Z.
(ii} surnrna potestus - in the sense of the exercise of real, factual authority on the territory of the State. The intenrion to establish genuine
authority is na more than a political project, an intellectual construction that has not materialized. That inten~ionhas to be realized and
this implies, infer alia, the existence or an institutional network suitCU.FIOMS
Régime brtiveen Gernrunv and Austria, Advi~uryOpinioir. 1931. P C 1.3..
Series A/& No. 41, separate opinion OC Judge Anzilotti, p. 57
Island of Lus Pa1ma.r case, Report.\ of Int~rnurir~ricii
ArLii~r(11Awards. Vol II, p. 838.
l' H Lauterpachr, Recogniiion in Interttutional Laiv, 1944, p. 26.
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able for and capable of implernenting its decisions throughout the
State territory. Hence, surnma p o l ~ s i a sis a mere figure of speech
"until a stable political organisation has been created, and unlil public authorities becorne strong enough to assert themselves throughoul
the territory o f the State"I3.
These two segments of sovereignty constitute an organic wholc. As for
their mutual relationship, summu potestas has the character of a prior
assumption as, for an entity to constitute an independent State, it is
essential that it should have corne: into existence as a State - from the
theoretical standpaint suprerncr potestas is the qualifying condition of
existence of an independent State, the d(f7erentia specifica between independent and dependent States.
14. The question whelher Bosnia and Herzegovina had sumtna potesras within the administrative boundaries of Bosnia and Herzegovina
rnust be linked to a certain tirne frame. For rhe purpose of this specific
question, IWO points in time are relevant:

l u ) the moment of the proclamation of a "sovereign and independent
Bosnia" ; and,
( h ) the moment at which proceedings were brought against lhc Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia before the lnternalional Court of Justice.

Did the Applicant at thesc relevant points in time have a "stable political organization" wjthin the administrütive boundaries of Bosnia and
Herzegovina on the one hand and were its "public authorities strong
enough to assert themsclves throughout the territory" of Bosnia and
Herzegovina on the other?
15. Acçording to the assertions of the Applicant, Bosnia and Herzcgovina was proclaimed a "sovereign and independent Bosnia" on 6 March
1992 when the results of the referendum held on 29 February and
1 March 1992 were officially promulgated. If i.~beyond dii~pule~ h u t ut
,
that poinr in r i t n ~ die
, Appiiruat did nof huvr u 'trral>lcpoiitical orgunizution" t!iroug/iour the ferritory of Bosnia und Herz~govinanor were
its 'public laurhoriiies strong enmg11 10 assert ~ h e r n ~ e l v ctkroughoui
s
th^
terriîory of Bosnia und Nerzegovinra. More particuiarly, prior to .the
proclratnation of' 'ho vereign and independen t Bosniu witltin t Prp adn~in
istrarive bourzciuries of Rosaita and Herzegovina two de facto States - the
Repuhlic oj' Srpsku and the Cruutfan Community of Herccg-Bosna hud been formed.
The Croatian Community of Herccg-Bosna was founded on 9 Novem"

"

ber 1991 (and it was proclaimed an independent State comrnunity under
the same name on 4 July 19921, whereas the Republic of the Serb people
of Bosnia and Herzegovina was formed by a Declaration of the Assembly
l 3 Legal Aspects of Lhe Aaland Island Question, Report of the International Cornmiltee
oCJurists, OSficralSot~rnulof the League of A'ntioris, S ~ c i a Supp
l
No 3, p. 3 (1920)

of the Serb people issued in January 1982 (it changed its name to the
Republic of Srpska on 7 April of the same year '3.
The çommon denominator of both units is that they represent the institutionalization of authority in regions in which, in the main, the parties
of the Serb and Croatian peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina won a
majority at the first multi-party elections held on 18 and 19 Novernber
1990 and under the direct influence of the substantive difïerences that
had emerged arnong the national parties of the three constituent peoples
with respect to the future status of the federal unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Those differences appeared in a clear and unambigrious form
already at the tirne of the outbreak of the constitutional crisis in SFRY
with the proclamation of the "sovereignty and independence" of the federal units of Slovenia and Croatia, and culminated when the "Plaiform
on the Status of Bosnia and Herzegavina and the Future Set-Up of
the Yugoslav Community" was adopted by the then rump Assembly of
Basnia and Herzegovina on 14 October 1991.

"

The "Platform on the Status of Bosnia and Herzegovina" inter uiliu
qualified Bosnia and Herzegovina as a "democratic sovereign State"
which would advocüte the adoption of a "Convention on the mutual
recognition of the sovereignty, inviolability and unchangeability of the
borders of the present-day rep~blics'"~.
The practical effect of the "Platform on the Status" was the dissolution
of the stute-legal body of the federul unit of Bosnia und Herzegovina,
hence the powers vested in its organs according to the federal Constitution and the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina via facii were itself
taken over by the three elhnic cornmunities.
16. (Repubbik~Srpska.j The Assernbly of the Serb people of Bosnia
and Herzegovina at ils session held on 9 January 1492 adopted a
"Deelaration on the Proclamation of the Republic of the Serb People of
Bosnia and Herzegovina" in the areas

"of the Serb autonomous regions and areas and other ethnic Serb
communities in Bosnia-Herzegovina, including the areas where the
Serb people has remained a minority as a result of genocide against
it during World War Two and further to the outcome of the plebiscite held on November 9 and 10, 1991 at which the Serb people
voled to remain in the cornmon State of Yugo~lavia"'~.

l4 OflczuI Gazetle of rlte Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, No. 42 of
19 December 1991.
j 5 Ibid.
1bIb~d,No.320f160ctober1991. ,
l 7 Offici01 Gazcrie of the Serb People of Busrria and fferzeguvina, No. 2/92.

The Declaration stipuhted, inlet- ulia, that :

"[plending the election and constitution of new organs and institutions to be eçtablished under the Constitution of the Republic, rhe
functions of the State organs in the Republic shall be dischargeci by
the present Assembly of the Serb people in Bosnia-Herzegovina and
by the Council of Ministers" (Art. VI);
and that
"[l]hc federal regulations, along with those of the former BosniaHerzegovina, except those found by the Serb People's Assembly tu
bc contrary to the Fcderal Constitution, shall remain in force pending the promulgalion of the Republic's Constitution, its laws and
other regulations" (Art. V111).
The Assembly of the Scrb People in Bosnia and Herzegovinü, at its
session held on 29 February 1992, adopted the "Constitution of the
Republic of Srpska" on the basis of the
"inaliennble and intrünsferable natural right of the Serb people to
self-determination, self-organization and association, on the basis of
which it niay freely determine its political slatus and ensure economic, socid and cultural development".
The forma1 ücts were accompanied by the actual assumption of avthority in the territories of the communes.
The a m e d forces of the Republic of Srpska was at first composed of
territorial defence uni ts in the communes and of other armed formations.
The Army of the Republic of Srpska was formed on 13 May 199218.

The A m y of the Republic of Srpska, Frorn its formation, operated
autonomously as the militas. force of the proclairned State. Clear
confirmation of this is to be found in the above-mentioned report of the
Secretary-General :
"The Bosnia and Herzegovina Presidency had jnitially been reluctant to engage in talks . . . with the leadership of the 'Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Hcrzegovina' and insisteci upon direct talks with
the Belgrade authorities instead. A senior Yugoslav Peuples' A m y
(JNA) rcpresentative from Belgrade, General Nedeljko Boskovii.,
has conducted discussions with the Bosnia and Herzegovina Presidency, but in ha.s becorne cleur ihar his word tk no[ bindiprg on the
commander of the army o j ihe 'Serb Republic of Bosniu und Herzegovina: Generul Mladïé - it i.v also clear thur the emergence of General Mladii and the forces under his command as iiallçpendenl aclors
18 Report of the Secrrtary-General pursuant to paragraph 4 af thc Stxur~tyCouncil
rcsolution 752/1992, doc S/24049, 30 May 1992, para. 2.

Beyond the conrrol of JNA greatly complicales the issues raised in
paragraph 4 of the Security Council Resolution 752 (1 992)." l 9
In addition, Republic Srpska had its own legislative, executive and judiçial organs.
17. (Croarian community of Iierceg-Bosna. j Herceg-Bosna, the State
of the Croatian people in Bosnia and Herzegovina, was proclaimed on
4 July 1992. With the exception of certain territorial changes, this act
only formalized the situation created in November 1991 when the
Croutian Comrnunity of Herceg-Bosna was created. From the very
beginning, this functioned de jkcio as a State.
Herceg-Bosna had its own armed force. The Decree on the armed
forces of the Croatian Communily of Herceg-Bosna stipulated that the
armed forces constitute a unified whole compriçing the "regular and
reserve forces"20. Confirmation of the existence of the autonomous armed
forces of Herceg-Bosna is to be found also in the "Report of the SecreVary-General pursuant to paragraph 4 of Security Council resolution 752
(1992)" (see para. 18 below). The Government in Sarajevo did not deny
this fact either. A letter addressed by Hadzo EfendiC as "Acting Prime
Minister" to C. Vance and Lord Owen, the Co-Chairmen of the Conference on Former Yugoslavia on 29 April 1993, says inder d i a :
"With the purpose of realizing the agreement from item 5 o f the
Common Statement made by Messrs Alija IzetbegoviC and Mato
Boban at the meeting held in Zagreb on April 24, 1993 . . . we would
like to ask you to undertake activities aimed at establishing a separate, independent international commission for establishing the facts
on violations of internatlonal humanitarian law and war crimes
committed over the civilian population during the renewed conflicts
befweer?the Army o j the R B-H and HVO in Cenrral Bosntcd and
some other parts of the Republic of Bosniu und H e r z e g ~ v i n a . " ~ '

In addition to its armed forces, Herçeg-Bosna had its own executive,
legislative and judicial organs.
Supreme authority was vested in the Presidency, cornposed of representzilives of the Croat people in Bosnia and Herzegovina, headed by the
President of the Presidency. The Çraatian representatives withdrew from
the joint organs of the Applicant and moved to Mostar which was pro

I3oc. St2409, 30 May 1992, paras. 8-9 (emphasis added).
Barba, Belgrade, 6 July 1992
2' Letter dated 29 April 1993 from Acting Pnme Minister Hadzo ETendic addressed to
"Cyrus Vance, Lord David Owen, Co-chairmen of The Conference'on Former Yugoslavia".
l9
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claimed the capital of thc Stüte12. Herceg-Bosna appropriated al1 the
tnurériel of JNA as well as al1 the property of the organs and bodies of
the former Cederation. Public, State enterprises were formed in the seciors
of agriculture, forestry and mining, the Post, Telegram and Telephone
Service (PTT) and p u b l i ~ h i n g ~ ~ .
Tt was determined that thc Law on Regular Courts would be applied
even under conditions of war, and military ~ribunalswere set up in the
zones of militüry operations, as aulonornous departmeilis of the [nain
military tribunals.
18. In rny opinion there can be no doubt that at the moment of the
proclamation of "sovereign and independent Bosnia" the authorities in
Sarajevo which had been recognized by the international communiiy as
the authorities of the: whole of Bosnia and Herzegovina did not by a long
way exercisc .rumma poicsfari on the terri tories within the administrative
demarcation Iines of the federal unit of Bosnia and Herzcgovina.
A "[sltable palitical orgaiiization of sovereign and independent
Bosnia" simply did not exist at either of the relevant points in time. What
is more, even hefilre the proclumuiion of B~n~~nia
and Herzegovinu as rr
",roi:ereignund independ~nt" Sfrrte, the unifi~dulln~inisfrcrtive,
judiciul lrnd
legisluiive upprrrutus 9J' file jederal unil of Bosnia and Hcrzcgovinu had
ceased ro functiun. It folloivs Sron? lize relevani facls lhut the proclupnafiorz uf flre Repl,ub/ic oJ [Ac Serb P E O I (7tid
) ~ of the Croafiur~Communiry O /
Herceg-Bosnu rnerely forn~ulizedthe dissolution qf the siare apparcrrus oJ
ihe fideral unit of &o.sniu and Herzegovinu und ifs replacciw~nt hy rl?e
l y p r o p r i u t ~strucrures of rhe tlrree ethnic communi!îes. That process
ernbraced both the civilian and rnilitary structures of autllority. This is
evideiiccd also in the Report of the Secretary-Generiil pursuant to paragraph 4 of Security Council resolution 752 (1992). In paragraphs 5 and
10 thc Report refers ta the existence o f "the army of tlîc so-called Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina'", and the "territorial Defence
of Bosnia and Herzegovina whiçh is under the political control of the
Presidency of that Rcpublic" and "local [Croat] Territorial Dcfence".
The "[sltable political organization of sovereign and independcnt Rasnia", was not creatcd even after the proclamation of independcilce so
tfiat it is obvious that the organs of' the Applicant werc not "strong
enough to assert themselves thsoughout the lerritory" of Bosnia aild
Herzegovina.
This obvious faci is confirmed also in ihc "Report on the situation of
liuman rights in the territory of the former Yugoslavia submitted by
Mr. T. Mazowiecki, Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human

22 LeEter from the President or the Govcrnment oT the Republic
to the Secrelary-Cenerai of the United Nations. 13 May 1993.
Burbu. Belgrade, 6 July 1992.

"

of

Bosnia-Herzegovina

Rights, pursuani to paragraph 14 of Commission Resolution 19921s-111
of August 1992". The "Report" states, inter aliu, that
"[rnluch of the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina is not under the
control of the recognized Government. Most observers agree that
the Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, an unrecognized
government proclaimed ~vhenBosnia and Herzegovina declared ils
independcnce from Yugoslavia against the wishes of the Serbian
population, controls betwesn 50 and 70 per cent of the territory . . .
It ['Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina'] is comprised of
four 'autonomous regions', one of which, Banja Luka, was visited
by the Special Rapporteur.
According to the information received, the law applied wilhin the
'Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina' is the law of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as rnodified by the local legi~latures."~~
A Il ?liai needs tu b~ u d ~ f e is
d thar lie "Serbiu~rRepublic of Bosniu und
Herzegovina" was nor proclaimed "wfienBosnia und Herzegovfna declured
irs independence" since the "S~ubiunRepublic of Bo~niaund I-lerzego vin0 ivus proclaimed on 9 Junurrry 1992 while tlw rzrmp Parliamen! of
Bo ?nia and Herseg.govinu proclairned dhe i n ~ f e p e ~ ~ d e nofc eBosniu und
Herzrgovinu un 6 March of the sunze year.
The "Report of the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 4 of
"

Security Council resolution 752 (1992)" states that:
"lnternalional observers do noi, however, doubt that portions of
Bosnia and Herzegovina are under the control of Croatian rnilitary
units, whether belonging to the local Territorial Defence, to pararnilitary groups or to the Croatian
This in fact refirs I O the t e r r i i o r t e ~ of the cornmuraes comprising the
Croodian Community of Herceg-Bosna forrned on 9 Nove~nber1991, ihür
is beforc the proclamation o j ' "so~ereignand indcpendenr Bom~niau.

The territory within which the organs of the Applicant exercised real,
effective authority comprised in fact :
"Three separate regions are under the control of the Government
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, namely, part of the capital, Sarajevo;
the region known as Bihac, adjacent to the border wilh Croatia in
North-West Boinia, and parts of central Bosnia and H e r ~ e g o v i n a . " ~ ~

DOC.WCN.41199US-119, 9 18 (emphasis added).
Doc. S124049, p. 4, para. 10.
26 Report on the human rights in the territory of the formcr Yugoslavia, submitted by
Ms.T. Mazowieçki, Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, pursilant
ta paragraph 14 of Commission Resolution 19921s-111 uf 14 August 1992, doc. E/CN.#
1992tS-1t9, p. 18.
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( a ) the State organs of the so-called central authorities (Croat-Muslim

alliance), which formally collapsed with thc outbreak of the armed
çonflict between the Miislirns and the Croats and was transformedi
into Muslim aulhorily. The latter then split up in Septernber 1993
into the Government in Sarajevo and the authoritiçs of the Autonomous Province of Western Bosnia;
(bJ the State organs of the Republic of Srpska;
(CI the State organs of Herccig-Bosna; and
(dl as of March 1994, also the State organs of the ncwly formed Federation which, however, Functioned only on papes.

20. Mr. Jadranko PrliC, Prime Minisier of the Croatia Republic of
Herceg-Bosna and Hercegovina, testified to the fact that the promotion
of Croat-Muslim Federation in Bosnia and Herzegovina was a mere
proclamation. In an interview given to the Slobodna DalmucQo daily
newspaper of 18 Decernber 1995, answering the question about the functions of the Minisier of Defcnce in the Government of the Federalion
and the Republic, Mr. Prlik, who initialled the Dayton Trcaties on behalf
of the Croat-Muslim Federation, replied as follows:
"it should be said that crll rhe rirne two slates and ~ i arrnies
~ o were in
existence. But, there was a certain form of coordination and a result
was achieved, primarily thanks to the support of the Croat army and
Croat state"18.
When asked until when Herceg-Bosna would hnction he replied as folIows :
"No deadline could be set. That will dcpend on the overall process. When al1 thc rights of the Croat people are ensured aiid then
the Federation becorncs capable of taking over those funclions that
Herceg-Bosna has, thcn Herceg-Bosna will be reshaped, probably
into a political c o r n r n ~ n i t y . " ~ ~
The words of the Croat President Tudjman, one of the participants in the
Dayton Conference, imply that revival of the Federation was one of the
aims of the Conference. In the Report on the state of the Croatian State
and Nations in 1995, Mr. Tudjman mentioned, inter d i a , that:
"The international proponents attach special significance to the
Federation, within their concept of peaca and new order in this area,
as testified by the fact that the dgreemenl on implemen tatioa of B-FI
Federulion, signed by the rcpresentatives of Croatian and Muslim-
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Slohodnri Oulmariju, Splil, 18 Deœmber 1995 (emphasis added).
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Boshniak people, was endorsed by represcntatives of USA, European Union and Gennany.""'
I t seerns thüt only the Dayton Agreement and the political will that gave
birth to them, encouraged serious steps towards actual constiiuiion of' the
Muslim-Croat Federation.
On 14 January 1996, a couple of months after the signing of the
Dayton Agreement and almost two years after the proclamalion of the
Croat-Muslim Federation, the "Presidency of the Croatian Democratic
Uriion for B-H" adoptcd ü decision on the establishment of the Croatian
comrnunity of 1-lerceg-Bosna as ü political, economic and cultural community of Croatian people in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Wifhirz If.7 option
for a thorougii iinpl~mentationof the Dayton Agreement, thc Presidency
of the Croat Democratic Cornmunity (HDZ) of Bosnia and Herzegovina
also passed a resolution on the progressive transfer of the function of
execuiive auihority of the: Croatian Republic of Herceg-Bosna to the
aulhorilies of the Federütion of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Memberç of
the HDZ Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina also cc~llcd on rhe
Muslim coulaferpuri in ~l?eFederurlon to slart lrunsfcrring ~ h eautli»rizy
ro ilie orguns of lie Federaiion 3'.
The Government of the Federalion was established as late as 3 1 January 1996. President of the Federatioii Mr. K. Zubak, in his address to the
Constitutional Assernbly stressed, inrcr ulirï, that '%y iransfrrring u ~ ~ f l ~ o r iiy f r ~ mthe Republic ro the Govcrnmenr o j tlze Fedei-afiori rhe junctions
of Herceg-Bosnu cvill be trunsferred tri the F e c / e r ~ r i o n " ~ ~ .
As Le Monde reported :

"The Croat separatists in Bosnia announced on Saturdny 15 June
that they were forming a new government for their 'independent State
of Herzeg-Bosna'. In principle, al1 the institutions of this self-proclaimed State should have disappeared with the advent of the institutions of the Croat-Muslim F t d e r d t i ~ n . " ~ ~
Hence, the political project of promotion of Muslim-Croat Federation
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, incorporiited in the Washington Agreement
of 1993, has not materialized. Muslim and Croat Siate entities continued
to function after the agreement as de ,frrero States, which from time to
time kept entering into a sort of political and military CO-ordination for
the sakc o f pragmatic political aims. But thar co-operrition wüs; according to i t s inherent characteristiçs, a CO-operationbetween State entities.

3Q
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Vjesnrk, Zagreb. 2 lanuary 1946 (emphasis addedl
V(,c.cerryzLîsr. Zagreb, 15 lanuary 1946
Z~orbu,Belgrade, 1 Febriiary 1996 (cmphasis added).
Le Munrlr, Tuesddy 18 June 199C,/3 /Traiiflution I?y lhe Ri~gali-yJ

l a the Iigh~of fhe Duyton Agreerneni, pronzoriun of the F~derulzonis
u puii~icaiund contracruul ohligufion, tlzus in uieiu qf ~ k pe r e s n t slute
of aflfàirs, it couM be srai.4 ~liral ~ h eFederafion i.7 a Sfate enrity in statu

nascendi.
The qualification "self-proclaimed" which is usually attached to the
Republic of Srpska and Herceg-Bosna can hardly have any legal effeçt.
According to its original, grammatical meaning, it denotes the obvious
fact that no-oiie cün "proclairn" a newiy emerging State except itself - in
that sense every newly emerging State is "self-proclaimed". The heart of
the matter is therefore, not whether a new State is "self-proclaimed" or is
proclaimed by a second or third Party, but whether the proclamation is
based on faci and the law.
This quülifiçation can have legal rneaning only wiihin the reasoning of
constitutive theory on the recognition of States as a condition of their
emergence or in the neoconstitutive practice of the application of the
ruling, declarütive theory.
21. Bosnia and Herzegovina as a State within the administrative bord e r ~of the former federal administrative unit, bearing the name of the
former federal unit, could only be discussed, so to speak, after the
enforcement of the Dayton Agreements. A precise qualification of Bosnia
and Herzegovina in these terms may be given only after a global analysis
of the contents o € the above-mentioned Agreements.
22. The "Dayton Agreements" as a collective name for a series of
agreements, are endowed with arnbivalenr legal faculties.
l n forma1 terms, the fundamental part of the Agreements should be the
General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Such a conclusion is irnposcd by thc fact that other agreements were
qualificd as annexes to tlie General Framework Agreement (Agreement
on the Military Aspects of the Peace Settlernent; Agreement on Regional
Stabilization; Agreement on Inter-Eniity Boundary Line and Related
Issues; Agreement on Elections; Agreement on Arbiiraiion; Agreement
on Human Rights; Agreement on Refugees and Displaced Persans;
Agreement on the Commission to Preserve National Monuments; Agreement on the Establishment of Bosnia and Herzegovina Public Corporations; Agreement on Civilian Implementation; Agreement on Iniernationa1 Police Task Force), with the exception of the Agrcemeni on Initialling
the General Frarnework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The contents of the General Framework Agreement, on the one hand,
and the: rest of the Agreements, drawn up in the form of annexes, on the
~ t h e r suggest
,
thüt the main commitments conducive to a comprehensive
settlement to bring an end to the tragic conflict in the region, as stated in
the General Framework Agreement, are contained in those annexes.
The Gencral Framework Agreement, by its riature, is a specific combination of elements of political declarations and elements relative to guarantees which resemble an international treaiy, stricto sensu, conceived as
an act creating reciprocal rights and obligations of the parties thereto.
The elements chasacteristic of political declarations are reflected in

the Annexes. The three aforementioned parties signed the Agreement on
the Military Aspects of the Peace Settlernent ; Agreement on Inter-Entity
Boundary Line and Related Issues; Agreement on Elections; Agreement
on Refugees and Displaced Persons; Agreement on Commission to Preserve National Monuments; and Agreement on International Police Task
Force. Togeiher with the Republic of Croatia and the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia, the three parties figure as parties to the Agreement on
Regional Stabilization and the Agreement on Civilian Implementation of
the Peace Setrlemenl. The Federation of Bosnia and 1-lerzegovina and the
Rcpublic of Srpeka are parties ta the Agreement on Establishment of
Bosnia and Herzegovina Public Corporations and the Agreement on
Arbitration. The Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is also an integral part of the Dayton Agreements. It is designed
in the form of Annex 4 of the Agreement and is approved by respective
declarations of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Federation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic Srpska,
23. In the light of rhe contents uf the Duyirton Agreements and in purticular in rhe lighl of rhe currgn t stute oj ajJaairir,Bosn ia and Herzego vina
may be quulified in tlernas of internurional law a3 a S ~ a l ein statu nascendi.
At the time of the entry into force of the Dayton Agreements, the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as a State within the administrative
borders of the former Yugoslav fcderal unit of the same name, posscssed
literally no relevant attribute of a State in terms of inlcrnationül law.
More particularly:
(u) The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina has no central State

authorities tn this day. Annex 4 (Constitution of Boçniü and Herzegovina) to tha Dayton Agreements stipulates in Articles IV, V, VI and
VI1 joint aulhoritieç in the form of a Parliarnentary Assembly, a Presidency, a Council of Ministers, a Constitutional Court and a Central
Bank, but the Constitution is ~onditionedupon "free, fair, and democratic elections" as a basis for a representative governmentw4.In keeping with the provision of Article 4 o f "Transitional Arrangements",
joined in the form oFAnnex TT to the Constitution, "[ulntil supersedeci
by applicable agreement or law, governmental offices, instituiions, and
other bodies of Bosnia and Herzegovina will operate in accordance
wilh applicable la^"^^. Systematically in~erpreted,the above-mentioned provision implies thal governmental offices, institutians and
other bodies of the entities in the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina
"will operate in accordance with applicable law" ;
( b ) The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina up to the present lime has
possessed no cohcrent legislation of its own. True, Ihe Constitution
of ihc Republic as a supreme legal acl hüs corne into force but

J4

Preamble of the Agrçcmerit on Eleclions, doc. A1501790-5119951999, p. 53.
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"[alIl laws, regulatlons and judicial rules of procedure in effect
within the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina when thc: Constitution enrers into force shall remain in effect t a the extent no1
inconsislent with the Constitution: until otherwise determined by
a co~npetentgovemmental body of Bosnia and H e r ~ e g o v i n ü " ~ ~ ;
(c) The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina has no single judicial system or administrative procedure. This fact is also forrnally cndorsed
by Article 3 of the "Transitional Arrangements", lvhich States:

"[al11 proceedings in courts or administrative agçncies functioning
within the territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina when the Constitution enters into force shall continue in or bç trünsferred to other
courts or agencies iii Eosnia and Herzegovina in accordance with
any legislation governing thc cornpetence of such courts or
agencies" 37 ;
The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina has no arnied force of its
own. Moreover, a joint army is not an institution of a central
authority, since it does not figure: as one of the responsibiliiics of the
Peaçe Settlernenl and the Agreement on Regional Stabilization,
which are relevant in this rnütter. By their wording and their contçnt
they resemble the agreements among sovereign, independent States
on confidence and security building measures, rather tliün agreerncnts among cntities within one State. The main purpose of the
obligations entçred into iiiider the Agreement on the Military
Aspects of the Peace Seltlement relate to the establishment of a
durable cessation of hostilities, which implies that

)

"[nleitlier Entity shall threaten or use f o r a agairist the olher
Entity, and under no circumstances shall any armed forces of
either Entity enter into or stay within the ierritory of the other
Entity without the consent of the govcrnment of the latter and of
the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina"
and that "lasting security and arrns control rneasurcs . . . which aim
to promotc a permanent reconciliaiion between all Parties" arc to be
established 3s. The Agreement on Regional Sta bilization, however,
provided for a general obligation or establishment of progressive
measures for regional stübility and arms control by achieving balances and stable dcfence force lcvels at the constant numbers consistent with the parties' respective security and the need to avoid an
arms race in the regionJ9;
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DOC.A/50/790-S/1485/999, Transitional Arrangements, Art 2, p. 76.
I l ~ d Art
,
3.
IJjld, Art. 1 ( 2 ) (u), (CI, p. 8.
IbiO, p 2,

of Bosnia and Herzegovina does not have its awn police
force. The cornpetence of the poliçe forces of the entities is limited
ratione loci. Only the International Police Task Force, established
under the corresponding Agreement marked as Annex 11, is authorized, in kceping with its tasks laid down in Article III of the AgreeInent, to act throughout the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

( e ) Thc Republic

Of the relevant conditions for statehood of Boçnia and Herzegovina
within its adn~inistrativeborders, only the condition concerning the conlractually determined administrative bnrders of Bosnia and Herzegovina
as the internationally recognized ones, has been fully rnet40.
24. I n ihe Iighi of thejbregoing it mrzy be suid thar rhe relevant fucluol
und ieg~11starus of Boxnia and Herz~guvinaus u Sfafe within the aûmiaiLstraiiveborders of rhe sume ex-Jec/erul unir, muy ire d e j ~ e d
as a political
projecr of the organized international commuprity, ivhose rnaterioiizution
was trunsformed by the naylon Agreemenls inro a binding obligutiora of
rhe parrlm to the Agreements. The fact that this is more a contractual
obligation to establish Bosnia and Herzegovina as a State than a consecralion of the current state of affairs is testified to by the nature of the
Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. As it stands, it
U,
that is, an act of the interna1 constiis not, stricto S ~ ~ ' P FaSconstitution,
tuiion-making authority, but i s an international treaty incorporating the
text of the Constitution. The term "pürty" denotes a S t a k which has consented to be bound by the treaty and for which the treaty is in force4\. By
virtue of Article 2 (u) of the Convention on the Law of Treaties,

" 'treaty' means a n international agreement concluded between States
in written form and governed by international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related instruments
and whatever its particulsir designation".

In other words, underlying the title 'Tonstitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina" is ü treaty of two State entities - the Federalion of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the Republika Srpska - to establish a State within the
administrative borders of the former federal unit of Bosnia and Herzegovina, since "[elvery State possesses capücity to conclude t r e a ~ i e s " ~ ~ .
Moreover, the personality of one of the parlies - the Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina - possesses elements of political fiction that
considerably outweigh the real attributes of statehood (see para. 14 above).
Hence, in a bioader çontext, the global contractual obligation to eslablish Bosnia and Herzegovina within its administrative borders also covers
the maierialization of a separaie contractual obligation undertüken by
40 Articlc X of the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Hcrzegovina
Convention un the Law oCTreaties, 1969, Art. 2 (9).
42 Ilird.. Art. 6.

the Croat and Muslim state eniities in Busilia and Herzegovina under
the Washington agreement - the obligation to form the Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
At p r a e n f , an uhscnce of the crucial Siuite elernents in lernis O/' infernatiouuJ la cil nîakes Bos~~ia
and Herzegovina w iilzin ils atinlinistratiue
borders u Sfcrte sui generis: w combinat(on of a mutructuul relotiop~.~hip
qf ~ciiu~ntrticswith a sfroprgly i~istalledeienwnt of an inrrrnariontrl prorecloruie. This stütus is expressed al two levelç, that is
( u ) the factual Ievel, as reflected in the position of TFOR. These forces

are, by definition, a "multinational miliiary lmplementation
Force" 43 deployed to Bosnia and Herzegovina to "help ensure coinpliance with the provisions of this Agreemei~t"~".IFOR is noz only
one armed force which shall "havc compleie and unimpeded freedoni of movcinent by ground, air, and waier throughout Bosnia and
H e r ~ e g o v i n ü " but
~ ~ is even authorized to "takc such actions as
required, incIuding the use of' necessary force, io ensure cornpliance
with this Annex, and to ensure its own p r o t e ~ t i o n " ~ ;

(hl ihe legal Icvel, since particularly relevant provisions of Ariicle VI of

the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Constituiional Court),
which is an inherently adjudicative body which has "exclusive jurisdiction to dccide any dispute thüt arises under ihis Consiiiution
between the Entities or between Bosnia and Herzegovina and an
Entity or Entities, or between institutions of Bosnia and F-lerzegovina" 47. Paragraph 1 of the above-meiitioned Article provides for
the composition of the Court in tlie following way :
"The Constitutional Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina shall
have nine members.
(u) Four members shall be selected by the House of Representü-

tives of the Federalio~i,and Iwo membcrs by the Xssembly of
the Republika Srpska. The remaining three members shall be
selected by the President of the European Court of Hurnün
Rights after consultation with the P r e ~ i d e n c y . " ~ ~
1s is, therefore, beyond any doubt that the election of one-third of the
members of the court is not in any way influencecl by the Presidency of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina or by any other organ of the
-

Article 1 of the Agreement on the Military Aspects of the Pzace Scttlement, dm.
A/50/790/S11995/999, p. 7.
44 lhid
I h d , p 19.
4Vbid.l..p X.
47 IhzcI. p. 7 1
4X h i . , p. 70
43

.
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Republic or Entities, in practical terrns, given the faci that consultation
no binding force.
The provisions relating to the cornpetence of the Tnternational Police
Task Force can be mentioned arnong others. The compeiences of these
forces cover, inter aliu, the "monitoring, observing and inspecting [of]
law enforcement activities and facilities, includjng associated judicial
organizations, structures, and proceeding~"~~.
The real range of these
powers in the context of suprernu poteslas of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina becomes clear in view of the provisions of Article VTI of the
Agreement which dcfines law enforcernent agencies as those involved in
law enforcement, crirninal investigations, public and State security, or
deteniion or judiciül activities 50.

per de3nitionen~has

The elements of international protectorate moreover possess a twofold
significance. O11 the one hand, thcy are, especially when the composition
of the Constitutional Court is concerned, an integral part of the Stare
structure of Bosnia and Herzegovina, construed by the Dayion Agreements, while on ihc other, they serve lo guarantee enforcement obligations entered into by the entities under the agreements.
25. There is an essential analogy between the Republiç of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Finland after its proclamation of independencc on
4 December 1917. Since the Permanent Court ofInternational Jus~icedid
riot exjst at the time, an opinion on the status of Finland was requested of
the International Committee of Jurists. In its Report the Cornmittee
noted, inrer aria, that:

"Certain clements essential to the existence of a slate, even some
elernents of fact, were lacking for a fairly considerabte period. Political and social life was disorganized; the üuthori~ieswere not strong
~ n o u g hta assert themsclves, civil war was rife; further the Diet, the
lcgality of which had been disputed by a large section of the people,
had been diçpersed by the revolutionary party . . . ihe armed camps
and the police were divided into two opposing forces . . . It is. iherefore, ciifficult 10 say at what exact date the Finnish Republic, in the
legal sense of the term, actually became a definiteiy canstituied sovereign state. This certainly did not take place uniil stable political
organization had been created, and until the public authorities had
hecome strorig enough to assert themselves thsoughout the territories of the: state without the assistance of foreign t r o o p ~ . " ~ '
As Warren Christopher, the United States Secretary of State,
noted:
49 Article III.] ( u ) of the Agreement on Ititemational Police l a s k forcc, doc AlSQf
79OiSt1 995/999, p. 1 18.

Ibid., Art. VII, p. 120.
Report hy the InternationaI Committee of Jurisis (Larnoude (President), Struycken,
Huber), OJjîcrai Journiil of the Leagur of iY~7rioi?s.
Speç. Supp No. 3 (1920), p. 8
50

5f

"Withc~ut elections, there will be no unified Bosnia state, no
national constitution or judiciary and IittIe hope for greüter coopcration among Bosnia's diverse carnmuiiities." 52
26. The recognition of Rosnia and Herzegovina is hequently, explicitly
or implicitly, used as an argument in support of the existenw of Bosnia
and Herzegovina as a sovcreign and independent Statc within the administraiive boundaries of the former Yugoslav federal unit.
Such an approach is sornewhat surprising, since "the Siaie exists by
ilself (par I.ui-nr6n1e) and the rccognition of a State is nothing else than a
dcclaration of lhis existence, rccognized by the States from which it emanates"$?.
This is specially so, having in mind that "the praçtice of States shows
~ h a the
t üct of recognition is still regarded as essentially a political decision, ~vhiclicach S ~ a t edecicles in uccorduizce ivitli ifs oivn frre uppreciurion of the s i t u u f i r ~ n " ~ ~ .
I t is reasonablc to suppose thüt, merely by relying on these facts, ihc
leariied scholür is able to conclude thal "[r]ecognition is still in the languagc of diplomats but it does not belong in ihe Iünguage oof la^"^^.

It is true that the position of Bosnia and Herzegavina is a speçific one,
since ii has been recognized by praclicülly the whole international community. This facr serves as the basis for the thesis that
"recogiiition, along with rnen~bersliipof interiiational organizations,
beaw witness to these States' conviction that the political eiitity so
recognized is a reality and confers an i r certain rights and obligations undcr international I ~ w ' ' ~ ~ .

This, in doctrinal tcrms. elegant thesis highlights among oiher things,
the ambivalent nature of the insiitute of recognition of States. i n the
spirit of the ruling, declarative theory, the recognition of States should be
a staternent of the i'actual situation forrned 1ege.r uriis in hazrnony with
the relevant legal rules on the emergence of new States. The "States' conviction that the political entity . . . i s a reality" clearly need not correspond to the Factuül situation. "Conviction", per dejnirionetn, is not a
j2 "Without Elcctions, There Will Be No Unified Bosnian State", Inrrrirufzonal Ifetuld
Tribune, 15-16 June 1996, p. 6.
53 Dcut~cheContineiital Gas-Gesselschaft 11 Pulisli State. 5 AD I I at p. 15 (1929-1930).
54 United Nations Sccretariat Memorandum of February 1950 çoncerning the question
of represcntation of Members in the United Nations, United Nations doc S11465, SCOR,
5th Year, Supp. for Jaii./May 1550, p. 19.

5 2 L Henkin, "Generdl Co~irseon Public Intcrnationiil Law", RecuezI des Luurs de
I'dccldcnrie de droir ittfernurional de Lu Huyr. Vol. 21 6, 1989, p. 31.
56 Statement of thc Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Henegovina un PreIiminay Objections, para. 4.14.

faciual condition but its subjective expression - helice it is necessary ad
crrst~nato carry out an investigation so as to establish the precise nleaning
of the phrase "States' conviction" and to see whether or not it is büsed on
fücr or Paw. A contrario, the whole problem would be shifted to the
domain of the rule of "majarity opinion", so that facl would be what the
majarity considers il to be,
Having that in mind, it is, generülly speaking, necessary frorn the
standpoint of Iüw to examine in each individual casc whether the relevant
legal criteria for recognition are met.
Concerning Bosnia and Herzegovina, it is obvious that, as an assurned
State in the administrative boundaries of thüt former Yugoslav federal
unit, it could be ranked among the circle of States onfy as a new State.
Hence, it is necessary to see which criteria are relevant for the recognition
of new States.
The essence of those criteria may be taken to be expressed in paragraph 100 (Minimum Requirements for Recognition of New States} of
the Resrcrrernent of the Law:
"Before recognizing an entity as a new state, the recognizing state
is required to make a determinalion, reasonably based upon fact,
that the entity:
(a) has a defined territory and population;
( A ) is under the control of a regime that satisfies the niinimum
requirements for recognition as a government under [paragraph] 101 ;
(cd has the capacity to engage in foreign relations;
('d) shows reasonablc indications bhat the requirements of
Clauses (a)-(cl will continuc to be satisfied." 57
Paragraph 101 stipulates:
"Before recognizing a revolutionary regime as a government of
a state, the: rccognizing state is required to make a determination,
reasonably based upon fact, thüt the regime
(a) is in control of the territory and population of the state; or
( b ) is in control of a substantial part of the territory and population of the state and shows reasonablc promise that it will succeed in displacing the previous government in the territory of
the state." 5 8
The cited criteria are, as a whole, applicable to the case of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. In such an assessment, it is decisive that
-

57

Amer~canLaw Institute, Restnt~menrof the I,uiv. Second. Foreign Relurions h

tlie Urir~edStutrs, 1965, p 321.
58

Ibid p. 322.
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sjdes together. Recognition could be a n incentive for cooperation or
a sanction for lack of c o o p e r a l i ~ n . " ~ ~
This is particularly conspicuous in the "Declaration on Yugoslavia" of
16 December 1991 which together with the "Guidelines on the recognition of new Slaleç in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union", passed on
the same day by the EC Ministerial Council, served as a basis for the
recognition of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the European Community and
its member States.
By their Declaration, the EC and its member Slaleç invited
"al! Yugoslav Republics to srate by 23 Dec~mberivhether:
- they wish fo be recognized us independent Slutes ;
- they accept the cornmitments contained in the above-mentioned
guidelines ;
- they accept the provisions IuiJ dmvn in the Druft Convention especially those in Chapter II on human rightç and rights of
national or elhnic groups - under considerution hy the Cunjérence on Yugosla vin." h2
Bosilia and Herzegovina therefore, together with the other federaf units
of SFRY, ~ : r c sinviterl to staie ivheiher ii wished to be recognized as an
independent State. The invitation was made at a time when the desire for
indepcndençe had still not been expressed in the appropriate way in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The referendum on the stalus of Bosnia and Herzegovina at which two out of the three peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina
declared themselves in favour of the "sovereignty and independence of
Bosnia and Herzegovina" was not held until March 1992. It is hard to
assume that such an invitation, extended by a body which had offered its
good services and mediation in dealing with the Yugoslav crisis, could
have had no effcct on the political options taken in Bosnia and Herzegovina, particularly if ~ h einvitation to recognition is linked with the
terms for recognition which, inser alia, included the acceptance of "the
provisions laid down in the Draft Convention . . . under consideration by
the Conference on Yugoslavia". The key provision of the "Draft Convention" which the Conference Chairman Lord Carrington presented to
the Conference on 23 October 1991 is contained In Article 1 whiçh reads:
"The new relations belween the Republics will be based on the following :
(a) savereign and indcpendent Republics with an international personality for those which wish il;
6' E. G . Brown, "Force and Diplomacy in Yugoslaviti: thc U.S. Interest", Americuti
Foreign Policy Newslrttrr, Vol. 15, No. 4, Rugusl 1993, p. 2.
62 European Political Co-operaiion, Press Rclcase, 17 Demmber 1991 (emphasis added).
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(15) a free association of the Republics wilh an international personality as envisaged in this Convention;
(c) comprehensive arrangements, including supervisory rnechanisms for the protection of human rights suiid specinl status for
certain groups and areas;
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
( 1 in the frümework of general settlemenl, recognition of the independence, within the existing borders, unless othenvise agreed,
of those Republics wishing il."
The relevant circumstances show that lhere existed a connection
between recognition and the dismemberment of the SFRY along the
seams of the administrative division into federal unils as provided for by
Article 1 (a) of the Draft Convention. That concept, which included the
automatic substitution for the pcrsonality of the SFRY of the personality
of the federal units, rcflected the value judgrnenl of the "Declaration on
Yugoslavia" of 16 December 1991, on the basis of which its contents
were designed. There can bc no orher explanation for certain formulations contained in the Declaration - e x m p l i causa, those according to
which the European Community and its rnember States "will not recognize entities which are ihe result of aggression". Aggression per definilionerrz is the
"use of armed force by n stule against the sovereignty, territorial
integrity or political iridependeiice of unother stule, or in any other
rnanner inconsislenl with the Chartes of the United Nations" G3.
In fact, there are certain indications that the presentation of the Draft
Convention by the providers of good offices and mediators was the
expression of a political decision on the lransformatiozi of Yugoslav fkderal units into sovereign States. Thc EPC statement of 6 October 1991
emphasized that
"it was agreed that a political solution should be sought in thc perspective of recognition of the independence of those republics wishing it, ai the end of the negotiating proccss conducted in good faith
and involving al1 pürties".
A further indication is the actual title of the document - the term "Convention" denotes an ''ugreemenl beriveeu srares in rhe sense of internarionai iaw". The Convention on the Law of Trealies (1969), lex lata in
this area, stipulates in Article 2 that a "Treaty" represents "'an international agreement concluded between States in wrilten form and gaverned
by international law . . . wbacever ils pürtjcular designation". Article 6 of
the Convention stipulates thal "[elvery State possesses cüpacity to conclude treaties".
63

Art. 1, Gcneral Assembly resoliition 3314 (XXIX)

addedl

of 14 Decernber 1974 (emphasis

Testifying to such a nature of the recognition of independence of the
Yugoslav federal units is the linkage oT recognition with practical political aims. The United States-European Comrnunity Declaration on the
recognition of the Yugoslav republics States Inkr uliu:

"The Community and its member States and the United States
liave agreed to coordinate their approstches to çornpleting the process of recognizing those Yugoslav republics that seek independence,
(i) that the United States will, in this context, give rapid and positive consideration to the requests for recognition by Croatia and
SIovenia in ~ u c hn ivu?; os to supporr the dual-lruck npproach
bu.~eJon the rleploymen?of tlie UN peacekeeping force and rhe
European Communitÿ Peuce Conference chaired by Lord Currkglon.

(ii) that positive consideration should be given to the requests for
recognition of the other two republics, contingent on the resolution of the remaining European Cornmunity questions relating
to those two republics. In this context, they strongly urge al1
parties in Bosnia-Herzegovina to adopt wilhout dclay constitutional arrangements that will provide for a peac~fuland harmonious development of this republic within ils existing borders.
The Community and its member States and the United States
also agree strongly to oppose any effort to undermine the stability and territorial integrity of those Iwo republics."
In connection with the recognition of Bosnia and Herzegovina as an
independent State within the administrative boundaries of the former
Federal unit, at least two conclusions have ta be drawn:
( a ) phcnomenologically, in this case, the recognition of Bosnia and

Herzegovina did not follow the natural logic of the legal process of
recognition, namely, that it should be a passive acknowledgment of
the establishmeni of the State. In the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the recognition, as tes~ifiedto by developments, was one of
the instruments for the establishment of Bosnia and Herzegovina as
a Stnte within its administrative boundaries. The recogniaing States,
by recognizing Bosnia and Herzegovina, actually demonstrated their
intention 10 create it or to participate in its creation;
( b ) legally, the recognition of Bosnia and Herzegovina within its administrative boundaries represented the recognition of a non-existent
State. It was granted exclusively on the basis of political considerations since, at the moment of recognition, Bosnia and Herzegovina
did not fulfil the minimum requirements for recognition as a new
State.

Moreover, having in mind the importance of self-determination of peaples
as a criterion in the decision regarding statehoodh4,it may be concluded
that the admission of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations was
an acl of diplomacy which runs counter to the esiablished practice of the
Organization in that regard.

27. The position of the Court regarding the second preliminary objection raised by Yugoslavia is based on two prernises:
(i) that it "does not, in order to rule on that objection, have to consider
the provisions of domestic law which were invoked in the course of
the proceedings either in support of or in opposition to that objection", since "[alccording to international law, there is no doubt thaa
every Head of Siaie is presumed to be able to act on behalf of the
State in its international relations", and
(ii) that, "Mr. Tzetbcgovik was recognized, in particular by the United
Nations, as the Head of State" and that "his status as Head of State
continued subsequenily to be recognized in many international
bodies and scveral international agreements" (Judgmcnt, para. 44).
My views on the rnatter are very different. The Application like that of
Bosnia and Herzegovina instituting proceedings before the Court constitutes a typical unilateral act of the State producing tegal consequences for
the mutual relations among t h e parties to the Genocide Convention.
Hence the Court is authorized to consider the relevant provisions of Bosnia and Herzegovina's constitutional law, as well as other cases in which
the application of a norm of international law was dependcnt upon interna1 law} (exernpli causa, the Wesiern Griquuland Diamund Deposit.5 case
(1871) (2 Recueil des arhiîruges inrernalionaux 1856-72, pp. 676-795
(1923)); Clevelund A wrard (1888) (2 Moore, Internutiunrrl Arbitrations
1945-58) ; the case concerning Free Zones 01Upper Suiloy und ~ h eDi.76rbt of Gex ( 1 932) (P.C.I.J . , Series A/B, No, 46) ; the Fisheries case
(1.C .J . Reports 1951, pp . 125-126) ; the No~deholrmcase (1.C.J. Reporls
1955, p. 4); the case concerning the dpplicutiun qf'the Convention of1902
Governing the Guardianship of Infants (1.C.J. Reports 1958, pp. 62-66),
etc.). In other words, this is not a case of çonflict between interna1 and
international law, as, exempli causa, in the Cerluin German Inrerests in
Polish Upper Silesia or S.S. "Wimbledon" cases, but a matter in which
these two laws are in CO-ordination,dependent on each other.

In concrelo, Yugoslavia claims that Mr. A. Izetbegovil: could not have
issued an auihorization for instituting proceedings before the Court in
the present case since :

" J. Dugard, Hecogniiion and the United Nations, 1987, p. 79.
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(i) the issue of such authorization wüs not within the scope of the competence of the President of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
(ii) at the relevant point in time, Mr. IzetbegoviC was nol, according 10
the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Prcsident of the
Presidency .
Tt is indisputüble that both claims are based primarily on the internal
law of Bosnia and Herzegovina so that diagnosing solutions established
by the constitutional law of Bosnia and Herzegovina with respect to both
questions is essential, albeit in different ways, for the application of
the relevani norms of international law. This is indirectly recognized by
Bosnia and Herzegovina itself in its request to the Court to:
"take cognizance of the following facts which establish lhat President lzetbegovit wus duly cdppointed Pre.~identof the Presidency of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and thai he exercised his funcrions in
occordulance wiil~the relevanr eonsfiiutional pro ce dure.^"^^.
l n the point under (i) the relevant general legal principle as expressed in
Article 46 of the Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969) seeks to strike
a relalive balance between intcrnatiorial and internal law in the form of a
modified internationalistic theory (Head of State Theory). The only way
for the Court to decide whether this general legal principle is applicable
in this specific case is by entering into an examination of the internal 1aw
of Bosnia and Herzegovina with a view to establishing whether, when
Mr. IzetbegoviC granted the authorizütioti to institute proceedings before
the Court the internal law of Bosnia and Herzegovina was violated.
The point under (ii) also cannot be resolved without an examination of
the intemal law of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
There is no denying, as is noted by Bosnia and Herzegovina, that "[nlo
rule of international law . . . requires the structure of a State to follow
any particular p ü ~ t e r n " ~lt.is alsu beyond dispute that international law,
being sovereign and independent of internal law, determines the: circle of
persons that represent the State in international affairs (this holds good
regardless of the fact that the circle of persons representing the State in
fora exterau is detemincd on the basis of virtually identical constitutional regulations). However, sedes materiae the point under (il) raised in
the second preliminary objection dues not question the right of Mr. Alva
fzetbegoviC, ns Head of State, and in conjormiiy with ialernuiionnl buiv,
io Ssue un uuthorization ,for the ilistituiion ofproceedipigs hefore the
Court but ruther questions whether Mr. Izetbegovik kvas, al the relevant
point in rime, i.e., ut the tirne of issuing of rhe authorization in queslion,

ffi

Statement of the Governmcnt of the Republic of Rosnia and Herzegovina, p. 42.
Casc concerning the Western Sahara, ddvfsory Opinioti, I C.J. Reports 1975, p. 43.

~ h eHead of Stute. The only way to answer this question raised in the
second prelirninary objection is by examining the Internai, constitutional
law of Bosnia and Herzegovina. A contrurio, the relevant n o m OF international law would be the one determining not only the pattern of the
structure of a State but also the rnodalities of the Constitution and the
duration of that structural paitern.
28. On the second day of the hcaring regarding the first request for the
indicaiion of provisional meüsures, the Agent of Bosnia and Herzegovina
pointcd out inter alia that :
" P r e s i h t IzethegoviE personally acçrediied . . . Ambnssador
Sacirbey, who appeared before you yesterday, and me as General
Agents with Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Powers to the Court
on behalf of Bosnia and H e r ~ e g o v i n a . " ~ ~
That the staternents of the then Agent of Bosnia and Herzegovina correspond to the füctual situation is confirmed by the text of the act on the
appointmerit of
"H.E. Muhamed Sacirbey, Our Arnbassador and Permanent Representative 10 the United Nations, and Francis A. Boylc, Professor
of International Law at the University of Illinois College . . . to be
our General Agents with Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary Powers
to Instituie, conduci and defcnd against any and al1 legal proceedings on our behülf before the International Court of Justice."
The text of this act was signed, as stated in the act, by "Alija IzetbegoviC,
President of the Republic of Bosnia and W~rzegovina".The title "President of the RepubIic of Bosnia and Herzegovina" indicates unequivocally
the personal nature of President Izetbegovii.'~accrediiation - particularly so as, contrary to the practice of the Presidency of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, it is not stüted in the text that it is an act of the PresidencyhH.The fact. ihat the act wüs written "on the officia1 stationery of
the Presidency" cannot, in my opinion, be taken as proof that the act was
içsued in the name of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The use
of oficial stationery is only prima facie grounds for the assumptian thüt
whüt is written on it is an act of the organ whose name appears in the
heading. The assumption is refutable as officia1 stationery is only the
external sign of identification of its owner, incorporates the decision of
CR 931 13, p 38 (ernphasrs added)
E.irmpli c n u s ~the
~ , Decree on the change of name of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (Statement of the Government of the Republic OF Bosnia and Herzcgovina o n Prelirninary Objections, Anncxcs, Vol I, Ann 2.12) wds issued by the "Presidency of the Soc~alistRepublic of Bosnia and Herzegovina at a session held on April 8,
1992", and signed hy the "Preçident of the Presidcncy of SK B-H Alija Izeibegoi~ic" An
identical cxarnplc is the Decision on the prmlamation of an iniminçnt threat of war
passed on the same day, as welbas al1 the nther published acts of the Presidency of Bosnia
and Hemgovina
67
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the argan as well, and depends on whether in each concrete case the
forma1 and material conditions for issuing the act writien on the official
stationery have been met. A conirario ii would be absurd to assume ihat
every text written on the official stationery of an orgün constitutes ipso
facto an act of that organ.
I n çoncreto, the question may be posed whether the stationery on
which Mr. Izetbegovii. gave the authorization for instituting proceedings
before the Court is without any doubt the only officia1 stationery of the
Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The grounds for
raising this question are provided by the fact that the word "Presidcncy"
on the stationery heading is found underneath the name of the State "Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina" - and above the word "President". The word "Presidency" can also be iaken lo indicate ihe headquarlers of the President, parti~ularlyas Mr. Izetbegovic is described as
the "President of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina". The name of
the collective Head of State, according to the Constitution of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, is noi the "Presidency" but the "Presidency of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina" 6Y.
Of particular importance is the fact thüt in contravention of Article 10
of the Operating Procedure of the Presidency and its customary practice,
the letter signed by Mr. Alija Izetbegovié does not feature any stamp
(either the small or the large one) of the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
These several points provide convincing evidence that in this concrete
case we are dealing with a "personal accreditation" by Mr. Izetbegovii..
Was President Izetbegovié authorized on the basis of the interna1 law
o f the Appliçanr to personally açcredit a "Celieral Agent with extraordinary and plenipotentiary powers to the Court"?
29. The function of the "President of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina" is not established by the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Chapter X of the Constitution speaks of the "Presidency of the
Rcpublic of Bosnia and Herzegovina" as the organ "representing the
The Presidency of the Rcpublir:
Republic of Bosnia and Wer~egovina"~~.
of Bosnia and Herzegovina is the colleciive Head of Siaie "that operates
and decides collectively at meetings and bears colleciive responsibility for
its work"".
The Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina taken as a
whole, as a collegium, is the organ of representation according to the
Constiiuiion. The President of the Presidency as the primus inter pares
does not exercise any independent political powers. The enaçtments
within thc terrns of reference of the Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia
6Thapter X of the Constitutioii OF Bosnia and 1-Ierxgovina
7"Arlicicle219 ( 1 ) of the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
" Article 3 or the Rules of Procedure of the Presidency of the Smiülist Republic of
Dosnia and Herzegovina, OJfiau! C;ure!reO/ the SuciuliJl Republic uf Bosntu und Hcrzegovirin. No. 36 (IQ90)

and Herzegovina (decrees, decisions and conclusions as well as regulations
with the effect of law in cases stipulaled by the Constitution) are adopted
by the Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a w h ~ l e ~ ~ ,
The President of the Presidency, on behalf of the Presidcncy, represents the Presidency 74 Of particular interest among the f'unctition of the
President of the Presidency listed in Article 22 of the Operating Pracedure is the function to "sign acts passed by the Presidency".
Consequently, Mr. Izetbegovik, as the Presidenit of the Presidency, was
not authorized to "personally accredii[ed] . . . [a] General Agent with
Extraordinary and Plenipoientiüry Powers to the Court on behalf of
Bosnia and Herzegovinü".
30. Yvgoslavia claims in its previous objection that at the time at
which the authorization for instit uting proceedings before the Court was
issued (20 March 19931, Mr. Tzetbegovii: "did not serve as Ihe President
of the Republic" and that the "authorization for Ihe initiation and conduct or proceedings was granted in violation of rules of interna1 law of
fundamental significance" 74.
Bosnia and Herzegovina, on the olher hand, finds that
"on 20 March 1443, the time of filing OS Ihc present case in the International Court of Justice, the President of tlie Presidency exercised
their functions Eawfully, in accordance with the relevant constitutional provisions, including lhose relating to a state of war or emergency. As President or the Presidency, President Izelbegovii: is legally
entitled to reprcsent the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina internationally in this rnatter.''75
The dispute is over the question whether Mr. IzetbegoviC could have
performed the functiori of President of the Presidcncy ex cons/irufiorlt.
after 20 December 1992. It is indisputable that Mr. A. lzetbegovii:
assumed the funciion of President of the Presidency of the Socialist
Republic of Bosnia and Herzcgovina in December 1990, in conformity
with the relevant constitu~ional provisions. The term of ofice was
extcnded by a year, also in conformity with Amendment LI (para. 4,
point 6) to the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovinü which stipulated :

"The President of the Presidency is elccted by the Presidency from
arnong its members For a period of one year and he may be reelected for another, consecutive year on one occasion."
The Constitution therefore prohibited the exercise of the function of the
President of the Presidency for more than two years or two consecutive
Article 49 of the Operating Procedure.
Articlc 21 of the Operating Procedure.
74 Preliniinary Objections of Yugûsiavia, p 141, para. A.2
75 Statement of the Government of the Kepublic: of Bosnia and Herzcgovina on Pre
liminary Objections, p. 47, para, 2.19.
71

73
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terms. This prohibition was absolute in the original text of the Conslitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina as, in respect to
the President of the Presidency, no exceptions werc envisaged even in the
case of a "state of war or imminent threat of wür". That such an interpretation is correct is corroborated by Article 358 of the Constitution:

"In the event of a state of war or imminent threat of war the mundate of the Mernbers qf the Presidency of SR B-H siiull b~ cu~ztinued
untii such tirne us ahe conditions for eleclion of tiie new Mernbers of
the Presiclency are mel." (Emphasis added.)
T h e prohibition was modified by Amendment LI (par. 4 (8)) to the Con-

stitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina according
to which :
"In the evenl of a state of wür or imminent threat of war, the maridate of Members of the Presidency and the President shall be continued until such time as the conditions for election of new Members
of the Presidency are met."7h
This amendmcnt extends rarione personae the range of the exception
established for members of the Presidency by Article 358 of the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and I-Teszegovina to include the
President of the Presidency. The main elcments of the solutions contained
in Amendment LI are:

( a ) the continuation of the ierm of office is li~ikedto the eventuali ty of
a "slate of war or imminent threat of war";
( h ) the prohibition of a third consec~itivemandate is not abolished, but
the continuation of a mandate is envisagcd in the cited cases;
(c) the continuation of the mandate is Iimited by appropriate "çonditions Eor the election af new Members of the Prcsidency", not by the
termination of the "state of war or imminent threai of war".
Bosnia and Herzegovina nlso refers 10 Article 220 of the Consolidated
Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzcgovina adopted on
24 February 1993, which seads :
"In the event of war or a state of emergency, the mandate of the
Members of the Presidency and of the President shall be continued
until such tirne as the conditions for new elections for the Presidency
are met."
In rny opinion, the consolidated text of the Constitution cannot, in this
particular case, be accepted as a relevant legal basis.
More particularly, a consolidated text in Yugoslav constitutional practice was a strictly legal-technical procedurc whereby the text of a n o m a 76 Ofjîci~IGriz~tteof the Socialisr Hepvblic OJ Rusniri und Herzegovi~a,No. 13 of
21 April 1989, p. 338

tjve act, the Constitution or laws, was adjusted to its purpose and to
the requirements of practical implementation. It cxcluded even rninor
material-lepl changes in the text of the act and was for the most part
reduced to a procedure of renurneraiion of segments of the normative act.
Hence, in Y ugoslav constitutional practice, the consolidated text of a
norniative act could not be rcferred to in forma1 proceedings including
court proceedings.
In cornparison with the contents of Amendment LI,Article 220 of the
consolidated text of the Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina constitutes ü modification of the Constitution, The prolongation of the terni of office of the Members and the President of the
Presidency in Amendment LT (para. 4 (8)) is linked to a case "of war or
imminent lhreat of war" whereas in Article 220 of the consolidated text
the basis for the prolongation is a case "of war or a state of emergency".
Hençe, it may be concluded thüt the form of consolidation of the text
actually conccüls a modification of the Constitution.
The Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as stated in the preamble
to the Constitution, adopted a decision to establish a consolidated text of
the Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and was
not authorized by the Cons~itutionto effect any changes to the Constitution, lhis being wiihin the exclusive compelence of the Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina '. The Presidency as well as the Government of the
Republic, each of the Assembly Chambers and al least 30 Assembly
Dcpiities, appear as the only possible: proponenls of proposais to amend
the Ç o n s t i l ~ t i o n Changes
~~.
in the Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina may only be made in the form of Consiitutional
Amendmcnts o r Constit~itionalh w s 7 ? .
It fullows from the above that Article 220 of the Consolidated Constitution of the Repuhlic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in the section in which
the continuation of the term of office of Members and the President of
the Presidency is linked also to a "state of emergençy", constitutes a
inodification of the Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and thüt the chiinge was eîfected, both formally and materially,
contra constifufiotiem.
31. Consequently, what rernains to be seen is whether, in the light o r
the provisions OF Article 358 of the Bosnia and Hersegovina Constitution
as ürnended by Amendment LI (4 @}), the esiablished conditions had
been met for the continuation of the mandate of the Presideni of the
Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina after 20 December 1992, i.e., afler the expiry of his second consecutive term.
The relevant provision of Bosnia and Herzegovina's Conslitution stipulated that the "mandate of the President shall be continued" in the event

77

Articlc 268 (31, (4) of the Constitution
Article 268 (1) OC the Coiistitution.
Article 268 (5) of the Constitution.
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of "war or imminent threat of war". In other words, "war or imminent
threat of war" constituted the material, constitutional basis for the aucomatic continuation of the mandate of the President of the Presidency.
The fulfilment of this requirement ex constitutione implies that the
decision on the existence of "war o r imminent threat of war" MIUS taken
by the competent organ in line with established constitutional procdure.

32. The Presidency of the Socialist RepubIic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, al its session of 8 April 1992, passed a "Decision on the proclamation of an imminent threat of war" in the territory of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The decision was taken, as stated in the prearnble
"in conformity with the provisions of Amcndments LI and LXXII
to the Constitution of the Soçialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and upon the proposal of the Assembly of ihe Socialist
Republic of Bosnin and Herzegovina".
It follows from this statement :
(a) that the "Decision" was takcn upon the proposa[ of the Asscrnbly of
the Soçialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and,
('6) tha2 the Presidency look the "Decision" on the basis of Amendrnents LI and L
m
1
1 io the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

33. The campetences of the Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina were established by Article 314 of the Constitution
of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina (see para. JG below).
The unequivocal conclusion to be drawn frroin the text of that Article is
that the submission of the proposa1 on the proclamation of the imminent
threat of war was not wiihin the ternis of reference of the Assembly of the
Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Article 314 was rnodified
by Amendmeni LXXl adopted on 31 July 1990. l n the part relating to
the cornpetences of the Assembly adopted a t a joint session of al1 the
Assembly Chambers, the Amendment stipulated :
" 5 . The Chambers of the Assembly af SR B-H at their joint session may:
- decide on changes to the Constitution of the Socialist Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina;
- proclaim the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina and any changes thereto;
- make proposais, express opinions and approve any changes to
the Constitution of the Socialist Fedcral Republic of Yugoslavia;

- approve changes to the borders of the Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia;

- decide on modificaiions of the borders of the Socialist Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina;

- review foreign policy issues;

- decide on the prolongation
-

of the mandates of deputies to the
Assembly of SR B-H and those of aldermen scrving in the
assemblies of the communes and assemblies of municipaliiies ;
pass the social plan of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the budget and
final accourits of the budget of SR B-H ;

- cal1 a Republic-wide referendum;

- decide on the ffoating of Republic-wide public lons;
-

decide on debts or other obligations of the Republic;

- decide on whether to entrust affairs wi~hinthe competence of the
Republic to a municipal comrnunity as a separate socio-political
community;
- elect and relieve of office : the President and Vice-President of the
Assembly of SR £3-H; the member of the Presidency of SFRY
frorn SR B-H; the President, Vice-President and members of the
Governrnent of SR B-H; the Presideni and Judges of the Constitutional Court of Basnia and Herzegovina; the Presideni .and
Judges of the Supaenie Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina; the
Presideni and members of the working bodies of ihe Assembly of
SR B-H;
-

ePect and relieve of office members of the Delegation of the
Assemhly of SR B-H in the Chamber of Rçpublics and Provinces
of ihe Assembly of SFRY;

-

appoint and relieve of office: ministers; the Governor of the
National Bank of Sosnia and Herzegovina ; the Public Prosecutor of ihe Republic, the Public Attorney of the Republic and the
Secretary General OF the Assembly of SR B-H;
adopt the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly of SR B-II;

-

The Chambers of the Assembly of SR B-H may decide to review
at a joint session other matters wilhin the comrnon lerms of reference of the Asçembiy of SR B-H."aO
Consequenlly, the submission of the proposa1 to proclaim an "imminent
threat of war" was nat within the competence of the AssernbIy of the
fio

Oficial G a r e r r ~of thr Suciiilist Repuhlic of Bosrrilr and Jierzegoviria, No. 21 of

31 July 1990

Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina exercised at a joint session
of al1 the Assembly Chambers nor was it envisaged by the amended version of Article 314 of the Applicant's Constitution. A fortiori, the same
conclusion applies to the cornpetences of the Assembly exercised at sessions of individuiil Assembly Chambers.
34. Tt is only the consolidated text of the Constitution of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina that contains a provision according to whiçh
the Assembly of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, inter alia,
"decides 011 war and p e a ~ e " ~This
' . provision, however, çannot be considered as relevant in this specific case for two main reasons. Firstly, by
its nature it constitutes a rcvision of the Constitution carried out coconlw
consiitralionem in the Form of a consolidation of the text of the Constitution - hence, the arguments presented in reference to Article 220 of the
ConsoIidated Constitution apply per analogkrrn (see para. 30 abave). Secondly, the Consolidated Conslitution of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina was passed in February 1993, i.e., ülmost a year after the
adoption of the "Decision on the proclamation of imminent threat of
war", so that with respect ta this concrete case it is irrelévant.
35. The preümbie to the "Decision on the proclamation of an imminent threat of war" States, inrer d i a , thai it was taken "in accordance
with the provisions of Amendments LI and LXXII io the Constitution of
SR B-H". In the wording of this Decision, therefore, Amendments LI
and LXXTl appear as a concrete constitutional basis. The contents of
Amendment LXXTI can hardly be linked to the "Decision on the proclamation of imminent threat of war", as this Amendment actualIy übrogates Amendment XVIT to the Constitution of the Socialist R~publicof
Bosnia and Herzegovina by stipulating that: "The provisions of Amendment XVll to the Consiiiution of SR B-H on the Council of the Republic
shall cease to be ali id."^^ Prima Fdcie, there is a link between Amendment LI and the "Decision on the proclamation of imminent threat of
war", since the subject of the Amcndment was the establishment of the
compctences of the Presidency of the SociaIist Republic tif Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Amendment LI stipulaied that:

" 1. The Presidency of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina:
(1) reprcsents the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzcgovina ;
(2) reviews questions relating to the implementation of adopted
policies in the areas of al1 peopIes' defence, state securjty, social selfprotection and international co-operation and proposes to the
Assembly of SR Bosnia and Herzegovina the passage of appropriate
Article 206 ( 5 } of the consolidated text.
fhr Socialir~ Republic uJ Bortiia und flrrrc'govina, No 2 l of
31 July 1990.

" Ofjcial F ü i ~tcf of
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measures to irnplement those policies and, in the evenl of an emergency prcventing or seriously hamering t h e realization OF the social
order as established by the Constitution, proposes to the Assembly
of SR Bosnia and Herzegovina the adoption of nccessary masures
ta overcome Ihe intervening disturbances;

(3) establishes the dcfence plan of the Republic and provides
appropriate guide-lines in confor~nitywith the law;
(4) in accordance with the positions and proposais of the Assen>bly of SR Bosnia and Herzegovina reviews matters related to the
participation of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in
the establishment and irnplernenlation of the foreign policy of the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, to co-operation between
the Republic and other Republjcs and Autonuinous Provinces in the
area of international CO-operatinn within the framework of Ihe
adopied foreign policy of SFRY and international Ireaties, and, on
the büsis of prior consultations within the Republirs, proposes candidates for appointment as heads of diplomatic missions and informs
the Presidency of SFRY and the Assembly of SR Bosnia and Herzegovina of its proposals;
(5) establishes, on the basis of prios consultations within the
Republic, proposals for candidates for the appointment as President
and Judges of the Constitutional Court of Bosnia and 1-lerzegovina;
(6) establishes on Ihe basis of prior consulsslrions in Ihe Republic,
the proposa1 of candidates for appointment as members of the
Council of the Republic;
(7) establishes proposals for decorations conferred by the SFRY
Presidency and confers decorations and other marks of honour of
the Republic in conformity with the law;
(8) pardons offenders, in conformity with the law;

(9) adopts the Rules of Procedure of the P r e ~ i d e n c y . " ~ ~
I n the light of the established competences of the Presidency of the

Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, prima facie, any accepÉance of Amendrncnt L1 as a possible constitutional basis For passing the
"Decision on the proclamation of imminent threat of war" is out of the
question. Arnendment L1 gives no authorization whatsoever to the Prcsidency to proclaim an imminent threat of war upon its awn initiative or
upon the proposal of any other organ. In ils paragraph 2, the said
Amendment cstablishes the competences of t h e Presidency "in the event
of extraordinary conditions preventing or seriously hampering the realiX W f $ c i u l Grizets~of rke Socrlrlirr Republic of Bosnin and Herzegovina, No. 21 of
31 July 1980

ration of the constitntionally established order", but those conditions
codd hardly include the proclamation or imminent threat of war. On the
one hand the term "extraordinary conditions" is far broader than the
term "imminent threat of war". In Yugoslav consti tutional terininology,
the term "extraordinüry conditions" served ~o denote a srale of affairs
provoked by natural disasters (Article 364 of the Constitution of the
Sociülist Repuhlic of Bosnia and Herzegovina enunciates as "extraordinary conditions" events like "natural disaster, epidemics"). Al1 powers
linked to a stüte of war or imminent threat of war were entirely in the
hands of federal organs. On the other hand, even on the hypolhcsis that
the competences of rhe Presidency on the basis of paragraph 2 of Amendment LI inciuded the question of "imminent threat of war", the procedure by which the "Decision on ihc proclamation of imminent threat
of war" was passed could only be gualified as formally unconsritutional,
as the cited paragraph of Amendment L1 stipulates the right of the Presidency in the case of exiraordinary conditions "to propose to the Assembly of SR B-H that it take necessary measures to eliminate the existing
disturbances". Hence, the Presidency was not authorized to "takkc necessury measures lu remove the e,~,i-isting
di.iturhances" (emphasis added) but
only to propose to the Assembly the taking of such measures. The prerequisites for such a procedure existed as, judging from the text of the
preamble of the "Decision", the Assernbly had convened when it made
the proposa1 for the proclamation of an imminent lhreat of war.

36. Consequently, bearing in mind that on the basis of Article 358 of
the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovjna as amended by Amendment
LI (4 (8)) "wür or imminent threat of war" was the constitutional condition for the automatic continuation of the mandate of the President
of the Presidency and thai in the light of the relevant provisions of
Article 314 of the Constitution of SR Bosnia and Herzegovina as amended
by Amendment LXXT and Amendment LI, the "Decision on the proclamation of imminent ihreat of war" was passed in contravention of the
Constitution by an unauthosized organ, the mandate of Mr. Alija Tzetbegovik as President of the Presidency could not have been automatically
continued after 20 December 1992.
37. The letter addressed by the Prime Minister of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the Secretdry-General of the United Nations on 1 March 1993,
i.e., 20 days before Mr. Alija lzetbegovik issued the authorization for the
institution of proceedings before the Court, reads inder alia a:

"1 also adviscd . . . that the mandate of Mr. Alija Izetbegoviii as
President of the Presidcncy had expired. This is to dernonstrate the
immediüte need for the international community to assist not only in
protecting Bosnia and Herzegovina's sovereignty and territorial
integrity but also in assuring that the country is governed in accordance with ita democratic and constitutional principles. I should be

grateful if you would have the text of the present letter and its annex
circulated as a document of the General Assembly, under agenda
item 143 and of the Security Co~ncil."~"
The Annex of this letier is "Letter dated 24 February 1993 frorn the
Prime Minister of Bosniü and Herzegovina to the Chairman of the European Affairs Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Affairs Cornmittee of
the United States of Atnerica", and states inter aliu:
"Furthermore, pleasc be advised that the mandate of Mr. Alija
Izetbcgovik as President of the Prcsidency of Ihc Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina expiredl on 20 Decembcr 1992. He is presently
without constitutional authority to act in that capacity. The Presidency, and not the President alone, is the representative body of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Only the Presidency can invoke
constitutional emergençy powers, not the President üloiie. The President is merely primus interpares. Likc Mr. SiIajdziC.,Mr. Izetbegovii:
does not speak for the Presidency as a whole with respect to the curren t stage of the Vance/Owen talks, but only as one Muslin? member
of the Presidency." 8 5
ln tliis conneclion, Mr. R. Zacklin, Director and Deputy to the UnderSecretary-General in charge of the Office of Legal Affairs, in a letter
addressed to the Registrar of the International Court of Justice on
25 March 1943, stressed inier nliu that:
"Mr. Izetbegovih participated in the generat debate of Ihe last
session of the General Assembly as President of Bosnia-Merzegovina
and no communication has bcen made to the United Nations since
then advising u s that he is n o longer the President. In the United
Nations and in the International Conference on the former Yugoslavia, Mr. Izetbegovii: has becn regarded and continues to be
regarded as the President of Bosnia-Eler~egovina."~~
Can the fact that '931-1 the United Nations and in the Internarional
Conference on the former Yugoslavia, Mr. Izetbegovii. has been regarded
und continues to be regarded as the Pre.sir.ident of Bosnia-Herzegovinai"
change the legal order established by the Constitution of Bosnia and
Herzegovina?
The answer la this question can only be negative, as if this were not the
case, we would find ourselves in the absurd situation of attrlbuting to the
institution of recognition, which is in practice an eminently political act,
constitutional powers, the power to change: the interna1 potitical structure
of a State. Another conclusion may be drawn however - that the inter84

DOÇ.Ai471899-5125360,5 March 1995.

" Ibid

8"etter düted 25 March 1993 addressed io E. Valencia-Ospina, Registrar, International Court of Justice. Crom R. Zacklin, United Nations Director and Deputy to the
Under-Secretary-General In charge of the Office of Legal Affairs.
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national community organized within the United Nations wüs in legal
error (errai.juris), judging from the meaning of the formulations used in
the aforementioned letter, with regard to the nature of the institution of
Head of State in the constitutional system of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

38. ln the light of the relevant provisions of Bosnia and Herzegovina's
interna1 law, ii is evident that Mr. Alija Izetbegovié was without constitutional authoz-ity to act in the capacity of President of the Presidency of
Bosnia and Herzegovina as of 21 December 1991. The relevance of that
fact cannot be denied in the domain of international Iüw, as, in rny view,
we are faced with a general legal principle according to which:
"the act af an official cannot juridically be set up as an act of State
unless it was within the sphere of compçtency of that official. The act
of an incompetent officia1 is not an act of the State."s7
34. This general principle is also expressed in Article 8 of the Conveniiori on the Law of Treaties (196g).
A measure taken by an officia1 outside the sphere of cornpetence of
that officia1 is by definition a non-existent measure, a measure limited lo
the factual sphere as it iç devoid of legal effect. In that respect the qualification contained in the commentary on Article 8 of the Converition on
the Law of Treaties is applicable per analogiam:
"where a person lacking üny authonty ta represent the Skite in this
connection purported to express its consent to be bound by a treaty,
the true lcgal position was that his act waç not attributable to the
Slate and that, in consequence, there was no question of any consent
having been expressed by it . . . the unauthorized act of the representative is without legal effect" sR.

40. The sedes rnuteriae of the third prelirninary objeciion lies in the statemeni that Bosnia and Herzegovina's proclamation of sovereignty and independence was effected in an illegal manner in flagrant breach of the principle
of equal rights and self-determination of peoples; hence, no succession of
the Applicant to the Genocide Convention of 1948 could have been possible.
The Court finds, quite simply, that
"Bosnia and Herzegovina became a Member of the United Nations
foIlowing the decisions adopted on 22 May 1992 by the Security
57 Thc Presidxng Cammissinner of the France-Mexican Mixed Claims Commission
(1924) in the Cuzrr case (1929), cited in Bin Cheng, Generul Princples ofLuw as dpplietf
by Internarionul Coura und Tribunois, 1953, p. 205.
R u Draft Articles on the Law of Treaties with commentaries adopted by the ILC at its
Eighteenth Session, UNCLT, First and Second Sessions, Vienna, 26 Marçh-24 May 1568
and 5 April-22 May 1969, OflciuE Records, p. 13, para 1.
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Council and the General Assembly, bodies competent under thc
Charter",
and indicates that

"Article XI of the Genocide Convention opens it to 'any Member of
the United Nations'; from the time of its admission to the Organization, Bosnia and Herzegovina could lhus becorne a party to the Convention. Hence the circumstances of its accession to independence
are of little consequence," (Para. 19 of the Judgrnent.}
In my opinion, the legality of Bosnia and Herzçgovina's birth is far
Irom being a fact in the light of the relevant legal rules. It implicilly relies
on the concept of the so-cülled "process of dissolution" of Yugoslavia,
claborated in the Opinions of the Arbitralion Commission of the Conference on Yugoslavia, which is not a Iegal term srricto sensu. This concept is rnost aptly seen as a sort of metaphor where a State figures as a
kiild of vesse1 from which its vital substance is trickling away and which,
through the will of an imaginary creator, is being transfo~medinto the
tissue of a new State organisrn.
(This is eloquently shown by the position taken by the Arbitration Commission in relation to the date of succession of States in
ihe Yugoslav case. IR its Opinion No. 11, the Commission took
the vicw:
"That the date upon which the States sternming from the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia succeeded the Socialist Federal
Republic of YugosIavia are:

- 8 Octoher 1991 in the case of the Republic of Croatia and the
Republic of Slovenia,
17 November 1991 in the case of the former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia,
- 6 March 1992 in the case of the: Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina" (International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia,
Arbitration Commission, Opinion No. 11, para. IO).
Thus the Commission claims that the succession here occurred in the
relations between the SFRY as the predecessor-State and the newlyindependent republics as the successor-States. In other words, it did
not take place lrno fctu; vacher, what is known as succession is in fact a
set of successions which occurred one afier another between 8 Octnber
1991 and 27 April 1992. The succession of Slovenia and Croatia has
not destroyed the international legal personality of the SFRY as the
predecessor-State. A contrario, Macedonia could not exit €rom the
SFRY and sucçeed SFRY at the same time. The s m e upplies ro Bosnia und Herzegovina, because this former federal unit, in the Commission's view, also succceded SFRY. Such an approach of thc Commission could reasonably be explained by "the cornplex inferacrion between
-

rlie deliherations of the Arbitrarion Commission alad rhe poliricol decision.8 of the EC institutions und member States [whichj is nutt~ivorihy"
(Conference on Yugoslav Arbitration Commission : Opinions on Questions Arising from the Dissolution of Yugoslavia, Tntroductory Note
by Maurizio Ragazzi, Inrernational Legul Muteriais, 1992, p. 1490). In
the light of the above, there exists a cIear connection between such
qualification and the content of Article 1 ( a ) OF the Draft Convention
submitted by President of the Conference propusing that "[nlew relations between the Republics will be based on the following: ( a ) sovereign and independent Republics with an international personality for
those who wish it, etc.")

Of utmost importance is the fact that there exists a substantial connection, in fact a causal connection, between the legality of the birth of a State
and the status of a successor State in legal terms (see paras. 81-88 below).
l n order to reach a conclusion as to whether Bosnia and Herzegovina
was established in the legal way, it is necessary to examine bath the relevant norrns of international law and the internal law of SFRY. The relevance of the internal Iüw of SFRY to that effect derives from the specific
nature of the norm of equal rights and self-determination of peoples in
multi-ethnic States (see paras. 44-46 above).
A. Relevunce of Inlrrautioaal Law
to the Birlh of Srares

41. A reply in the matter of relevance is often sought in the option Tor
one of the IWO mutually exclusive quaIifiçations: birah of States as questio
fc~ctior as questio juris. Neilher of thesr qualifications, taken on ils own
merits and individually, really corresponds to the actual state of affairs,
in view of their oversimplification and untenable. segregation. The first
suggesls that international law is indifferent to the issue of the birth of
States, that they are created in a legal vacuum, a sort of legal vacant
space, in a free interaction of power and opportunity elements. The
second, however, reduces the birth of States tu legalistic procedures, to
a matter of the mere will of an imaginary international legislator, rnaterialled in the fom of a State, independently of real social processes. In, the
final analysis, the first statement reduces international law relative to the
birth of States to an ex posl rationalization of actual developments and
thereby to its own negation, while the second takes a çompletely opposite
course, elevating international law to the level of a maker, a creator of
social phenomena.
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The fundamental defect in the option for either of the two mulually
exclusive explanations is the confusion of two dimensions involved in the
birth of States: the socio-poIitica1 and the legal. As it is indisputable that
birth of States is a mrttter of realistic social processes from a socio-political standpoint, so it is that the birth of States tükes place in the environment of the international comrnunity. Thus, international law cannot
abdicate from the segulation of such a crucial issue of international life.
Shaw is right in observing that:

"[tlhe relationship . . . between factual and legal criteria is a crucial
shifting one. Whether the birth ofa new state is primarily a question
of fact or law and how the interaction between the criteria of effectiveness and other relevant legal principlcs may be reconciled are
questions of considerable complexily and significan~e."~~

42. Since its inception international law has never bcen or could have
been indifferent to the question of the birth of States. The substance and
nature of its rules have undergone modifications depending on the
achieved degree of advancement of international law. Grosso modo, the
rules of international law concerning the birth of States rnay be classified
into two groups:
- the first would comprise the rules of international law defining the State
ab inlro, as a legal fact within the system of international Iaw. In other
words, these rules of international law define wliut ci Strrre is. The very
definition is static and narrowed down to an enumerarion of the constituent elements of a State. On the whole, such a definition of a Slate is
founded on the principle of effectiveness and hy this means international
law specifies the static, çategorial meaning of the concept of a State.

- the second group would comprise the rules defining a State ab exira,
from the point of view of other relevant rules of international law.
While definition ab infra starts from a State as an isolated, static phenorncnon, definition ah exira locates the State in the sysiem of international law, linking its birth and funciioning in the international community to other legal rules. In expressing the dynamic side of a concrete
issue concerning a certain State, the notion of a State ah exrrcr inclrides,
in fact, pnnciples and n o m s fundamental to the birth of States.
Those principles have accornpanied practically the whole period of existence of international Eaw. The birth of States, since the Westphalian
Peace Accord in 1648, has been justified by a principle-like balance of
power, legitimacy and interpretation of the "Holy Alliance", the quasilegislative competeiices of super-powçrs, the principle of nationality,
and, during the twentieth century, the self-determination OF pcoples.

" M.N. Shaw, International Law, 2nd ed., 1986, p

126.
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11may be said that the above principles basically derive from the con-

cept of legalit y.
43. Tt should be kept in rnind, howcver, that the nature of Ihc legaliry
concept has been changing with the developrnent of international law.
That concept was based, for quite some lime, upon subjective, eliminatory criicria, which reçognized, in a comrnunity that toleraied unconlrolled resort to force and even to war, the property of a legislative
factor, rneaning legality no more than in the formal sense of the word.
Beterrnined nd cumin, on the basis of the fulfilment of forma1 and procedural requircmenrs, that legality was not stricto sensu legality, as
measured by the norms of a more developed interna1 law, but ralher a
polilical decision in a more acceptable guise.
A basis for a radical change of attitude to the question of legality is
provided by the hierarchical division of international law according lo
the criierion of the legal merit of ils norrns. The division of international
law into "lower" and "higher" law opened the way towards the conceptualization of peremptory norms of general international law (jus cogens) ,
effected by Articles 53 and 64 of the Convention on the Law of Treaties
of 1969. As Judge Ammoun put it in his separate opinion in the Barcelona Traction case (Second Phase, 1970):

"through an already lengthy practice of the 'United Nations, the concept of jus cogcns obtained a greater degree of effectiveness, by ratifying, as an imperative n o m of international law, the principles
appearing in the preamble to the Charter7'*'.
Jus cogens creates grounds for a global change in relations of State
sovereignty to the legal order in the international community and for the
establishment of conditions in which the rule of law can prevail over the
free will of States. As an objective, non-eliminatory norm, it conslitutes a
materia1 basis, a criterion for challenging the legality of individual acts in
the international comrnunity. Therefore, it essentially limits the impact of
effectiveness in interna~ionallaw. Effectiveness in a system wiih a defined
concept of legality may be legally acceptcd only in cases in which it does
not confliçt with the norms that serve as criteria of legality. Within the
co-ordinales of the de jure order effectiveness versus legality is an incorrect approach. because to accept effectiveness as a rule

"would indeed be to apply a halchet to the very rootç of the law of
nations and to cover wilh its spurious authonty an infinitive series of
international wrongs and disregard for international ~bligations"~'.

I. C.J. Reporrs 1970, p 304.
J. H. W. Verujl, Internrrfiunul Luw in Historical Perspective, 1, 1968, p. 293.

44. The concept of a material, homogeneous legality is unavoidably
reiiecled in the matter of the birth of States. This is suggested by an as yet
insufficiently advanced and stslbilized international practice. Let us take
the case of Southern Rhodesia. In that case, the cri terion of cffectiveness
was fully met, as the white, minority government, exercised effective rule
over the territory. But, in spite of that, United Nations Security Council
resolution 217 of 20 November 1965 established that the declaration of
independence had "no legal validity" and national governmcnt had been
proclaimed by "illegal authorities". Such an attitude towards Southern
Rhodesia, which on the basis of the ab infra criterion, was a State beyond
any doubt, was governed by the: intention "to allow the people of Sauthern Rhodesia to determine their own future consistent with the objectives
of GenerskS Assembly resolution 1514 (XV)" [1950jY2.United Nations
Genei-al Assembly resolution 1514 of 14 Decernber 1960, eniitled "Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples" established, inter uliu, that
"AI1 peoples have the right to self-determination. By virlue of
that right they freely determine thcir political status and freely
pursue their economic, social and cultural development." (Para. 2.) ,
In that way the practice of States confirmed that :
"in the case of an entity seeking to become ü state and accepted by
the international community as being entitled to exercise the right of
self-detemination, it may well be necessary ro demonstrate that the
interna1 r~quirsmcntsof the principle have not been offended. One
cannot definç this condition too rigorously in view of state practice
to date, but it would appear lo be a sound proposition that systematic and institutionalised discrimination might invalidate a daim to
~tatehood."~~
However, it would be an overstatement to assert that the introduction OF
the concept of material lcgality created a harmonious unity between the
nb intru and ah extra definitions of a State. This has not been achieved
due to the chronic institutional insufficiency of the international order
which, acting in the environment of a primarily political comrnunity which is what the international comrnunity virtually is - often Icads to
Ihf: prevalerice of policy over law. Hence, the discrepancy between international law and international order, since norms have not always been
applied as they should have been in view of their substance, but more or
Icss under the influence of non-legal, political views. Indisputably, the
achievement of the aforementioned harmony constitutes not only an aim
of but also a condition for the establishment of international order as a
de jure order in this particular context.
-
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B. The Legalily of rlie Proclamarion of Bosnia und Hecegovina S.
Independence in rhe Light of fhe Interilal Lutv of the Sociulist Federul
Republic of Yugosluvio
1. Rel~vranct.of the internul luw of rlzc. Sociuli.~tFederul R~pzrbdicof

Yugosluvin in this particular case
45. The original international legal norm of self-determination of
peoples is both incomplete and imperfect, at least when it concerns subjecis entiiled ta self-deiermination in multi-eihnic States and iheir exercise of external self-detcrmination infringing upon the territorial integrity
of a State. Given its incompleteness, the original norm of self-deterrriination of peoples is rendered inapplicable in its respective parts to certain
praçtical situations and constitutes a sort of decorative, empty normative
structure. lnterested entities often refer ta it, but it can function onFy outside the legal domain, as a convenient cover for an eminently political
strategy, based on opportuneness and the balance of power.

This implies a need io çee the norm of the right to external self-determination in the States cornposed of more than one people as a complex
norm consisting of two parts: on the one hand, original international
legal norms of the right of peoples Io exlernal self-determination, and, on
the other, relevant parts of the internal law of the given State. Tn this context, ihe original international legal norm of the right of peoples has the
role of a general, pennissiv~norin, which assumes an operative character,
the property of a norm which rnay become effective in the event that the
internal law of a multi-ethnic. State has stipulated the right ta external
self-determination if it defines the entitlement to it, as well as the procedure for iw exercisc. In othcr words, the relevant provisions of internal
law are ad cu.sum an integral part of the norm of the right of peoples io
extemal self-determination. Only in this way does the original international legal norm of the right to extcrnal self-determination become
applicable at the level of the fundamental prernise of the rule of 3aw.
Thc necessiiy for such a relationship between international and interna1 laws is rightfully suggested by the following:
"If the rule of law is to be made effective in warld affairs it must
cover a wide range of increasingly complex transactions which are
governed partly by international and partly by municipal law . . . It
is therefore important that international courts and tribunals should
be in a position, when adjudicating upon complex international
transactions, to apply simul taneously thc rclevant principles and
rules of international law and the provisions of any system of
municipal law which may be applicable to the particular transaction
. . . One of the essential functions of international law and international organisation is to prornote the rule of 1aw within as well as
among nations, for only on the basis of the rule of law within
nations can the rule of Paw among nations develop and be made

determination. 1 am of the view that, in this case, the reasoning of the
Court in the case çoncerning Brazilian Loans (1424) is relevant.
In the Bruzilian Loans case the Court pointed out, inter alia, that
"[olnce the Court has arrived at the concIusion that it is necessary to
apply the municipal law of a particular country, there seems no
doubt that il must seek to apply it as it would be applied in that
country. Tt would not be applying the municipal law of a country if
il were to apply it in a manner different from that in which that law
would be applied in the country in which it is in force.
Tt follows that the Court must pay the utrnost regard to the decisions of the municipal courts of a country, for it is with the aid of
their jurisprudence that it will be enabled ta decide what are the
rules which, in actual fact, are applied in the country the law of
which is recognized as applicable in a given case. If the court were
obliged to disregard the decisionç of municipal courts, the resull
wauld be that it might in certain circurnstance apply rules other than
ihosc actually applied; this would seem to be contrary to the whole
theory on which the application of municipal law is based.
Of course, the Court will endeavour EO make a just appreciation of
the jurisprudence of municipal courts. If this is uncertain or divided,
it will rest with the Court to select the interprelation which it considers most in conformity with the law. To compel the Court to disregard that jurisprudence would not be in conformity with its function when applying municipal la^."^^
2. Constiiufional concept of the Yugoslcrv Sta le - constitutional concept of Bosnda and Herzegaviaa as a federal unil
47. In order to elucidate the constitutional concept of the Yugoslav
State and that of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a federal unit, 1 will quote
sorne relevant provisions of the constitutions of the Yugoslav State that
suggest a conclusion on its nature and, more specifically, on the status of
its peoples.
48. The first constiiution of the Yugoslav State - Ihc constitution of
the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovcneç, promulgated on 28 June
1921, stipulated that the Kingdom "is a state of Serbs, Croats and
Slovenes, a constitutional, parliamentary and hereditary monürchy. The
officia1 state name is: Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes." Article 3
of the Constitution provided that the "official language of the Kingdom
wiH be Serb-Croat-Slovenian".
49. The Constitution of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia of 3 September
1931, did not indicate. expressis verbis its constitutive. peoples. They were
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mentioned only indirectly, as, for example, in the provision of Article 3 of
the Constitution stipulating thüt the "officia1 language of the Gngdom
[shalt bel Serbian-Croat-Slovenian".
50. The resolution constituting Yugoslavia on the federal principle,
approved by the Second Conference of the Anti-Fascist Council of
National Liberation of Yugoslavia on 29 Novernber 1843, said, inler dia,

"By virtue of rhe righi of each people EO self-determinarion iacluding the righr ro sepuration or uli$cation wirh utker peoples, . . . the
Anti-Fascist Council of National Ljberation of Yugoslavia, passes
the following
(2) To effectuate the principle of sovereignty of the peoples of
Yugoslavia, . . . Yugoslavia is being constructed and will be constructed on the federal principle which will secure full equaljty to
Scrbs, Croafs, Siovenians, Mucedoniuns and Montenegrans, id est
peoplcs of Serhia, Croutiu, Sloveniu, Macetionia, Munfcnegro und
Bosnia and Nerzegovinu . . ."9'
51. The first Constitution of the federal Yugoslavia of 1946 in its
Article 1 defined the Federal Peoples' Republic of Yugoslavia as
"a federal peoples' State in the form of a Republic, a community of
equal peoples, who have expressed their will, based on the righi to
self-detemination, including the right to separation, to live together
in a federal State".
52. In the secoiid Constitution of 1963, the Federation was defined
as a:

"Federal state of freely unified and equal peoples and a socialist
democratic community based on the rule of working people and selfgovernment."
The Constitution of the So~ialistRepublic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
of 1963, laid down in its Basic Principles, inter d i a , thal,
"Linked throughout their cornmon history by their living together,
by rheir aspirations and struggle for frecdom and social progress,
SErbs, Muslims and Crouts, overcoming the attempts of foreign
powcrs and locril reactionary forces, have corne together for the first
time in freedom, equality and brotherhood in their Republic, which
became the politicül and sociaI form of both their unily and mutual
equality and their eyuality with rhe other peoples of Yuguslavia wirk
" Decision on building up Yugoslavia on tliz fedcrdi principlc, Oj#cial Guzetie o f D F J ,
No. 111445 (cmphasis added).

~vhornlhey volunrarily enlered a cornmon stute on the blasis of the
right tu self-dekennfnalim, including flie right Io separalion: the
Federal Peoples' Republic of Yugoslavia thereby secured Full equality and conditions of comprehensive national development, material
and cultural progress for an overail socialist transformation."
(Emphasis added .)
Article 1 of the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina qualified ir as
"a state socialist democratic community of peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina based on the rule of working people and seIf-governrnent".
53. The Constitution of the SFRY of 1974 begins wirh Chapter 1 of
the Basic Principles, which was worded as follows:

"The peoples of Yugoslavia, starting From the right of each nation
to self-determination, including the right to secession, on the grounds
of thcir will freely expressed in the joint struggle of al1 peoples and
nationalities in the national liberation war and socialist revolution
. . . have created a socialisl federal community of worki~igpeople the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia . . .".
In Chapter VI1 of the Basic Principles, it is stated,
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia upholds:

infer

aliil, that the

"-

the right of each people freely to determine and build its social
and political order by ways and means freely chosen;
- the right of people to self-determination and national independence and the right to wage a libcration war, in pwrsuit of these
causes;
- regard for generally accepted n o m s of international law".

The Constitution of the SFR Y in its operative pari, defined it as a
"Federal Staie, a state community of freely united peoples and their
socialist Republics . . . based on the rule and self-management of
the working class and of al1 working people and the socialist selfmanaged democratic community of working people and citizens
and equal peoples and nationalities" (Art. 1 of the Constitution).

54. The Constitution of 1474 of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and
Henegovina laid d a w n in its ArticIe 1 :
"The Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina i s a socialist
democratic. State and socialist self-managed democratic communily
of working people; and citizens, peoplm of Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Musiims, SeiAbsand Crouis, with the members of other peoples
and nationalities, who live in it, hased un the rule and self-manage-

ment of the working clüss and al1 working people and on sovar~ignty
und equulity oj"the peoples of Bosniu and Herzegovina and the members of other nations a ~ i dnationalities, living in ii.
The Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is an integral
part of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia." (Emphasis
added .)
Article 2 of the Constitution of Bosnia and M~rzegovinastipulates:
"Working people ünd citizens, peaples of Bosnia and Hcvzegovrna
- Serhs, Croats and Muslims and members of other natiuns and
nationalities shrall cxercise ~heirsovereigrr rights in [he Sociulisr
Repuhlic of Bosnia und Herzegovina, except for those righes which
the Constitution of the SFRY hüs designated to be exercised in the
Socialist FederaI Republic of Yugoslavia in the comrnon interest of
working people and citizens, peoples and nationalilies." (Ernphasis
added.)
The Preamble says, inter dia, that
"peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina - Muslinzs, Serbs und Crorrts
. . . d o n g with workcrs and other working people and citizens
and peoples and nationalities in other socialisr repubiics and socialjst autonomous provinces of the Socialist Republic of Yugoslaviü achieved significant success in . . . advancing . . . unity and
equality . . ."
and further states that
"the social and political order of Bosnia and Hcrzegovina is hased
on the principles laid down in the SFRY constitution by the peoples
and nationalities and working people of Yugoslavia".
The Basic Principles of the Constitution stipulate that
"The peoplrs of Boxnia ana' Herzegovina - Serbs, Muslims und
Croals . . . with other peoples and nationalities of Yugoslavia, . . .
hased on the right EO self-determinu fion inchding the riglrl ro sece;ision, have volunrurily corne together in rlie commun Sfrtfv - the
SociaIisr Federal Republic qf Yugosl~tvia,and have ihereby secured
full equality and the conditions for cornprehensive national development . . ." (Chapter 1 of the Basic Principles.)
Chapter I l of the same Basic PrincipIes stipulates, inler d i a , that
"'rhepeoples of Bosnia and Herzgovinn - Croats, Serbs und Muslims and members of other peoples and nationalities shall exercise
wirhin the SocictIixt Republic of Bosnia and Herz~govina,as a Statc
and self-managed çommunity, their soiiereign rigfits arld further their
class and national in~erests."(Ernphasis added.)

It is made particularly clear that
"Starting from the principles . . . of respect for freedom and independence of peoples, active peaceful coexistence, openness to the
world and the need for the development of comprehensive international cooperation, the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina shall participate, on an equal footing with other republics
and autonomous provinces, in the exercise of the foreign policy of
the Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia." (Chapter X of the Basic Principles.)
On 3 1 July 1990 the Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina approved Amendments LIX-LXXX to the Constitution of
the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina (OSfacialGazerre of alzc
Socialisf Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, No. 21 of 3 1 July 1990).
Amendment LX teplaced paragraph 1 of Article I of the Constitution
of the Socialiss Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and reads as
follows:
"1, The Socialist Repubtic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is a d~rnocruric sovereign slaae of equaI citizens, people3 of Bosnia and Herzegovi~iir- Muslims, Sèrbs and Croats and members of oiher peoples
and nationalities living in it."
Amendment L1 stipulates that:
"Al1 peoples and nationalities will be guaranreed proportionate
representation in the assemblies of socio-political communities,
bodies elected by them in the Presidency of SR B-H and in other
State organs" (this arnendmcnt is addcd to Article 3 of the Constitulion of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina).
Paragraph 1 O of Amendment LXX stipulates that :
"The Assembly of SR Bosnia and Herzegovina shall form a Council to deal with the question of the exercise of the equality of peoples
and nationalities of Busnia and Herzegovina. Members of the Çouncil will be appointed from the rariks of deputies - members of the
nations of Boçnia and Herzegovina - Muslims, Serbs and Croats in
equal proportion, and respective number of deputies from the ranks
of other peoples and nationalities and others who live in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The Council sliai'l reach its decision by n consensus of
~ h mcmbers
e
of al1 nations und nalirraaiitiees.The Council shall specifically discusç the issues relating to the equality of languages and
alphabets; the organization and activities of cultural institutions of
particular importance for the expression and afismation of the
national speçificities of individual peoples and nationali~iesand the
promulgcrtirin of t-egufatiofl.~
ro implernerlt consfidutionaI provisions
cxpressdy cktermining the principles of eyualiry anaong ppeoplcs and
ricifionalities." (Emphasis added.)

55. A consistently undeniable façt, underlying the broad spectrum of
changes that have affected the Yugoslav State since its inception in 1918,
was a point of departure, explicit or implicit, of al1 constitutional solutions: rhai is rhal YugosIuvia has prirnarily been a cornmuaity ojpeoples
J ~ W ifs
? birrh.

The subjerst of changes was the number of constitutive, Staic-making
peoples. At the moment of its inception in 14 18, Yugoslavia was a community of three constitutive peoples (Serbs, Croats and Slovenes). The
Federal Constitution of 1946 recognized the status of constitutive peoples
of Macedonians and Montenegrans, who used to be takcn to be paris of
the Serbian national corps. Finally, the Constitution of 1963 included
Muslims in the ranks of constitutive peoples.
56. Since the formation of the Yugoslav State as a federation this conshnt Iîas governedfuIlyly,and withoui any reservation, the jerferal unit of
Bosnia and Herzegovitia. Hence, the widely used but samewhat lilerary
qualification of Bosnia and Herzegovina as the 'hsmall Yugoslavia",
where the essential characteristics of the Yugoslav federation are
expressed in a narrow margin.
Federal Yugoslavia was formed under the resolution of the Second
Conference of the Anti-Fascist Council of National Liberation of Y ugoslavia in 1943, as a community of sovereign and equal peoples, while subsequent constitutional intervention created republics, as federal units.
Thus, like the rest ofthe republics, Bosnia and Herzegovina was formally
brought into being by its Constitution of 1946, although temporary
aulhorities had been created since the adoption of the rcsolution establishing Yugoslavia as a federal State.
In the light of bolh the federal Constitution of 1946 and the republican
Constitution pramulgated the same year, Bosnia and Herzegovina was
formed as a State of Serb and Croat peoples. Muslims partiçipated in ihe
formation of the Yugoslav federation and in Rosnia and Herzegovina
itself as an integral part of the Serb or Croat peoples, or more precisely as
the Serbs or Croats o f Muslim religion, not as a constitutive people,
endowed with the right to self-deiermination.
57. Thc constitutional solutions of 1963 chünged the constitutional
position of Muslims, promoting them into a constitutive people. In keeping with this change Bosnia and Herzegovina was defined by its republican Constitution of 1963 as the: "state socialist demoeratic union of
peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina . . .". The Basic Principles of the
Constitution nürned as "pcoples of Bosnia and Herzegovjna" : "the Serbs,
Muslims and Croats". This staiuç was reserved for the Muslims in the
constitutional regulations of 1974.
In other words, the Musljms were tumed into a constitutive nation ex
post: after Bosnia and Herzegovina had been formed, on the basis of the
exerçised right to self-determination of Serbs and Croats, as a federal unit
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within the Yugoslav federation. Does this Fact influence the scope and
qualily of the rights of Muslirns as a constitutive nation? The reply can
only be in the negative. Having been granted the status of a canstitulive
nation, the Muslims came into possession of absolutely equal rights in
the same way as Serbs and Croats in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The full
equality of rights of constitutive peoples was accentuated in con.finuo by
al1 constitutional solutions, whether federal or in Bosnia and Herzegovina, between 1946 and 1974. This was effecled not only by the use of
corresponding terms (exempli causa, "the right of each people"; "full
equality" ; "sovereignty and equality of peoples") but by inversion in
quoting the names of peoples, strikingly present in the constitutions of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, so as to stress both in substance and diction
the full equaliiy of constitutive peoples. In concreto, equality is both
an explicit and implicit reference ta the right of "each nation to selfdetermination inçluding the right to secession or unification with other
peoples".

58. In rhe light c,J' constifutionul solutions und consequent legul und
poli ticul pruclice resulring in the y u a l ~ ~ a i i oofn Bosnnia and Hcrzegovina
as nJederution of nations, personal federation sui generis was the closesl
to the acrual slate ~Jufluirs.Such a qualification was justified by several
facts of fundamental importance.
Firstly, in the light of both n o m s and facts, Bosnia and Herzegovina
was a community of three peoples. The Republic of Bosnia and Herze-

govina was not, unlike the rest of the Yugoslav republics, a genuine,
original form of the State personality of the Y ugoslav State, but was created ex p s t , as a relevant form of interna1 administrative and territorial
division of the State in the federal phase of its existence. Ratione valoretn,
Bosnia and Herzegovina was not only constituted but also functioned, in
politicai and legal terms, as a community of peoples. It suffices tu point
to the composition of the bodies of authority in the Socialist RepubIic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina. The issue of cadres in Bosnia and Herzegovina
was governed by the "Social compact on personal policy in SR of Bosnia
and H e r ~ e g o v i n a " ~Article
~.
7 (3) thereof bound the signatories of the
compact to secure:
"the proportionate and, in particular, adequate representation of
peoples and nationalitjes on the asçemblies of socio-political cammunities, staie organs and bodies of socio-political organizations in
the Republic and el~ctionto posts with a term of office of one or two
years from among the ranks of al1 the peoples".
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Such a solution was also legally sanctioned. Article 170ri of the Law on
the Changes and Amendments of the Law. on State Administrationyy
stipulated that any
"Official as head of an administrative agency and his deputy may
be recalled before the end of their respective terms if so required by
eligibility criteria for the equal representation of peoples . . . of
Bosnia and Herzegovina in State administration and in pursuance
of personnel policy".
An identical provision is contained in Article 17% of the same law
relating to high political officials.
The above fucts suggesi thut Bosnia and Herzegovina ivas pllenomenologically only apparently a federal unit, luhile .substantivel~~
und rnatericilly
it ,vas ci union of ils constitutive peoples.
Secondly, the SFRY Constitution of 1974 and the Con.stiturion of the
Socialist Republic of Bo.snia and Herzegovina pronzulguted tlze same year,
dejïned the right to self-determination as a subjective, collective right of
peoples. Such a provision was consigned in earlier constitutions. It derives
from the very nature of the matter. The subject entitled to self-determination is, by definition, a people. It is yet another question that, on the one
hand, the right to self-determination is exercised on the territory in question, and that, on the other, in the circumstances of a territorialized international community the consequences of the exercised right to self-determination are territorialized. Overlapping of the right to self-determination
and territorialization occurs, as a rule, in single-people communities, and
it follows that formulations which recognize the right to a territorial
entity are colloquial formulations. However, in multi-ethnic communities
composed of peoples provided with equal rights, a territory is exclusively
an area where equal nghts of self-determination are exercised.
Thirdly, Bosnia and Herzegovina, as a federal unit, ,vas not equipped
ivitli a rigltt to self-determination that ivould include the right to secession.
Fourthly, Bosnia urzrl Herzegovina likeivise possessed none of the classic uttributes of stutelzood ~vlzichare characteristic of federal units in
modern federations. Although a "constitutive element of the federation"
Bosnia and Herzegovina was, in the structure of Yugoslav federalism like
other federal units, designed - both constitutionally and legally - in a
specific way. After 1963, it had dichotomic properties: on the one hand,
it possessed the powers characteristic of most of the other federal units in
contemporary federations, and, on the other, it represented the socialist
Official Gazerte of the Socialisr Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, No. 10 of
28 March 1991.
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federation. On the basis of the principle of the "eqwality of the peoples
of Bosnia and Herzegovina" it is stipulated that :
"In the assernblies of the socio-political communities, and in the
bodies elected by them of the Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, proportional representation shall be guaranteed
to the peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina and to the other peoples
living in it."'OU
Al1 the plans for the constitutional arrangements of Bosnia and Herzegovina submitted during the negotiations about the peaceful solution of
the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina start from the qualificalion of
Bosnia and Herzegovina as a community of peoples.
In the draft "Constitutional Structure for Boçnia and Hercegovina",
subrnitted by the Co-Chairmen on 27 October 1992, and on 16 November specifically endorsed by the Security Council (resolution 787 (1992)
para. 1) (the so-called Vance-Owen Plan), it is said, inter aliri, that:
" ( c ) The constitution is to recognize three 'constituent peoples', as
well as groups of boters"' Io'. Article 1 of Chapter I of the "Constitutional Arrangements of the Union of Republic of Bosnia and Hercegovina" submitted by the Co-Chairmen Owen and Stolienberg in September 1993, envisaged that :
"[tlhe Union of Republic of Bosnia and Hercegovina is cornposed of
three Constituent Republics and encompasses three constituent
pcoples: the Muslims, Serbs and Croats, as well as a group of other
peoples '' 'O2.
In the Preamble io Annex 4 of the Dayton Agreement "Bosniacs, Croats,
and Serbs" are qualified as consli tuent peoples (A/50/790/5/19951999,
p. 59) So it can be said that the fact that Bosnia and Herzegovina is
essentially a community of peoples is recognized on an international
plane.
3. The promulgrrrion of' Bosnia und Herzegovinu as a .~overeignSlate

59. In the part of the Mernorial entitled: "The Internationat Status of
Bosnia and Herzegovina", " ( a ) The alleged absence of statehood of Bosnia and Herzegovina", the Applicant, summing up ils views of the subject
matter, States:
"The existence of the main elements in this respect has been
summed up 6y the Arbitration Commission in its Opinion No. 1 1 of
15 July 1983 :

I t m Article 3 (1.3) of the refined text of the Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and
Hcrzcgovina.
ln'
ICFY16, Anncx 1, Sl25403.
'O2

Agreement relating to Bosnia and Henegouina, ICFY, Appendix 1

'in a referendum held on 29 February and 1 March 1992, the
majority of people of the Republic have expressed themselves in
füvour of a soveteign and independent Bosnia, the result of the
referendum was officially promulgated on 6 March, and since that
date, notwithstanding the drunatic events thai have oçcurred in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the constitutional authorities of the
Republic have acted like those of sovereign state in order to maintain its territorial integrity and their full and exclusive powers'." 'O3

60. Two conditions should have been met to make the promulgation

of sovereignty and independence of Bosnia and i-ierzegovina legally
perfect, in the lighi of interna1 law of SFRY, as follows:
first, that Yugoslav law should have provided for the right to secession of
federal units; and
second, that the procedure prescribed by the Constitution and law should
have been observed, for,
"[wlhether the federation dissolves into two or more states also
brings into rocus the doctrine of self-detemination in the form of
secession. Such a dissolution may be the result of an amicable and
constitutional agreement or rnay occur pursuant to a forceful exercise of secession. l n the latter case, international legal rules may be
pleaded in aid, but the position would stem to be ihat (apart from
recognised colonial situations) there is no right of self-determination
applicable to independent states that would justify the resort to
secession." 'O4
61. The Yugoslav federal units possessed no right to secession (jus
secessiunis), beyond any doubt. The right to self-determination was
absolutety reserved for constitutive nations (see paras. 48-56 above).
'In the part relating to external self-determination, the provisions of the
SFRY constitution offer the conclusion that the right to extemal selfdetermination had been fully exercised.
To begin with "the right to self-detemination, including the right to
secession" was forrnulated in the past tense in the SFRY Constitution, as
in al! previous constitutions of the federal Yugoslavia. Then, the right in
question was locaied in the Basic Principles of the Constitution and there
was no mention of it in the operative provisions of the Constitution.
Finally, neither the Constitution nor the law envisaged any procedure for
an exercise of the right to self-detemination. In other words, the constitutive nations of Yugoslavia exercised the right to external self-determination at the time of the formation of the federal Yugoslavia. Once ~ h e y
had decided to live in a common State they dispensed with that right,
which from that time on constituted a legal merit of existence of the com'O3

Memonal, para. 4.2.1.10.
M. N. Shaw, International Law, 1986, p. 139.

mon state, its validus ~ilulus,but noi a living, topical right to be resorted
to at will. This does not mean, however, that the issue of the right to
external self-determination was closed for good, TI could, like other
issues, have been redefined in the guaranteed constitutional procedure.
The Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia, as the main agent securing
consti tutionality and legality in the constitutional system of SERY, underscored in its decision 1 U No. 10811-91 (OSJiciul Gazette of SFRY,
No. 83/91) that, inter alia:

"this right [right to self-determination including the right to secession] may be exercised only under condirions und In a rnainner to be
defertnined in confirmi~yivith the SFR Y constitution and the riglit of
peoples IIf sev-de ferwninaf ion inclucling. the right l o secession under an enactment promulgated by the SFRY Assembly or in
agreement arnong the peoples of Yugoslavia and their republics"
(emphüsis added).
Therefore, in the light of the relevant provisions of the SFRY Constitution, the ruling of the Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia reads as follows :
"any enactrnent of a republic thai declares the republic to bc a sovereign and independent state - is an unconstitutional change of the
state order of Yugoslüvia, i.e., an act of secession, which, by virtue
of the decision of the Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia can havc
no legal effect" 'O5.
The proposail to resolve the controversies surrounding the exercise of the
right to external self-determination conslitlrtione arbis, nameéy via a corresponding constitutional revision, was contained in the "Concept for the
Future Organization of the State proposed by a Working Group comprising Represeniatives of al1 the Republics üs a basis for further Talks
between the Republican President and the Srate Presidency".
Starting from the basic premise that
"The Yugoslav state comrnunity, seen as a federal state of equal citizens and equal peoples and their republies [footnate commentdry:
Kasim Trnka from Bosnia and Herzegovina proposed that the republjcs be placed first] and as a democratic state, will be founded on
human and civil rights and liberties, the rule of law and social justice",

l m Reply of the Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia to the question of Lord Carrington
whether it was a matter of dissolution or secession - referred to by the Arbitration Commissron of ICFY, No. SU 365191.

the "Concept" contüins a part entitled "Proposed Procedure lor Disassociation from Yugoslavia" which reads:
"In conneclion with initiatives in certain republics for secession
from Yugoslavia, that is, the 'disunion' of the country, and in view
of the general demand for a peaceful, democraiic and constitutional
resolution of the constitutional cnsis, the question of procedure
arises with regard to the possible realization of these initiatives.
The aim of ihe initiatives is the withdrawal of certain republics
from the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. They are based
on bhe permanent and inulienahle right ofpeoples ro ser-deleminatiun und sliould be colastitutionally reguluied.
The right of peoples to self-detennination, as one of the universal
rights of modern law, is set out in the basic principles of the ÇERY
Constitution.
I-loiucver, îlie realizcriion o f ~ h right
e
ofpeoples to secession, which
incdudes the possibility of cerluin repuhlics' withdraivai from th^
SFR Y, is nor reguluted by the SFR Y Consfitulion. Ir i~ fherefire
necessury l u amend the SFRY Constitution in order to creure a busis
fur exercising ihis righr.
Revision of the SFRY Constiiulion on these lines should be based
on the democratic nature of the entire process of statement of views,
the equalily of the Yugoslav nations, the protection of fundamental
human and civil rights and freedoms, and the pnnciple of the peaceful resolution of al1 disputes.
In kceping with the above, appropriate amendments should be
made to the SFRY Constitution which would in a general manner
regulate the procedure for the execution of the right of peoples to
secession and thereby the withdrawal of certain republics from the
SFRY.

The amendments to the SFRY Constitution should express ihe
following commitments:
1. The right io launch the initiative for a certain republic to withdraw From the SFRY is vested in the Assembly of the respective
republic, except if otherwise regulated by the republican constitution.
2. A decisian on the initiative is taken at a referendum at which
the Eree, direct and secret voting of al1 citizens of the republic is
ensured.
3. During the preparations for the referendum, the public and
voters will be informed objectively and on time of the importance
and the consequences of the referendum.
4, The referendum will be monitored by representatives of
the Assembly of Yugoslavia and, possibly, representatives of nther
republics and interesied international institutions.
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5. A decision will be deemed adopted if it receives more than one
half of the votes of üll registered voters.
6 . In reptablics populated by members of several Yugosluii nrrtions,
the necessary rnujoriîy will be estabiished for each Yugo.~lrrvnation
sepcrrately. ij one ncrtion votes uguinst, al1 settlerneuis in which rkis
rialiorr is puedotniriaal and which barder on the remaining territory of
l'ugos/uvia und CU^ conxtitule i t terriiorial
~
compactnesir wiil remain
plrrt
~ h SFR
e
Y.
7 . If the result of the referendum is negative, the same initiative
may be launched after the expiry of a period of five years.
8. The Assembly of the republic will inform the public and the
Assembly of Yugoslavia of the result of the referendum, and will
submit to the Assembly of Yugoslavia a proposal to üdopt a constitutional enactment on the withdrawal of the respective republic from
the SFRY, in accordance with the will of the people expressed at the
referendum.
9. The Assembly of Y ugoslavia acknowledges the legality and
legitimacy of the expressed will of the people and inembers of
nations, and instructs the Federal Government ta carry out the
necessary preparations for the adoption of the enactment on withdrawal from the SFRY.
In this context, the Federal Government is obligated to:

( a ) prepare a proposal For the division of jointly created values and
the property or the federation (movable and immovable property) in the country and abroad registered as the properiy of the
federation; international obligations and clairns; assets of the
National Bank of Yugoslavia ; Foreign currency, çommodity
and monetary reserves of the federation, property of the Yugodav People's Army, archives of Yugoslavia, certain infrastructure facilities, licences and other rights and obligations ensuing
from ratified international conventions, The Federal Government proposa1 would also include issues relating to citizenship,
pension and other rights of citizens and the like. This requires
the establishment of cornmon responsibility for the obligütions
and guarüntees of the SFRY toward foreign countries;
( b ) propose to the Assembly of Yugoslavia the manner of the election and authorkation of a parity body or cornmittee which
will prepare a proposa1 for the division of rights and obligations and submit it to the AssembIy of Yugoslavia;
( c ) prepare proposals for the territorial demarcation and the
frontiers of the future states and other issues of importance for
fomulating the enactment on withdrawal.

10. On the basis of the Fedcral Government proposals regarding
materia1 and territorial issues, the Assembly of Yugostavia will

formulate, with the consent of the republican assemblies, a constitutional enactment (constitutional law) on withdrawal from the
SFRY which, among othea things, establishes:

- citizens' right of choice (term and manner in which citizens will
state their choice in the event of territorial changes), and the
obligation to ensure just compensation for change of residençe);
the obligation to provide judicial protection of the rights of
citizens, legal entities and members of certain nations (compensation for damages resulting directly from the execution
of the right to withdrawal, etc.);
- the obligation to harmonize certain laws and other enactments
with changes in the structure of the SFRY;
-

-

-

-

supervision and control of the enforcement of determined obligations;
other issues w h i ~ hmust be resolved by the time of the definitive
disassociation Cjudiciary, environment protection, joint ventures
and the like);
the transitional period and the moment of disassociation from
the SFRY ."

However, Bosnia and Herzegovina did not accept the proposed "Concept", as clcarly demonstrated by the arrangements for the referendum
on "sovereign and independent Bosnia".
62. The promulgrition of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a "sovereign and
independent Bosnia" was, according to item 4.2.1.10 of the Mernorial,
composed of two elements, two actiins :
(1) a referendum held on 29 February and 1 March 1992, when the
majority of people of the Republic expressed themselvas in favour of
a sovereign and independent Bosnia ; and
(2) the official promulgation of the results of the referendum on 6 March
3942. The sovereignty and independence of Bosnia were constituted on
that date, in view of the fact that according to Bosnia and Herzegovina:

"Since fhat dure noiwithstanding the dramatic events that have
occurred in Bosnia-Herzegovina, the constitutional authorities of
the Republic have acted like those of sovereign State in order
to maintain its territorial integrity and thus full and exclusive
powers." (Emphasis added.)
A correct inierpretatinn of the above-quoted sialement of Bosnia and
Herzegovina leads one to the conclusion that Bosnia and Herzegovina
'06
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has been constituted as "sovereign and independent Bosnia" since the
date of promulgation of the referendum results. In other words, the
promulgation of the results of the referendum held on 29 February and
1 March had a constitutive, State-making character.
63. The referendum of 29 February and 1 March asked the following:
"Are you for a sovereign and independent Bosnia and Herzegovina, a State of equal citizens, peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Muslims, Serbs and Croats and members of other people5 living
in it?'
The referendum was called in order to "determine the status of Bosnia
and Herzegovina". The decision to cal1 the referendum was taken by virtue of' Article 152 of the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, the provision of item 5, line 9, of Amendment LXXI to
the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and the provisions of Articles 3 and 26 of the Law on Referendum 'O7.
There can be no doubt that the Assembly of the Socialist Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina had the authority to cal1 a referendum, in the
light of the above-mentioned facts - both a preliminary referendum, i.e.,
a referendum for preliminary voting, and a subsequent one for the confirmation of laws, regulations and other enactments.
64. It is questionable, however, whether the Assembly of the Socialist
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina was entitled to cal1 a referendum in
order to determine the status of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Starting from a general provision that "the Assembly of SR Bosnia
and Herzegovina is exercising its rights and responsibilities on the basis
of and within the constitution and la^"'^^ and abiding by the relevant
rule on the relationship between the constitution and law, we now turn to
Article 314 of the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina which stipulates the competences of the Assembly of the
Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina :
"The Assembly of SR Bosnia and Herzegovina shall:
(1) Decide on the changes of the Constitution of the Socialist
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina; submit a proposal or opinion,
or issue an approval of the changes to the Constitution of the
SFRY ;
(2) Determine the policy and decide on other fundamental issues
of relevance to the political, economic, social and cultural developnient of the Republic;
(3) Consider the issues of common interest to the organizations of
associated labour and other self-managed organizations and com--

'O' OJficial GUZCIIC
of ~IreSocialist Repitblic ofBosnia and Herzegosit~a,No. 29 (1977)
and 24 (1991).
Ion Article 313 of the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

rnunities and harrnonize their relations and interests; encourage selfmanagement agreements and social compacts;
(4) Consider the issues in the sphere of foreign policy and international relations: approve the negotiation of international treaties
in cases stipulaicd by the SFRY Constitution;
(5) Determine the proposals, or approve arrangements for relationships to be decided on by the Assembly of the Socialist Federal
Republic OF Y ugoçlavia on the merit of a proposal, namely agreement by the republic assemblies;
(6) Adopt the social plan of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the buciget
of the Republic, the balance sheet, the republican global bülançe of
resources and the land development plan of Bosnia and Herzegovina; pass the laws and olher regulations and general enactrnents;
issue authentic interpretations of republican laws ;
(7) Decide on modifications of republican borders;
(8) Determine the system of national defence in the Republic;

(9) Grünt amnesty for crirninal offences stipulated in the law of
the Republic ;
(10) Decide on the indebtedness of the Republic and on çalling
public bans in the Republic;
(1 I ) Establish work organizations;
(12) Cal1 a republican referendum ;
(13) Detemine the policy of enforcemenl of republican laws and
other regulations and general enactments and obligations OF the
organs and organizations in the Republic and enforcement of the
federal and republican laws;
(14) Supervise politically the performances of the Exccutive Council and republican bodies of authority and their organizations and
issue general guidelines; supervise politically the holdcrs of public
and other social funccions, reporting to the Assembly ;
(15) Hear the opinions and proposals o f the Constitutional Court
of Bosnia and Herzegovina concerning the protection of constitutionality and legality;
(16) Hear the reports of the republican judiciary on law enforcement and their performance and issue position papers on thcse
reports;
(1 7) Exercise public surveillance ;
(18) Elect and recall the president and members of the Presidency
of the Socialist RepubIic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the
memberç of the Presidency of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Y ugoslavia;
(19) Elect and recall the delegation of the Assembly to the
Chamber of Republics and Provinces in the SFRY Assembly;
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(20) Elect and recall the President and Vice-President of the
Assembly, members of commissions, cornmittees and of other bodies
of the Assembly ;
(21) EIeci and recall the President and members of the Executive
Council, the President and Judges of the Constitutional Court of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the President and Judges of the Supreme
Couri of Bosnia and Herzegovina and other courts siipulated by law
and rnembers of the Council of the Republic;
(22) Appoint and recali republican Secretaries and other executives of the republican bodies of authority and organizations acting
in the spheres of interest of the Republic; the republican Social
Attorney of Self-management, the Secretary-General and çecretaries
of the Assembly, the Republican prosecutor, the Governor of the
National Bank of Bosnia and Herzegovina and other officials, members of decision-making bodies and members of managing bodies of
the organizations stipulated as such by this constitution and the law;
(23) Decide on the extension of terms of office of the delegütes to
the assemblies of soçio-political communities;
(24) PerTorm other Functions laid down in the present Constitution.
The Assembly may pass daçlarations, resolutions and recommendations."

The provision of paragraph 12 of Article 134 of the Constitution entitling
the Assembly "to call a rcferendum" means that the Assembly is to ciill
the referendum on issues falling within its competence. The need for such
an intcrpretation is found in the Law on Referendurn which says that the
'%ssembly of SR Bosnia and Hcrzegovina may call a referendum o n
issues falling within its purview" (Art. 26 of the Law). The formulation of
the referendum question clearly indicates the intention of cliangin,g the
siatus of Bosnia and Herzegovina in terms of public law. The rrtrio of the
referendum was to transform Bosnia and Herzegovina frorn a federal
unit within the Yugoslav fcderation into "sovereign and independent
Bosnia" as the referendum qucstion reads. If this were no1 the case, the
referendurn would have been devoid of any purpose in view of the fact
that certain elements of statehood inherent to the Yugoslav mode1 of
federalism were accorded to Bosnia and Herzegovina at the tirne when
the referendum was called.
The purpose of the referendum question was, in the strictly formal
legal context, 10 determine the statuç of Bosnia and Herzegovina in terms
of public Iaw. Hence, the purpose of refercndum was contrary both to the
Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Constitution of SFRY.
More particularly, the Constitution of Bosnia aiid Herzegovina stipulates
in Article 1 (2) that the Socialisi Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is
a part of SFRY.The Constitution of SFRY defined the federation as "a
federal state . . . of socialist republics" (Art. 1 of the Constitution), one
memher of which, besidcs other republics, was the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (Art. 5 (1) of the Constitution) and provided thüt the

"frontier of the SFRY cannot be changed without the consent of al1 the
repubIics7'(Art. 5 (3) of the Constitution). Obviously, in terms of the relevant conslitutional regulations, the very fact of caIling a referendum on
the status of Bosnia and Herzegovina constituted a potential rhreat to the
territorial integrity of SFRY protected by the SFRY Constitution, or
more particularly, an act incriminated by the Penal Code of SFRY.
The very promulgation of the "sovereignty and independence" of
Bosnia and Herzegovina on the basis of the referendum held, constituted
a threat to the territorial integrity of the SFRY.

65. The üct of Iaunching a referendum in order to "detesmine the
status of Bosnia and Herzegovina" was formally and materially
unconstitutionaI.
Elernents of forma1 unconstitutionality are dernonslrated by the fact
that the Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
cnlled a referendum which fell outside its constitutionally and legally limited jurisdiciion. In concrefo, this is a case of specific non-cornpetence,
because the organ othenvise campetent ta cal! a referendum, having
called a referendum on the "status of Bosnia and Herzegovina", had
acted ultra vires. At the same time, calling a referendum on the "status of
Bosnia and Herzegovina" constituted an unconstitutional act in the
material sense (material unconstitutionality), because the building of
Bosnia and Herzegovina as a "sovereign and independent" State, taken
PPT se, was contrary to the SFRY Constitution. More particularly, the
"sovereignty and independence of Bosnia" rneans an automatic modification of the State Frontiers of SFRY, while by virtue of the SFRY Coirstitution the State territory is but one (Art. 5 (1) of the Constitution} and
"the frontier of SFRY cannot be changed without the consent of al1
rtpublics" (Art. 5 (3) of the Constitution). Moreover, calling a referendum was materially unconstitutional in terms of the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina itself, Amendment LXX to the constitution of the
Socialist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina established, in irs paragraph 10: a Council entrusted with the exercise of ~ h right
e
to equality of
nations and nationalities of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The mandate of the
Council is inter aria to "consider in particulür the questions relating to
. . . the promulgation of regulations ensuring the rnaterialization of constitutional provisions whiçh provide explicitly for the principle of equality of peoples and nationalities". The Council is cornposed of an
"equal number of deputies from among the ranks of mernbers of
peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina - Muslims, Serbs and Croals, and
a corresponding number of deputies rnembers or other people and
nationalities and the others who live in Bosnia and Herzegovina",

who are to take decisions "on the ment of agreement of members from
among the ranks of al1 peoples and nationalitics".

The ralio legis of Amendment LXX (10) certainly lies in ensuring and
guaranteeing the equality of peoples. The significance attached CO the
Council, within the constitutional system of Bosnia and Herzegovina, is
amply demonstrated in paragraph 10, which says that

"in questions of interest to the exercise of equality of peoples and
nationalities in B-H, at the propasal of the Council, the Assembly
shall decide, by means of a specific procedure set out in the Rules of
Order of the Assembly of the Socialist Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina, by a two-thirds majority of the total number of deputes".
The Council was designed by the Constitution as an unavoidable instance,
a forum where deliberations were concentrated and proposals originated
for the equality of peoples. In view of these facts, the proposa1 to cal1 a
referendum on the "status of Bosnia and Herzegovina" must have been
an issue for consideration by ihe Council, as this is the question that
dircctly infringed upon "the principles of equality among peoples and
nalionalities".
The circlç of formal and material unconstitutionality encompasses also
Ihe act of "oîïîcial promulgation of the results of the referendum
on March 6, 1992". The qualification of "ofieial promulgation" invokes,
m~iluti.~
mutunth, the relevance of the facts corroborating the formal and
material unconstitutionality of calling the referendum on the status of
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The referendum on the "status of Bosnia and Herzcgovina" falls into
the category of the sa-called preliminary referenda In the constitutional
regulütion of the Socialist Repubric of Bosnia and Herzegovina, sincc the
purpose had been a preliminary voting of citizens on the relevant issue of
the ssatus of Bosnia and Herzegovina. ï h a t is why the "officia1 promulgation of the results of a referendum" is, actually, a legal act. More parricvl:irly, voting of citizens i11 a referendum is no decision in forma1
terms, irrespective of whether the result of the voting is or is not binding
a n the organ which called the referendum. The result of the refcrendum is
a material condition for decision-making in formal terrns and this is, in
the present case, the nature of the "officia1 promulgation".
Such a legal nature of the "official promulgation" of a federal unit of
Bosnia and Herzegovina as a "sovereign and independent" State constit utes an additional aspect of material unconstisutionality in respect to the
relevant decisions of the Constitution of the Sociatist Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. More particularly, Article 252 of that Constitution
stipulated that the:

"[slacred and inalienable right and responsibjlity of peoples and
nationalities . . . of Bosnia and Herzegovina is to safeguard and
foster freedom, independence, sovereignty, territorial unify and ~ h r
ronsfitutionaliy esrablis/~edsocial system of rhe SFR Y and the Socialt'sr Repuhlic Bosniu and Herzegovina" (emphasis added).
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Item 7 of Amendment LXIX to the Constitution of the Socialist Republi~
of Bosnia and Herzegovina provided that: "Political organizations and
acts aimed at the forceful change of the constitutionally estüblished system,
and fhreais fo fhe ferritoriul uniry und indep~ndenceof SFR 1"' (emphasis
added) are prohibited. Both of the constitutional provisions rnentioned
above incIude "territorial unity" as a constitutionally protected objecl
while "official promulgation" is a form of direct threat to that object.

66. The referendum for determination of the status of Bosnia and
Herzegovina was called in the form of a referendum of citizens. This fact
derives from the rnethod of voting at the referendum, which remained undisputcd by Bosnia and Herzegovina, as it stated in its Mernorial, in the
context of the promulgation of its sovereignty and independence (Memorial, para. 4.2.1.10), ilmrer alir~,that "the majority of the people of the
Republic" voted positively on the referendum question. The use of the
term "'people" in the singular undoubtedly suggests that Bosnia and
Herzegovina is also of the view that this was but a civic referendum.
t
of the will of
Was a civic referendum, in the forrn of a d i r e ~ expression
citizens, quite apart Erom the questions elabornted in items 5 and 6, a
good way in which to decide the "status of Bosnia and Herzegovina"?
Civic referendum is, per dcjÎnitionem, a form of the exercise of national
sovereignly, that is to say. the rule of the people as Dernos. Since ihree
peoples exist in Bosnja and Herzegovina and are provided with the: right
to self-determination, it is indisputable, irrespective of the reasons stated
in paragraphs 5 and 27 of this opinion, that the form of civic referendum
is absolutely inadequate to express the will of each of the three peoples.
In sorne sort of ultimately strained hypothesis tha t "sovereign and independent Bosnia" was voted for by such a majority of citizens cmbodyiiig
the majority of each of the members of the three peoples, it might be said
that a civic refetendum çansummated the national referendum, although
par se it was not such a referendum. But that was not the casc, as is
known. In view of the facl that al1 the three peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina are, by virtue of the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
"sovereign and equal", a national referendurn is only relevant for the
direct exercise of the right to self-delermination. A separate exercise of
the right tu self-determination could have been ünticipaled by means of a
corresponding decision taken by elected representatives of the three
peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina, particularly as in 1990, democratic
rnultiparty elections were held in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Maps of constituencies correctly mirrored the ethnic structure of Bosnia and Herzegovina sirice the national parties of the three peoples individually
gathered practically all the votes of their national corps.
The referendum was an inadequate form of voting on the "status of
Bosnia and Herzegovina" not only beçause of' thc reasons reIating to its
constilutionalily and essential inability to express the will of the three
peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but bccause of the very provisions of
the Law on Referendum on the basis of which il was helù.

The provisions of the Law on Referendurn of Bosniü and 1-Ierzegovina
taken per J P arc certainly not formulaied ço as to imply the possibility
of deciding "on the status of Bosnia and Herzegovina" by means of a
referendurn, as designed by the Law.
Apart from the general provisions on calling the referendum already
discussed in paragraph 5 of this opinion, the provisions concerning ihe
method of decision-making and the individuals participating in ihe
voting are also of relevance.
Article 33 of the Law stipulales that the
"decision on referendum is io be taken by a majority vote of' al1
working people and citizens registered as voters in the territory
o r part of the terriiory of SR of Bosnia and Herzegovina where the
refcrendurn is called".
The decision at the referendum is to be taken by majority vote. Leaving aside the issue of the lcgality of a referendum, a logiral question
arises, i.e., whether a valid issue, such as "the status of Bosnia and Herzegovina", may possibly be decided by simple majority. The rational reason
underlying this question relates Io the fact that the Constitution of ihe
Sacialisl Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina stipulated voting of at
least two-thirds of the total number of voters of the Socialist Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina on the question of a change of borders of the
Socialist Republic of Bosniü and Herzegovina (Amendment LX11 to Article 5 of the Constitution log). In other words, the constitutionaI requirement for the correction of indirectly determined lines of administrative
division within the federation was a Iwo-thirds majority, while the Law on
Referendum required a simple majority for the decision on the status of
Bosnia and Herzegovina in Lems of public law. This is, in my view, sufficient proof that the legislator did not, when passing Ihe Law on Referendum (either irrespective of the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina or just relying o n the Constitution of the Socialist
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina), have in mind a referendum of that
kind. More particularly, it is difficult lo imagine that the legislalor would
lay down much stricter requirements for a referendum on the change of
borders, which i11 the practice of the Yugoslav federal units was nothing
but a couple of hectares of Pasture lands, forests or villages, than
for a referendum on the fateful, existential question of the very federal
unit.
The Law on Referendum also slipulated that "al1 workii~gpeople and
citizens included in voters' lists in the lerritory, narnely that part of territory of SR B-H where referendum shall ~ a k eplace", shall have the right
tu vote in the referendum (Ari. 33 of the Law). Such a provision raises
the question aboui who in f%ct was voting at the referendum. The provision entitling "ail working people and citizens" t o vote means that the
criterion ofeligibility to vote was not citizenship in the rcpublic. The only
'OY
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criterion was residence, since it was a condition of enlistment for voting.
Hence, the righi io vote in the referendum was, for instance, accorded to
Slovenes or Macedonians, who had a residencc in Bnsnia and Hcrzegovina, whlle Muslims or Serbs, citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina, who
resided in another republic were deprived of that right.
67. Finally, from the standpoint of the Constitutional law of SFRY, it
would be hard to imagine a more rneritorious judgment on the legal
evaluation of the referendum on the "status of Bosnia and Herzegovina"
thari the one handed down by the Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia as
the main proponent of constitutionaEity and legality in the constitutional
system of SFRY (Art. 375 of the SFRY Constitution). The Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia never took up the referendum on the status of
Bosnia and Herzegovina as a separate issue. However, it made several
rulings on the analogous acts of federal units which had prornulgated
"sovereignty and independence" before Bosnia and Herzegovina. Apar~
from the actual decisions of the Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia in
the çoncrete cases, we shall quote [rom relevant parts of the explanations
of those decisions since they extend beyond the framework of the concrete issue in forma[ and material terms, on which the court ruled. In
other words they constitute a meritorious legal evaluation of the highest
judicial instance in SFRY on the relevant question. In rding 1 U
No. 108/1-91 ( O f i c l f ~Gazette
l
of SFR Y, No. 8319 11, the Constitutional
Court pointed out, infer aIia, that

"The right of peoples of Yugoslavia to self-determination, including the right to secession, may not, in the view of the Consfitutional
Court of Yugoslavia, be excrcised by unilateral acts of the pcoples of
Yugoslavia, namely enactrnents of the Asscmblies of the republics
within the Socialist FederaI Republic of Yugoslavia . . . Although
the procedure for thc exercise of the right to self-determination
including the right io secession is not provided for by the SFRY
Constitution, this does not mean that the right can be exercised on
the basis of unilateral acts on self-determination and secession. No
people and, more parlicularly, no assembly of a repubtic can, by
means of a unilateral act, decide on the exercise of that right beîore
the procedure and conditions governing the procedure Lave been
jointiy determined for the exercise of that right.
A unilateral promulgation of sovereignty and independence of
republics making up the Socjalist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
implies, in the opinion of the Constitutional Court of Yugoslavia, an
infringement upon the provisions of the SFRY Constitution concerning the composition of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and of the Frontiers of Yugoslavia as a fcderal state and state
cornmunity of voluntarily united peoples and their çocialist republics."

It is worth mentioning that the above ruling was approved in the course
of the court deliberatioizs in full composition as provided for in
Article 381 of the SFRY Constitution and in the presence of both judges
from Bosnia and Herzegovina.

C. Cegality oj' the Proclamation of Independencr of Bosniu atzd
fiersrgovina in the Light of Irtferncrtionul Law
68. In a series of international instruments starting with the United
Nations Charter and continuing via the Declaration on the Granling of
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (1960), and the Covenants on Human Righls (1956), to the Declaration on Principles of
International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
arnong States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
(19741, the equal rights and self-determination of peoples has been of
essential universal value of the democratis ordre public embodied in the
United Nations Charter, and raised to a positive n o m of general international law with the character of jsds cugen.rIi0. In the casc concerning
East Timor, the Court in its Judgment stated inler aliu:
'"ln
the Court's view, . . . the right of peoples to self-determination, as it is evolvcd from the Charter and from United Nations
practice, has an erga omnes character . . . the principle of self-detcrmination of peoples has been recognized by the United Nations
Charter and in the jurisprudence of the Court (see Legal Consequences for Staies of ~ / I C Continued Presence of South Africu in

Natnibiu (Soual? WEJf dfiicu j no rwiihsranding S ~ c u r i t y Council
Rt.solubion 276 (1970)' Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1971,
pp. 31-32, paras. 52-53; Western Saharcr, Advisory Opinion. I.C.J.
Reports 1975, p p . 31-33> paras. 54-59); it is one of the essential prin-

ciples of contemporary international: law." '' '

l i O J. J Caicedo Perdorno, "La teoria del ius cogrns en derecho internacional a la luz de
Ia Gonvencion dc Viena sobre el derccho de los tratados", Revlsia de lu Acu~iern~u
rolombina (le jurisprudettciu, January-June 1975, pp. 216-274; L.Alex~dze," k g a l Nature of j u s
cogrns in Contemporary International Law", Recueil des cours de I'Acadhit: rie droir
international di, Lu Hqve,Vol. 172, 198 1 , p. 262; Bcdjaoui notes that "Among those principles, 'the right of complete indepcndenoe' and 'the right of self-determination' are considered to i
x inalienable and inust axordingly be recognized immediatcly and unçonditionally" [translac~otiby the Regiszry] . "Non-alignernent et droit international". ibzd.,
Vol. 15 1 , 1976, p. 42k. M. Sahorit, "Codification of the Legal Principles of Coexistence
and the Development of Contemporary International Law", in Prlnc~giesof In~rr?iufional
LaitmConcernirig FriendZy Relations and Coopr~atiun,1472,p. 23, drafl rules on International Responsibility ; the list of international crimes çovers also " { b J a serious breach of
an international obligation of essential importance of safeguarding thc right aC self-determinaiion of peoples" (Art. 19), Firth Report on State Responsibility, Yrarbciuk oy the
Inreritarzonnl Laiv Commission, 1976, Vol II, Part Two, p 75).
11' I C 3 Reports 1995, p. 102.

69. Equal rights and self-determination of peoples is a complex norm
in lerms of structure.
On the one hand, the very phrase "equal righls and self-detennination
of peoples" is a link, an amalgam of a general legal principle ("equal
rights"} and the n o m on the self-determination of peoples. "Equal
rights" in the above phrase, as a normative substitute for "equality of
States", has a broader meaning because it defines, in a broader r o m , the
relationship of each people taken individually to the sum of rights reçognized to peoples under international law. Its virtual meaning lies in a
prohibition of any distinction between peoples and the respective rights
recognized to thern. In other words, the principle of "equal rights"
defines the scope of the norms of international law that relate to the
siatus of peoples. The right to self-determination does, however, have an
immediale rnaterial substance as
"al1 peoples have the right freely to determine, without external
interference, their political status and to pursue iheir economic,
social and cultural development and every Slate has the duty to
respect this right in accordance with the provisions of the Charter"
(para. 1 of the Declaration on Principles).

On ~ h other
e
hand, the norm on "equal rights and self-determination of
peoples" is incamplete, less than full n o m in view of its application.
More particularIy, it contains no definition of the notion of "people" and
no such definition, as an institutional mechanisni auttiorized to define
what a "people" is, can be found to exjst in the international law in force.
Thar is why the only way to make the norrns on "equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples" operational and effective is to takc the norrns
of internal law which define "peoplcs", as relevant (paras. 44-45 above).
The noms of internai law can likewise be relevant in lhc event of an exercise of external self-determination in States comprising more chan one
people, in vicw of the nature of the prohibition of violations of territorial
integrity and political unity.

70. Certain strong arguments support the asçertation chat the proclamation of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a "sovereign and independent"
State within its administrative borders was a violation of the fundamental
entitlement to equal rights and self-determinalion of peoples.
On the assurnption that other relevant processes and material requirements were in place (paras. 59-63 above), the rnerit of the proclamation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a "sovereign and independent" Stale,
could only relate to the converging will of the thrce peoples in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Hawever, there was an evident divergence in the basic
political stances of the representatives of these three peaples. While the
will of the Muslim political leadership was expressed in the Draft Declaration on the Sovereign Bosnia and Herzegovina since February 1991,
which has beçn, at least temporarily, accepteci by Croat political leaders,
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the political leadership of Bosnian Serbs insisted on the preservation of
Bosnia and Hezegovina as a federal unit within the Y ugoslav federation.
The referendum of 29 February and 1 Marçh 1942 was not an expression of equal rights and self-determination of the three peoples of Bosnia
(see para. 64 above) or ils
and Herzegovina, whether in terms of its f ~ r m
substance. Although absolutely inappropriate in form, its substance could,
however, be qualified at best as the de facro self-determination of the
Muslim and Croat peoples in Bosnia and Herzegovina. A national plebiscite of the Serbian people in Bosnia and Herzegovina was organized in
the forn~of referendum on 9 and 10 November 1991, "in the areas of the
Serbian autonomous regions and other Serbian ethnic enclaves in Bosnia
and Herzegovina", where 96.4 per cent of citizens voted for an independeni State within the Yugoslav federation (Politika, 11 and 13 November
1991).
Relevant circurnstances conccrning the referendum of 29 Februüry and
1 March 1992 reveal ihe inlention to have the decision on the legai status
of Bosnia and Herzegovina rüken independently of the norrn on equal
rights and self'determination of peoples.
In the first place, Mr. Alija lzclbegovii: stated the following at a press
conference in Sarajevo on 79 January 1991 :
"lf Slovenia and Croatia secede from the present Federation,
1will consider thai 1 no longer have any authority to conduct further
talks on a new Yugoslavia. I will propose ~ h a at refcrendurn be held
of al1 citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina - not of individual
peoples - to decide on the independence and sovereignty of
Bosnia-Herzegovina." ' 1 2
Seçondly, Bosnia and Herzegovina's submissions mentioned more than
once the "People oJ tlie Republic" (exempli causa, paras. 5 , 3 1 , 1 14, 134,
135, 136 of the Application instituling proceedings filed in the Registry of
the Court on 20 March 1993; Memnrial, paras. 4.2.1.10; 4.2.2.19). Thus
in paragraph 4.2.1 .IO it was written that ~ h ereferendum on the sovcreignty of Bosnia and Herzegovina was based on the will of the "majority
of p e o p l ~of the Republic" (emphasis added).
This proves that the merit of the relevant decision was not the will of
the three peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina tu "determine their political
status", but wsis rather the will, in the light of facts and law, of an imaginary "people of Bosnia and Herzegovina". The objective meaning of the
phrase "people of Bosnia and Herzegovina" in the given çontext lies in a
denial of the existence of the three peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
I l 2 Referendum on the independence of Bosnia and Her~egovina,The Polirika Daily,
3 1 January 1991 (emphasis added).
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thereby denying the relevance of the norm on equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples.
Thirdly, the reference of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the opinion of the
Arbitration Commission as advisory body of the Conference on Yugoslavia is reasonably connected to the standpoint of the Commission on
the issue of self-determination of Serbian people in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In reply to the question raised by Lord Carrington, Chairman of
the Conference on Peace in Yugoslavia: "As a constituent people of
Yugoslavia, do the Serbian Populations(s) in . . . Bosnia-Herzegovina
enjoy the right to self-determination?", the Commission, inter alia,
stressed :
"that the Serbian population of Bosnia-Herzegovina . . . is entitled
to al1 the minority rights accorded to minorities and ethnic groups
under international law and under the provisions of the draft Convention of the Conference on Yugoslavia of 4 November 1991, to
which the Republics of Bosnia-Herzegovina . . . have undertaken to
give effect" 1 3 .
In other words, a construction of the Commission on independence of
Bosnia and Herzegovina which served as basis for the policy of recognition of Bosnia and Herzegovina has been derived independently of a
cogent norm on equal rights and self-determination of peoples, since one
of the constituent peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina has been treated as
a "minority and ethnic group".

71. The right to self-determination is composed of two rights: the right
to internal and the right to external self-determination. These two rights
are an organic unity expressing dialectics in the development of the idea
of self-determination.
The right to internal self-determination is materialized in the institutional environment of a sovereign, independent State. It is reduced to the
right of each State freely, without external interference, to choose the
form of its social system (political self-determination) and the right to
free disposal of its natural wealth and resources. So construed, a right
to internal self-determination embodies the ideas of sovereignty and
democracy.
The right to external self-determination means the right to choose the
institutional framework for the continuous exercise of internal self-determination. Statehood is thus not the necessary and automatic outcome of
the exercise of the right to external self-determination, since that right
could be expressed not only by the "establishment of a sovereign and
independent State" but by "free association or integration with an independent State or the emergence into any other political status freely
determined by a people"
"3
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72. The question of fundamental importance in this context is whether
the right to external self-determination is universal or limited in scope?
It seems indisputable that in abstracto the right to self-determination is
a norm of universal scope. A limitation of the scope of the right to selfdetermination would mean tacit partial derogation from it. Universality
is an inherent characteristic of both aspects of the right to self-determination - internal and extemal self-determination. It is clearly and
undoubtedly indicated by the wording that self-determination belongs
to "al1 peoples" (Art. 1 of both Covenants on Human Rights (1966) and
Declaration on Principles of International Law regarding Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States (1970)). Were that not the case, the
right to self-determination would relate not to the "equal rights" of
peoples but to an "unequal right".
The fact that in the Court's practice (Advisory Opinion in the Nurnibiu
case, I.C.J. Reports 1971, p. 3 1 ; Western Sahara case, I.C.J. Reports
1975, pp. 12, 31), the right to external self-determination has been linked
to non-self-governing territories cannot be interpreted as a limitation of
the scope of the right to self-determination rutione personae, but as an
application of universal law ad cusum.
73. However, there is no automatic equation between universality and
non-limitation of the right to self-determination. In the exercise of the
right to self-determination there are lirnits determined by the very norm
of self-determination of peoples and limitations deriving from other
n o m s in the system of international law.
These limitations affect the right to self-determination in its entirety,
i.e., their subject rnatter is both internal and external self-determination.
Exempli cuusri, when it comes to internal self-determination, it is evident that in the context of political self-determination, the subject right
includes no option for a social system based on racial discrimination or
segregation. More particularly, the right to self-determination, ex dejnitione, is a general permissive n o m , a norm comprising categorical
authorization. The exercise of that authorization is effected, however,
within the system of international law, which is to Say that it encounters
limits in categorical prohibitions contained in other cogent norms (in
concreto, in the norm prohibiting racial discrimination).
The basic constraint affecting the exercise of external self-determination derives from the very norm on equal rights and self-determination of
peoplcs. The right to self-determination shall not

"be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which could
disrnember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or
political unity of sovereign and independent States conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-

detemination of peoples . . . and . . . possessed of a government
repreçenting the whole people belonging to the territary without distinction as to race, çreed or co10ur""~.

The a bove-mentioned constraint on the exercise of external self-determiwation in a narrow sense, within the rneaning of the: norm on equal rights
and self-determination of peoples, rcveüls the relevance of the norm on
territorial integrily and political unity of a State. Being linked to the exercise of the right to self-determination to which "peoples" are entilled, this
limitation protects the territorial integrity and political unity of a State
from any action thai mighi be undcrtaken wiiliin the Srare - unlike the
ban on the use of force and threat of force in inler~rationalr ~ i ~ r t i o n s
among Stores which safeguard its territorial integri~yand political unity
against an exleraai action.
74. As Henkin pointed out "[ilt is accepted that self-detemination . . .
does not include a right of secession for a people from an cxisting
States'l 1 5 .
The rule applies equally to federations:
"[wlhether the federation dissolves into two or more States also
brings inta focus the doctrine of self-determinalion in the fom of
secession. Such a dissolution may be the result of an amiçable and
constitutionafl agreement or may occur pursuanl to a forceful exercise of secession. In the latter case, international legal rules may be
pleaded in aid, but the position wauld çeem Io bc that (apart from
recognised colonial situations) there is no right of self-determination
applicable to independent states that would juslify the resort to
secession." I l 6
In other words, that is to say that in the existing States made up of
several peoples, the norm of equal rights and self-determination establishes prohibition of the exerçise of external self-determination, since it
naturally represents an aciion which "dismembers or impairs totally or in
part, the territorial integrity or political unity". The addressee of that
prohibition is a people equipped with the right to self-determination; in
view of the fact that

"[slecessionist claims involve, first and foremosd, disputed claims to
territory . . . The two supposedly cornpeting principles of people: and
territory actually work in iandem."
Declaration of Pnnciples, para. 7.
L. Henkin, "Gcneral Course of Public International Law", Recueil des cours de
I'Acad~:niiede droir rnrernarinnul ~ l rLa Huye, Vol 216, 1989, p 243.
I l G M.N. Shaw, Internatronal Law, 1986, p. 139
L Brilmayer, "Secession and Self-Detcmrnation", Yale Journal of Internur~onal
Law, Vol. 16, 1991, p E 78 (emphasis added).
IL5

75. The basis of prohibition lies in the conflict of two norms of the
same legal rank - the norm of self-determination and the norm of territorial integrity. The latter, tructu ternporis, has become an integral
ingredient of the sovereign equality of States (point ( d ) of the Principle
of Sovereign Equality of States in the Declaration on Principles of International Law), a cogent norm per se, so that the aforementioned conflict
is impossible to resolve on the grounds of hierarchy of norms of international law. Apart from this practical justification, such a solution has a
principled one, i.e., no one is more qualified than a State, as a sovereign
political unit, to decide on its fate when it finds itself caught between two
substantially opposing norms and when its decision does not affect the
rights of third States.
76. According to paragraph 7 of the Declaration on Principles of
International Law, the prohibition of dismemberment or impairment in
the territorial integrity or political unity concerns the States
"conducting themselves in compliance with principles of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples . . . and possessed of government
representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction as to race, creed or colour".
The stated provisions contain two criteria: the first is the conduct of the
State in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and the second is the criterion of representatives of a
government with the view to ensuring the representation of the whole
people without discrimination as to race, creed or colour. By its nature,
the second criterion is general. In this concrete case, it should also be
interpreted as an absence of discrimination among peoples who comprised the SFRY.
How does this relate to the application of the two legal criteria in the
case of the Yugoslav federation?
77. The self-determination of peoples has been more than a statement
in constitutional and legal documents of the federal Yugoslavia. It was a
constitutive principle of the Yugoslav State. Equally, in the Yugoslav
constitutional law, "national equality" or "equality of peoples" went
hand in hand with the right to self-determination.
The 1974 Constitution of the SFRY qualified equality of peoples
explicitly as one of the major constitutional principles (the first section of
the Basic Principles) and developed it into several provisions in the
operative, normative part of the Constitution (e.g., Arts. 1, 244, 245).
Article 245, devoted to the relations within the Federation, stipulated
that: "ln SFRY peoples . . . enjoy equality."

The equality of peoples in the composition of the State auihoriiies of
SFRY was ensured in two ways:

(i) via constitutional provisions on the equül reprcscnlaiion of republics
and provinces, narnely the joint representation of republics in the
federal bodies. Both chambers of the SFRY Assembly, the general
reprcçentaiion (Federal Chamber} and the federal house (Chambcr
of Republics and Provinces) were formed according to the classical
principle of parity (Arts. 284 and 291 of the SFRY Constitution).
The same principle applied to the collective Head of State - Presidency of the SFRY (Amendment XLI, point 1, to the SFRY Constitution). Care was taken, in appointing members of the Federal
Executive Council (Government of SFRY) to ensure an equal represcntation of republics and an adequate representation of provinces
(Amendment XLIII ta the SFRY Constitution). The principle of
equal representation of republics was applied in the courts [Constitutional Court and Federal (Supreme) Court).

(ii) Social compacts on ihe poficy of recruitment of cadres determined
eligibility criteria in which national origin was placed high on the list
in rnulti-ethnic communities.
The personnel picture in the highest State bodies in SFRY in 1990,
immediately prior to proclamation of dcclaraiion of independence in
some federal units, was as follows:

President of the Presidency of SFRY: Croat; Vice-Presidenl: Serb;
Prime Minister of the Federal Governmcnt: Croat; Vice-premiers: Serb
and Slovene;
President o f the Parliament : Muslim from Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
latest Federal cabinet con~prisedfive Croats; three Serbs; one Muslim;
one Serb from Bosnia; three SEovenes; one Montenegran; one Yugoslav; one Albanian; one Hungarian; and two Maccdonians.

In the light of the aforementioned facts, one cannot but canclude that
the State organs of SFRY represented al1 the Yugoslav peoples.
78. As to Bosniü and Herzegovina's view on the subject-matter, it
never questions the representativeness of the SFRY bodies in principle, but points oui that, by the proclamation of independcncc of somc
federsll units, ihat representativeness had disappeared and, moreover, "the
common federal bodies on which al1 the Yugoslav republics where
represented no longer exist; no body of ihat type has functioned

since" (Memorial, para. 4.2.1.26). The claim rests on a general thesis
that
"in the case of a federal-type State, which embraces communities
that possess a degree of autonomy and, moreover, participate in the
exercise of political power within the framework of institutions common to the Federation, the existence of the State implies that the
federal organs represent the components of the Federation and wield
effective power" l 18.
In the case of Yugoslavia, "common federal bodies" ceased to exist
due to referendum on independence in three republics, and in "Bosnia
and Herzegovina, by a sovereignty resolution adopted by Parliament
on October 14th, 1991, whose validity has been contested by the Serbian
community of the Republic of Bosnia and H e r z e g o ~ i n a " ' ~ ~ ,
"The composition and workings of the essential organs of the
Federation, be they the Federal Presidency, the Federal Council, the
Council of the Republics and the Provinces, the Federal Executive
Council, the Constitutional Court or the Federal Army, no longer
meet the criteria of participation and representativeness inherent in a
federal state." '*O
This claim could be hardly taken as legally meritorious. The lack of
credibility of the above claim, both in its general and in specific meaning,
is evidenced by the following.
79. The wording "the federal organs represent the components of the
Federation" has two possible meanings. First, that the Federation, via its
organs, represents federal units. Such a meaning of the above wording is
logically implied by the fact that a federation is, by definition, a higher,
superior power in relation to its constituent parts and that the organs of
the whole represent the parts constituting it, and, secondly, that federal
organs by their very composition represent federal units - in other
words they are a sort of institutional aggregate of the representativeness
of federal units.
The claim of Bosnia and Herzegovina, supported by the Opinion of the
Commission, is evidently aimed in that direction. In the light of the comparative practice of the federation and constitution of the SFRY, those
claims are groundless. As a rule, federal organs represent the federal
State as a whole (esetnpli cciusa: United States President; United States
House of Representatives; executive and judicial organs in almost al1
118 International Conference on Peace in Yugoslavia, Arbitration Commission,
Opinion No. 1 , para. I (d).
Ily Ibid., para. 2 (a).
120 Ibid., para. 2 (b).

federal States) and only the federal chamber is hicu~nerul,representing
parts of the federation (United States Senate, Canada or Brazil, German
Bundesrat, National Council in Switzerland, etc.).

Also, the relevant solution in the SFRY Constitution ranged within the
framework of that generally accepted practice in federal States. With the
exception of the Council of Republics and Provinces, al1 federal organs in
SFRY represented the federation as a whole. Delegates in the Federal
Council represented "self-managing organizations and communities and
socio-political organizations" and were elected in the republics and provinces (Art. 129 of the SFRY Constitution); members of the Federal
Executive Council and officials did not, moreover, represent republicsl
provinces and an explicit constitutional provision prohibited them from
accepting guidelines and orders from republics and provinces (Art. 362).
The President and Members of the SFRY Presidency, President and
Members of the Constitutional Court and other federal officials used to
take an oath to the effect that they would foster the sovereignty, independence and integrity of the SFRY, abide by the Constitution of
the Federation (Art. 397), so that they were not representatives of the
republics/provinces under the Constitution.

80. It follows that there is no legal connection between an actual
refusa1 to participate in the federal organs and the existence of these
organs in the eyes of law. This is evidenced by the Yugoslav case. No
federal organ has been dissolved or wound up on the grounds of wilful
absence and individual resignations on the part of certain federal officials.

The Constitution of the SFRY of 27 April 1992, as well as the constitutional law and its implementation, were approved by the SFRY Assembly. By virtue of that law, al1 the supreme federal organs continued to act
pending the election of new organs (Art. 2 of the Law). The SFRY Presidency acted until the election of the President of the Republic (15 June
1992) and the Federal Executive Council acted until the formation of a
new federal government (14 July 1992).

Participation in the activities of federal organs and the duties of the
elected representatives were construed with the intention of endowing the
resulting decisions of the federation with objective legal personalities in
terms of national and international law, in the general interest. The wilful
abstention of federal officials elected in Bosnia and Herzegovina was seen

as constituting an abuse of the I ~ w ' ~ 'The
. consequences of an abuse of
law affect thosc who resort to it, in line with the generül legaI principle
rzullus cornn~odu?ncupere de sua injuria proprio el ex deelicto non oritur
ffcfio.

81. Bosnia and Herzegovina's reasoning has been tacitly brised on an
inverted liberalistic idea of consent as a fundamental of the legitimacy of
a State. The original idea, that a legitimate govern~ncntmust stem fram
the consent of the govemed, is interpreted in Bosnia and Herzegovina's
approach as implying that stepping out of the State organs entails a loss
of legitimacy of the government and constilutes the right to opl out of an
existing State.
In fact.

"actual consent is not necessr-iry to political legitimacy . . . Separatisls cünnot base their arguments upon a righ t to opt out because no
such right cxists in dcmocratic theory.
Governrnent by the consent of the g-overned does not necessarily
encompass a right to opt out. It only requires that within the existing
political unit a right to pürticipate through electoral processes be
available. Moreover, participatory rights do not entai1 a right to
secede. On the contrary, they suggest that the appropriate solution
for dissaiisfied groups rests in their full inclusion in the polity, with
full participation in its decision-making processes." l P 2
82. Does the "Existence of the state impl[y] that the federal organs . . .
yield effective power"?
The exercise of effective power is per defmirionem the purpose of thïr
existence of State orgüns irrespective of whether the State ir; unitary or
federal. In concrefo, the question is whether an evident crisis in the Euiictioning of State organs of the Federation led to theis cmsing to exist? To
equate the constitutional crisis in SFRY and the non-existence of federal
organs is legally unacceptable. The scope of the effeciiveness, q~iantity
and quality of State organs is a variable category, becüuse it demonstrates an actual, poiitiçal siate of affüirs. In principle, there are situations in which State organs do in fact cease from exercising power (e.g.,
cases of militüry occupütion, civil war and, to a certain extent, various
forms of çonstiiulional crises), but do not cease to exist. State organs as
1 2 ' The ConçUtutiunal Court OF Yugoslavia stated in its Decision II U No. 12391 thüt
thc abbiention of federril oîiîcials from work in fcderal organs represent? "an unconstitutio~ialchange of the composition of tlie cornnion federal state" (Ofj'îczul Gaze!te ufSI'R Y,
Nu. 89/91) That decision was approved by the Constitutional Court in its full composition and with the participalion of both judges frcm Bosnia and Hcr~egovina.

Iz2L Brilmayer, "Secession and Self-determination: A Territorial Inierpretation",
Yole Jourrini of In1rriinrional Lutv, 1991, Vol. 16, pp 181-185.

elements of State organization cease to exist when the State on whose
behalf they are acting ceases to exist.

D. The Relationsliip betrveen the Legality of the Birth of u Stute und
Succession ,vit/? Respect to International Treaties
83. Bosnia and Herzegovina claims that it is a "successor State"
because :
( a ) "succession of States" means the "replacement of one State by
another in the responsibility for the international relations of territory", according to the very widely accepted definition given in both
Vienna Conventions on Succession of States of 1978 and 1983; and
( 6 ) "it is obvious that Bosnia and Herzegovina has replaced the former
SFRY for the international relations of what was the Federal
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina before the dissolution of
former Yugoslavia" (Memorial, para. 4.2.1.26).

On the contrary, the position of Yugoslavia in the subject-matter is
that "the so-called Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina has not become
a State party to that 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment
of the Crime of Genocide in accordance with the provisions of the Convention itself" (Submissions, B.1) because:
( a ) "The Applicant Statc cannot enter into the international treaties of
the predecessor State on the basis of succession because it flagrantly
violated the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples" (Preliminary Objections, para. B. 1.2.39);
( b ) "As the Applicant State has violated the obligations deriving from
the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, the
Vienna Convention on the Succession of States in Respect of
Treaties could not apply to this case even if it had come into
force" (ibid., para. B.1.3.5); and
( c ) "Notification of succession is a manner of entry into treaties of the
predecessor State in cases where the new State has based its existence upon the principle of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples. In this particular case, the Applicant State has based its
existence on the violation of duties deriving from the principle of
equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and thus cannot
make use of the notification of succession as a method of entry
into the international treaties of its predecessor State." (Ibid.,
para. B. 1.4.11 .)

The essence of this objection by Yugoslavia is that because of its

"flagrant violation of the principle of equal rights and self-determination
of peoples", Bosnia and Herzegovina was not a successor State and
hence could not have acquired the capacity of State party to the 1948
Convention on Genocide on the grounds of succession.
To make a valid conclusion on the merits of the objection, it is
necessary to answer the question of whether there is a connection between
succession of States and legality of territorial changes.
84. The answer to this question implies a precise definition of the concept of succession. The term "succcssion" is used in a broad, imprecise
meaning.
"Succession of States means both the territorial change itself - in
other words, the fact that within a given territory one State replaces
another - and the succession of one of those States to the rights and
obligations of the other, i.e., the State whose territory has passed to
the successor States." 123
l t can be seen that the term "succession" means two things: ( a ) territorial change itself; and (b) transmission of rights and obligations from
predecessor State to successor State(s).
The distinction between succession taken in terms of territorial change
(de fucto succession) and succession as transmission of derived rights and
obligations from predecessor State to successor State(s) (de jure succession) is drawn also by the Convention on Succession of States in respect
of Treaties, referred to by Bosnia and Herzegovina in order to prove its
status of "Successor State". This Convention in its Article 2 ( b ) (Use of
Terms) defines "succession of States" as "the replacement of one State by
another in the responsibility for the international relations of the territory". At the same time, Article 6 (Cases of Succession of States Covered
by the Present Convention) specifies that the Convention "applies only to
the effects of a succession of States occurring in conformity with the
international law and, in particular, the principles of international law
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations". Relations between
Article 2 (b) aiid Article 6 of the Convention are precisely defined in
the Comment to Article 2 of the Draft Articles on Succession of States in
respect of Treaties on the basis of which Article 2 of the Convention on
Succession of States in respect of Treaties was adopted. This Comment,
inter dia, says:
"the term ['succession'] is used as referring exclusively to tlzefirct of
replcrcement of one State by another in the responsibility for inter-

'*'

H. Kelsen, Dictiorrrlaire de la rertazinologie du droir iriic?rriatio)icrl,Vol. 42, p. 314.
Thus O'Conncll, Tlre L a ~ vof Stcitr Succe.ssion, 1956, pp. 3, 6; K. Zcmanek, "Die Wiener
Konvention über die Staatennaçhfolge in Vetrflge", Fesrsclirififiir Alfred Verdross, 1980,
p. 719; M. Jones, "State Succession in Matter of Treaties", Briridi Year Book of International Law, 1947, Vol. 24, pp. 360-361.

national relations of territory leaving aside any connotation of inheritance of rights or obligations on the occurrence of that event" 124.
Such a definition of succession corresponds to the basic concept of
"succession of States" which emerged from the study of the topic by the
International Law Commission. More particularly:
"The approach to succession adopted by the Commission after its
study of the topic of succession in respect of treaties is based upon
drawing a clear distinction between, on the one hand, the fact of
replacement of one State by another in the responsibility for the
international relations of a territory and, on the other, the transmission of treaty rights and obligations from the predecessor to the successor State . . .
In order to make clear the distinction between the fact of replacement of one State by another and the transmission of rights and obligations, the Commission inserted in article 2 a provision defining
the meaning of the expression 'succession of States' for the purpose
of the draft. Under this provision the expression 'succession of
States' is used throughout the articles to denote simply a change in
the responsibility for the international relations of a territory, thus
leaving aside from the definition al1 questions of the rights and obligations as a legal incident of that change."
This distinction was necessary as
"the difficulty stemmed from the fact that the expression 'succession'
was not qualified in the definitions of it given in art. 2 (1, 6). From
that paragraph it might be deduced that the convention was also
intended to apply to unlawful su~cessions"'~~.
Because of that,
"art. 6 was the most important saving clause of the draft articles,
since it safeguarded the legality of al1 provisions of the future conventions by limiting their application to the effects of lawful succession . . . the provisions of the future convention would not apply to
'24 Draft Articles on Succession of States in respect of Treaties, Yearbook of ilte Internarionul Law Coninri'iori, 1972, Vol. I I , p. 231, para. 3 ; identical interpretation was
quoted in esrenso in thc comment to Articlc 2 of the Draft Articles on Succcssion of
States in respect of State Property, Archives and Debts, ibid., Vol. II, Part Two, p. 21.
125

Yeurbook oj'tlte Inrerrra~ionulLUIVContrrlissiori, 1972, Vol. I I , p. 226, paras. 29-30.
UNCSS, First Session, p. 53, para. I I .

1 2 h Sette-Carnara,
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unlawful transfers which were contrary to the will of people and to
the principle of self-determination" '27.
Therefore, "succession of States" in terms of "replacement of one State
by anothcr in the responsibility for the international relations of territory" "does not mean ipso fucto a juridical substitution of the acquiring
State in the complex rights and duties possessed by the previous sovereign" 128 or, in the present case, entry into the international trcaties of
SFRY as a predecessor State. The condition thereto is that the "replacement of one State by another" occurred "in conformity with international law, in particular, with the principles of international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations".

85. A provision concerning territorial changes to be effected "in conformity with international law and, in particular, with the principles of
international law embodied in the Charter of the Unitcd Nations" has a
declarative impact. So,
"even if the article did not appear in the convention, that instrument
would apply only to lawful succession from the point of view of the
principles of international law especially those embodied in the UN
Charter, which was the keystone of al1 international conventions" 129.
The principle underlying the provision of Article 6 of the Convention on
Succession of States in respect of Treaties is a self-evident principle, axiomatic to any legal order stricto sensu. Tt is ratione muterirre a narrowed
projection of the general concept of lawfulness of acts, an application of
the concept of lawfulness to the questions of succession. In view of the
material significance of lawfulness for the very existence of a de jure
order, the rule making provisions of any codification applicable only to
the facts occurring and situations established in conformity with intemational law is a general presumption, a self-explanatory matterI3". The
reason for a universal provision of legality led the Commission separately
to specify the rule limiting the application of the provisions of the Convention to the cases of lawful succession:
"Other members, however, were of the opinion that in regard,
particularly, to transfers of territory it was desirable to underline
'21

Tabibi, UNCSS, First Session, p. 54, para. 20.

128

O'Connell. op. cil.: p. 3.
Ushakov, UNCSS, First Session, pp. 54-55, para. 24.

129
''O

"to admit that, apart from wcll-defined exceptions, an unlawful act, or its immediate
consequcnces, may become slto vigore a source of legal right for thc wrongdocr, is to
introduce into a legal system a contradiction which cannot be solved except by
dcnial of its legal character. International law does not and cannot form an exception to that imperative alternative." (H. Lauterpacht, Recogniliori in International
Law, 1947, p. 421 .)

that only transfers occurring in conformity with international law
should fall within the concept of 'succession of States' for the purpose of the present articles. Since, to specify the element of conformity with the international law with reference to one category of succession of States might give rise to misunderstandings as to the
position regarding that element on other categories of succession of
States, the Commission decided to include amongst the general
articles a provision safeguarding the question of lawfulness of the
succession of States dealt with in the present articles. Accordingly,
article 6 provides that the present articles relate only to the effects
of a succession of States occurring in conformity with international
law." 1 3 '

86. Notification of succession is only a technical means by which the
successor State expresses its consent to be considered bound by the treaty
whose original party is the predecessor State. Hence, to make a notification of succession produce its intended legal effects, the actual succession
must have been lawful. The criterion of lawfulness of the succession is
"international law and, in particular, the principles of international law
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations".
In the present case, and with regard to the position of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, of special importance are the principles of territorial integrity and political unity, and of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples.
The specific relevance of those principles for the matter of succession is
a logical consequence of the nature of changes activating the institution
of succession and the role of equal rights and self-determination of
peoples in constituting new States. Hence, these principles of the United
Nations Charter have been particularly accentuated. The Special Rapporteur, Mr. Mohammed Bedjaoui, stated in his proposal concerning
lawfulness of succession that,
"The conditions for succession of States shall include respect for
general international law and the provisions of the United Nations
Charter concerning the territorial integrity of States and the right of
peoples to self-determinati~n."'~'
The Preamble to the Convention on Succession of States in respect of
Treaties "recall[s] that respect for the territorial integrity and political
independence of any State is required by the Charter of the United
13'
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UNCSS,First Session, p. 236, para. 1 .
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Nations". That wording confirms that the existence of territorial integrity
and political independence derive from the United Nations Charter and,
hence, binds the States irrespective of the Convention.
87. The proclamation of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a "sovereign and
independent state" constitutes, in my view, a substantial breach of the
cogent norm on equal rights and self-determination of peoples in both
the forma1 and material sense.
A substantial breach in the formal sense is reflected in the following:
( a ) the procedure of proclamation of Bosnia and Herzegovina was conducted in an unconstitutional way, contrary to the relevant provisions of its own Constitution and that of the SFRY;
( 6 ) self-determination i n the subject case was de fucto conceived as a
right of a territory within a sovereign, independent State, rather
than as a right of peoples.

The breach of the norm on equal rights and self-determination of
peoples in a material sense is reflected in the following:
( a ) the proclamation of independence of a federal unit of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, in violation of relevant provisions of the interna1 law
of the SFRY and of Bosnia and Herzegovina, endangered the territorial integrity and political unity of SFRY, in contravention of the
provision of paragraph 7 of the Declaration on Principles;
( h ) the proclamation of the independence of Bosnia and Herzcgovina

within its administrative borders was not based on the equal rights
and self-determination of al1 three peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Therefore, the proclamation of the independence of Bosnia and Herzegovina was not in conformity with the relevant principles of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples, and territorial integrity and political
unity and, as such, has no merit for lawful succession in terms of the succession of Bosnia and Herzegovina with respect to the Convention on
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
88. By its nature, the proclamation of Bosnia and Herzegovina's independence was an act of secession. Bosnia and Herzegovina does not contest that assertion of Yugoslavia. It is taken from paragraph 3.22 of the
Statement of Bosnia and Herzegovina which reads:
"whether or not Bosnia, at the time of its secession, had a rigizt to
self-determination is irrelevant because: (1) it is now a recognized,
sovereign State, and (2) even if, urguetzdo, it were supposed that it
had no right to self-determination in international law, international
law certainly did not prohibit its achieving the status of an independent State at the occasion of the disintegration of the Former

Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia." (Statement of the
Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina on Preliminary Objections, p. 60.)
89. Secession is, per dejinirionem, "the creation of a State by the use or
threat of force and without the consent of the former ~ o v e r e i g n " ' ~ ~ .
Therefore it is understandable that the
"United Nations Charter does not recognize the term or concept of
'secession', for this concept is profoundly at odds with the spirit and
normative principles of the Charter. The Charter raises respect for
territorial integrity to the rank of a constitutional norm, a n o m of
jus cogens. On January 1, 1970, the UN Secretary-General made the
following statement:
'So, as far as the question of secession of a particular section of a
Member State is concerned, the United Nations' attitude is unequivocal. As an international organization, the United Nations has
never accepted and does not accept, and 1 do not believe it will ever
accept, the principle of secession of a part of a Member State.'"IM
The Security Council has characterized secession as illegal. In its resolution 169 (1961) on the Congo, the Security Council, inter alia,
"strongly deprecateld] the secessionist activities illegally carried out
by the provincial administration of Katanga with the aid of external
resources and manned by foreign mercenaries . . . and

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
( d ) that al1 secessionist activities against the Republic of Congo are
contrary to the Loi fondamentale".

The implicit characterization of secession as an illegal act under international law can be found in paragraph 7 of the "Declaration of Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations among
States" which stipulates, inter alia, that the right to self-determination
shall not be construed as
"authorizing or encouraging any action which could dismember or
impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of
sovereign and independent States".
On the regional, European level, such a characterization of secession is
contained in the Declaration on Principles Guiding Relations between
13'
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J . Crawford, Tlie Creatiori of States in International Law, 1979, p. 247.
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Participating States contained in the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) Final Act adopted on I August 1975 at
Helsinki :
"[tlhe participating States regard as inviolable al1 one another's frontiers as well as the frontiers of al1 States in Europe and therefore they
will refrain now and in future from assaulting these frontiers".

On the other hand, an explicit condemnation of secession can be h u n d in
the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations as a forma1
source of international law pursuant to Article 38 (cl of the Siaiute
of the International Court of Justice. Secession is deemed to be a most
serious crime by the national legislations of civilized nations. More particularly, an inside assault on the territorial integrity of a country
or an atternpted assaull, including preparatory actions, are categorizcd
as one of the gravest of crimes in virtually al1 the criminal codes of
civilizcd nations.
90. The admission of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations
cannot convalidate substantial legal derccts in its es~ablishmentas an
independent State, especially because of the need to draw a sharp distinction between
"secession in pursuance of, and in violation of, self-determinatian.
Where the territory in question is a self-determiriütion unit it may be
presumed that any secessionary government possesses the general
support of the people; secession in such a case. where self-determination is forclbly denied, will be presumed to be in furtherünce of, or
at least not inconsistent wiih, the application of self-determination
to the territory in question." lJ5
There is not much doubt that the admission of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations has given general, political support to Bosnia and Herzegovina. However that political support does not, and could
not, be interpreted as a subsequent convalidation of illegality of Bosnia
and Hcrzegovina's birth. Even if the General Assembly had such an
intention in mind when admitting Bosnia and Herzegovina to the membership of the United Nations, such an outcorne was legally impossible,
since such an act implied a derogation from the self-determination of
peoples which has the character of jus çogens. Norms of jus cvgens do
not tolerate derogation, so any concurrent régime or situation, whether it
be established by way of a bilateral or unilateral aci, cannat acquire legal
force due to the peremptoriness ofjus cogens - more specifically, this act
or acts remains in the sphere of simple facts. One could say that this is a
classic example of application of the general principle of law expressed in
J . Crawford, op ci? , p. 258; see also, separate opinion of Judge Ammoun, Wedberrn
Saharo, 1.C J . Reporrr I Y J J , pp. 99-100.
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the maxirn yuidquicl a b initio vitiosw est, non polest IracEu Iempuris
con valescere.

l n my opinion, therefore, the rneaning of the admission of Bosnia and
Herzegovina to the United Nations is çonfined to the recognition of
Bosnia and Herzegovina as a fact, and has no impact on the legality of
iis birth. Such a conclusion corresponds to the fact that
"[rlecognition by the UN meanç lhat a State (or its government) will
be invited Io important international conferences, allowed to accede
to nurnerous international treaties and to become a Mernbcr of
several international organizations and to $end observers to
others" l J h .
91. By rejecling Yugoslavia's third preliminary objection, the Court
hns responded to one side of the question of its jurisdiction rutione persunue. The other side of the question relates to the status of Yugoslavia
as a party to the Genocide Convention. 1 am in agreement with the
Court's finding that Yugoslavia is a party to the Genocide Convention
but 1 disagree with the Court's reasoning leading to that finding.
With regard to Yugoslavia's status as a party to the Genocide Convention, the Court States that :
"it has not been contested that Yugoslavia was party to the
Genocide Convention [and] . . . was bound by the provisions of the
Convention on the date of the filing of the Application in the
present case . . ." (para. 17 of the Judgn~ent).
The Court bases this conclusion an the following:
( a ) "that it has not been contested that Yugoslavia was Party to the
Genocide Convention", and
( bj that
"[alt the tirne of the proclamation of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, on 27 April 1992, a forma1 declaration was adopted
on its'behalf to the effect that:
'The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, continuing the State,
international legal and political personnlity of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, shall strictly abide by al1 the commitrnents that the Socialist FederaE Republic of Yugoslavia
assumed internationally.'
This intention thus expressed by Yugoslavia to remain bound
by the international treaties to whiçh the former Yugoslavia was
garty was confirmcd in an officia1 Note of 27 April 1992 from
the Permanent Mission of Yugoslavia ta the United Nations,
addressed to the Secretary-General." (Para. 17 of the Judgment.)
H.G. Schermcrs, Inrernarional

Cunstitufiot~uiLaw, 1980, p. 929.

1 agree with the Court that Yugoslavia is a party to the Genocide Convention but its reasoning regarding the effect of the formal declaration
issued on 27 April 1992 does not appear to be tenable.
92. A logical meaning of the pronouncernent that "it hüs not been contested that Yugoslavia was party to the Genocide Convention" is that
Yugoslavia is a party to the Genocide Convention berause its status as a
party has not been contested.
It is irue that the proceedings on prelirninary objections are substantially based on the initiative of the parties. However, that does not mean
that the parties have the right to determine the junsdiciion of the Court.
By a decision on preliminary objections, the Court rnight be said to
achieve two mutually connecied and interdependent objectives:
(a) the direct objective is that the Court decides o n the objection in the
form of a judgment "by which it çhall either uphold the objection,
reject ir, or declare that the objection does not possess, in the
cjrcurnstances of the case, an exclusively preliminary characies"
(Art. 79 (7) of the Rules of Court);
( b ) the indirect objective is to ascertain or confirm its jurisdiction. In the
light of this objective, preliminary objections raised by a pariy are
only a tool, a proc~durallydesigned instrument for the establishment of the jurisdiction of the Caurt, suo nomina et suo vigore, for
according t o its Statute it is under an obligation to do so - not
proprio mmo but ex offleio. For,

"[tlhe Court is the guardian of its Statute. lt is not within its
power to abandon . . . a function which by virtue of an express
provision of the Statute is an essential safeguard of its cornpulsory
jurisdiction. This is so in particular in view of the Eact that the
principle enshrined in Article 36 (6) of the Statute is declaratory of
one of the most firmly established principles of international arbitral and judicial practice. Thot principle is tliur, in #hg maater of i f s
jurisdicfion, an i~fernafional
rribunal, and no! !he interesred party,
has the power of decision whether ttic* disputr brfore it is covered
by rhe insrrurnenl creiiring ils jurisdiction." '37

93. The participants in the Joint Session of the SFRY Assembly, the
National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia and the Assembly of the
Republic of Montenegro have dedared, intm aliu, by a Declaration made
on 27 April 1992:
"The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, continuing the State, international, legal and political personalitp of the Socialist Federal
137
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Republic of Yugoslavia, shall strictly abide by al1 the commitments
that the SFR of Yugoslavia assumed internationally in the past.
At the same time, it shall be ready to fully respect the rights and
interests of the Yugoslav Republics which declared independence.
The recognition of the newly-formed States will follow after al1 the
outstanding questions negotiated within the conference on Yugoslavia have been regulated.
Remaining bound by al1 obligations to international organizations
and institutions whose member it is, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia shall not obstruct the newly-formed States to join these organizations and institutions, particularly the United Nations and its
specialized agencies.
The Diplomatic and Consular Missions of the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia shall continue without interruption to perform their
functions of representing and protecting the interests of Yugoslavia.

:

They shall also extend consular protection to al1 nationals of the
SFR Yugoslavia whenever they request them to do so until a final
regulation of their nationality status.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia recognized, at the same time,
the full continuity of the representation of foreign States by their
diplornatic and consular mission in its territory." 13$
This declaration, per se, cannot be qualified as a basis for being bound
by the Genocide Convention, at least on account of the two basic
reasons, one being of a forma1 and the other of a material nature.
The formal reason resides in the nature of the declarations in the constitutional system of Yugoslavia. The declarations of the Assembly in the
constitutional system of Yugoslavia have, since its foundation, represented general political acts of the representative body, which have as
their subject the questions which are not subject to legal regulations or
are not included within the competence of the representative body'39. As
political acts, they are not binding, so they do not contain legal sanctions
for the case of non-observance.
The "Participants to the Joint Session of the SFRY Assembly, the
National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia and the Assembly of the
Republic of Montenegro, and the Federal Assembly itselî" are not organs
138
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of foreign representation authorized to appear on behalf of the State in
international relations, so that, the measures they adopt, even when
legally binding, cannot be put into effect by one-sided acts of State
organs which have such authority. The material reason concerns the
content of the Declaration. The statement that the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia "shall strictly abide by al1 the commitments that the SFR
Yugoslavia assumed internationally" is not given in the Declaration in
abstracto, in the form of an unconditional, generalized acceptance of the
commitments that the SFRY assumed internationally in the past, but as
a declarative expression of the premise that the FR of Yugoslavia is
"continuing the State, international, legal and political personality of the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia". This fact is not contested by
Bosnia and Herzegovina, for it asserts that

"it is on the basis of this alleged 'continuity' that Yugoslavia (Serbia
and Montenegro) considers itself to be bound by al1 international
commitments undertaken by the former SFRY" (Memorial,
para. 4.2.2.1 1).
According to the Declaration, the FR of Yugoslavia does not assume the
obligations of the SFRY, but "remain.~bound by ail obligations to international organizations and institutions of \vhiclt it is a member " (emphasis
added).
At the meeting of the Federal Chamber of the Assembly of the SFRY
held on 27 ~ ~ r i Ï 1 9 9which
2,
proclaimed the ~ o n s t i t u t i o i o fthe Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia, the President of the Assembly of Serbia emphasized, in his introductory speech, inter alia, that:
"[tlhe adoption of one-sided acts by some of the republics on their
secession from Yugoslavia and the international recognition of those
republics in the administrative borders of the former Yugoslavia
republics forced the Yugoslav peoples who want to continue to live
in Yugoslavia to rearrange the relations in it"
and that "Serbia and Montenegro do not recognize that Yugoslavia is
abolished and does not exist" IN. Another opening speaker, the President
of the Assembly of Montenegro emphasized that Serbia and Montenegro
were "the only States which brought their statehood with them on the
creation of Yugoslavia, and decided to constitutionally rearrange the
former Yugoslavia" 14'.
Moreover, even if the intention of the FR of Yugoslavia to assume
I4O
I4l
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formally the obligations of the SFRY were built into the Declaration, the
Declaration, as the external textual expression of such an intention, could
hardly represent anything more than a political proclamation which
should be operationalized, in the absence of rules on automatic succession, in accordance with the relevant rules of the Law of Treaties on the
expression of consent to be bound by a treaty.

,

94. Whereas after the adoption of its Constitution on 27 April 1992,
Yugoslavia did not express its consent to be bound by the Genocide Convention in the way prescribed by Article X1 of the Convention and nor
did it send to the Secretary-General of the United Nations the notification of succession, it is obvious that the only possible legal basis on which
Yugoslavia could be considered a party to the Genocide Convention is
the legal identity and continuity of the SFRY in the domain of multilateral treaties.
In the practice of the Secretary-General as depositary of multilateral
treaties, Yugoslavia figures also, after the territorial changes which took
place in the period 1991-1992, as a party to the multilateral treaties
deposited with the Secretary-General, although the FR of Yugoslavia did
not express its acceptance to be bound by concrete treaties in the ways
fixed by the treaties, nor did it address to the Secretary-General as
depositary the appropriate notifications of succession. The date when the
FR of Yugoslavia expressed its acceptance to be bound is mentioned as
the day on which it was bound- by that specific instrument. Exempli
causa, in the "Multilateral Treaties Deposited with the Secretary-General" for 1992, and in the list of "Participants" of the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, "Yugoslavia" is
included, and the 29 August 1950 is mentioned as the date of the acceptance of the obligation - the date on which the SFRY ratified that Convention. Identical dates are also found in the issues of the "Multilateral
Treaties Deposited with the Secretary-General" for 1993 and 1994. Such
a mode1 is applied, mutatis mutandis, to other multilateral conventions
deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
Therefore, it is indisputable that the practice of the Secretary-General
as the depositary of the multilateral treaties consistently qualifies Yugoslavia as a party to these multilateral treaties on the basis of the acceptance of those treaties expressed by the SFRY.
95. On the basis of existing practice, the "Summary of Practice of the
Secretary-General as depositary of Multilateral Treaties:' concludes:
"The independence of a new successor State, which then exercises
its sovereignty on its territory, is of course without effect as concerns
the treaty rights and obligations of the predecessor Statc as concerns
it own (remaining) territory. Thus, after the separation of parts of
the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (which

became independent States), the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(as the Russian Federation) continued to exist as a predecessor
State, and al1 its treaty rights and obligations continued in force in
respect of its territory . . . The same applies to the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), which remains as the predecessor State upon separation of parts of the territory of the former
Yugoslavia. General Assembly resolution 4711 of 22 September 1992,
to the effect that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia could not automatically continue the membership of the former Yugoslavia in the
United Nations (see para. 89 above), was adopted within the framework of the United Nations and the context of the Charter of the
United Nations, and not as an indication that the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia was not to be considered a predecessor State."142

On the other side, a
"different situation occurs when the predecessor State disappears.
Such was the case when the Czech Republic and Slovakia were
formed after the separation of their territories from Czechoslovakia,
which ceased to exist. Each of the new States is then in the position
of a succeeding State." 143
Such a practice is completely in accordance with the interpretation of
the range of resolution 4711 of the General Assembly of the United
Nations which, otherwise, serves as the basis of the contentions that
Yugoslavia, by the mere fact of territorial changes lost, ipso facfo, the
status of party to multilateral conventions.
In the lettcr from the United Nations Office of Legal Affairs of
16 April 1993, it is stated, inter alia, that
"the status of Yugoslavia as a party to treaties was not affected by
the adoption of the General Assembly resolution 4711 of 22 September 1992. By that resolution, the General Assembly decided that the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) shall not
participate in the work of the General Assembly. It did not address
Yugoslavia's status as a party to treaties."
96. Regarding the qualification mentioned in paragraph 297 of the
"Summary", the Permanent Representative of the United States to the
United Nations in her letter addressed to the Secretary-General dated
5 April 1996 (doc. ,4151195; Sl19961251, 8 April 1996) protested against
142
143
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such a qualification. Four days later, on 9 April 1996, the Legal Counsel
of the United Nations issued "Errata" (doc. LA41TRJ220) which, inter
alia, deleted the qualification of the FR of Yugoslavia as a predecessor
State contained in paragraph 297 of the "Summary". Protests against such
a qualification of Yugoslavia were also expressed in the letters addressed to
the Secretary-General by the Permanent Representative of Germany to
the United Nations (doc. Al501929; Sf19961263, 11 Apnl 1996) and by
the Chargé d'Affaires ad interitn of the Permanent Mission of Guinea
on behalf of the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) and the
Contact Group on Bosnia and Herzegovina (doc. Al501930; Sl19961260,
12 April 1996). Both of the latter letters were, however, dated 10 April
1996, i.e., after the "Errata" had been prepared and published.
The formal circumstances of this concrete question make, in my
opinion, both the objections and the "Errata" of the Legal Counsel of the
United Nations irrelevant. More particularly,
( a ) The subject-matter of the objections submitted in the letters of the
permanent representatives of three member States of the Organization are "views" and "interpretations" of the legal position of Yugoslavia as a predecessor State expressed in the "Summary of Practice
of the Secretary-General as depositary of multilateral treaties", or,
to put it more precisely, in paragraphs 297 and 298 of that document. In other words, the above-mentioned objections do not con-'
Cern the practice of the Organization and of its organs in the
concrete matter as an objective fact, but relate to the interpretation
of that practice presented in the "Sumrnary".
(b) "Errata" per defitiitionem represents "a mis-statement or misprint in
soinething that is published or written" 144.
Leaving aside the question of whether the "errata" are well
founded in this specific case, it is obvious that the document concerns the relevant parts of the "Summary of Practice of the Secretary-General" (emphasis added). A "Summary" by itself does not
have the value of an autonomous document, a document which
determines or constitutes something. It is just the condensed expression, the external lapidary assertion of a fact which exists outside it
and independently from it. In that sense, the Introduction to the
"Summary of the Practice of the Secretary-General as depositary of
multilateral treaties" says, inter aliu, that "the purpose of the present
summary is to highlight the main features of the practice followed
by the Secretary-General in this field" (p. 1).
Therefore, the errata in this specific case do not question the relevance of the practice of the Secretary-General as the depositary of

lu
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multiIiitera1 treaties. This practice is, in relation to the status of the
FR of Yugoslavia as party to the multilateral treaties, uniform and
without exceptions, so lhat it has no pressing need of a "summary"
which would "highlight [its] main features" ;

(cl

The fact that the term "Federal RepubEic" is no1 used before or after
the namc "Yugoslavia" cannot, in rny opinion, be taken as proof
that it does no1 çoncern the FR of Yugoslavia. The name "Yugoslavia" designates the Yugoslav State, regardlcss of the Fdctual and
legal changes which it experienced during its existence, which were
also reflected in its narne. For example, at the time when Yugoslavia
entered into the obligations under the Convention on the Prevention
and Punishmen t of the Crime of Genocide - in August 1950 - the
full name of the Yugoslav State was "Federal People's Republic of
Yugoslavia", Yugoslavia is, on the basis of legal identity and continuity, a party to the conventions which bound - in the era of the
League of Nations - the Yugoslav State which was called, at thai
time, the "Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes".
It follows that the terrns such as the "former Yugoslavia" or the
"Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)" per se
have no other meaning except the epistemiological one. In relalion
to the SFRY, the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes represents
the "former Yugoslavia". just as the "Democratic Federal Yugoslavia", constituted at Session II of the Anti-Fascist Assembly of tlic
People's Liberation of Y ugoslavia on 29 November 1943, represen ts
the "former Yugoslavia" in relation to the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia established by thc 1946 Constitution. The conventional nature of such terms is also seen i i ~the practicc of the
principal organs of the United Nations wjth respcct to the use of the
name "Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)".
Siiiçe 22 Novernber 1995, îhe Security Council uses in its resolutions
1021 and 1022 the term "Federal Republic of Yugoslavia" instead
of the former "Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)" without any express decision and in a legally unchanged
situation In relation to the one in which it, like other organs of the
United Nations, employed the term "Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)". The fact that this change in the
practice of the Security Council appeared on the day following
the initialling of the Peace Agreement in Daytori, gives a strong
basis for the conclusion that the concrete practice is not based on
objective, legal criteriü but rather on political criteria.

97. The practice of the Secretary-General as the depositary of multilateral treaties corresponds ro ihe general legal principle that a diminution of territory does not o f itself affect the legal personality of the State.
171
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This principle of international law is deeply rooted in international pract i ~ e ' AS
~ ~early
. as 1925, the arbitrator, Professor Borel, held in the Ottaman Debt Arbitration that, notwithstanding both the territorial losses
and the revolution, "in international law, the Turkish Republic was
deemed to continue the international personality of the former Turkish
Empire"146.In the practice of the United Nations, it is expressed in the
opinion given by the United Nations Secretariat regarding the secession
of Pakistan from India in which it was stated that "[tlhe territory which
breaks off, Pakistan, will be a new State; . . . the portion which separated
was considered a new State; the remaining portion continued as an existing State with al1 the rights and duties which it had before". ' 4 1 A possible
exception cited is the case in which territorial changes affect the "territorial nucleus" of a Statei48,which did not happen in the case of Yugoslavia since the "territorial nucleus" has been preserved i49.
98. It is noteworthy to underline that the practice of the Court is identical to the practice of the Secretary-General as depositary of multilateral
treaties. The Yearbook 1993-1994 of the International Court of Justice
says that :
"On 31 July 1994, the following 184 States were Members of the
United Nations :
Store

Date of Admission

Y ugoslavia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Original Member." Is0

An identical formulation is also found in the previous issuei5'. On the
basis of Article 93 (1) of the Charter of the United Nations, al1 Members
of the United Nations are ipso facto parties to the Statute.
Such a practice of the Court is in full agreement with the interpretation
of the scope of resolution 4711 of thc General Assembly given in a letter
which the Under-Secretary-General and the Legal Counsel of the United
Nations addressed on 29 September 1992 to the permanent representa'45 D. Anzilotti, this is one of the most certain rules in international law: "nessun principio più sicuro di questo ncl diritto internazionale", "La fornazione del Regno d'Italia
nei guardi del diritto internazionale", Revislu di diritto interriazioriale, 1912, p. 9.
146 Citcd in K. Marck, Identity and Coritinuity of States in Public Internutional Luw,
1954, p. 40.
14' United Nations Press Release PMl473, 12 August 1947 (Yearbook of tlze Internarionul Luiv Conlnlission, Vol. II, p. 101).
14R Hall, A Treurise on Inrer~iutionalLaw, 1924, p. 22; American Society of lnternational Law, Panel on "State Succession and Rclations with Federal States", Gold Room,
Rayburn House Officc Building, Washington, D.C., E. Williamson, United States State
Department, 1 April 1992, p. 10.
i49 M. Akehurst, A Modern Introducriotl to Inrernurional Law, 1984, p. 147.
Is0 I.C.J. Ycurbook 1993-1994, No. 48, p. 67.
Is1 1. C.J. Yeurbook 1992-1993, No. 47, p. 59.

tives of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia to the United Nations and
which asserts, inter aliu, that "the resolution does not terminale nor suspend Yugoslavia's membership in the Organization" 152.

99. Three principal legal questions are raised by Yugoslavia's fifth
preliminary objection, and relate to:
( a ) the qualification of the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina;
( h ) the territorial or non-territorial nature of thc obligations of States
under the Genocide Convention; and
( c ) the type of the State responsibility referred to in Article 1X of the
Convention.
100. Having in mind the territorial nature of the obligations of States
under the Genocide Convention, the qualification of the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina is of considerable importance. Even if this question
is closely linked to the merits, this does not prevent the Court from
"mak[ing] a summary survey of the merits to the extent necessary to
satisfy itself that the case discloses claims that are reasonably arguable or issues that are reasonably contestable; in other words, that
these claims or issues are rationally grounded on one or more principles of law, the application of which may resolve the dispute. The
essence of this preliminary survey of the merits is that the question
of jurisdiction or admissibility under consideration is to be determined not on the basis of whether the applicant's claim is right but
exclusively on the basis whether it discloses a right to have the claim
adjudicated." IS3

In my opinion, the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina cannot be qualified as "civil war" or "interna1 conflict" exclusively as Yugoslavia asserts.
That assertion is only partly correct.
The armed conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina was a special, sui
generis conflict, in which elements of civil war and international armed
conflict were intermingled.
Elements of civil war were obviously present in the armed conflict in
Bosnia and Herzegovina; however, according to my opinion, they could
in no way be seen as its dominant characteristic. They were especially
152
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expressed in the period of constitutional crisis before the proclamation of
the independence of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the incomplete parliament of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The passive, preparatory stage of that
war consisted especially of the acts of creation of national militias as
early as in 1991, while the active phase of the war started with attacks
against the organs of the central federal authorities, especially against the
units of the Yugoslav People's Army.
After the proclamation of sovereignty and independence of Bosnia and
Herzegovina by the incomplete parliament of osn nia and Herzegovina,
the civil war became, in my opinion, an international armed conflict, in
which one side consisted of a fictitious, de jure recognized State - the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina - and the other side consisted of
two de facto States not recognized by the international community Republika Srpska and Herzeg-Bosna. This was belluri? omniu,n contra
oinnes, which is eloquently shown by the war between the Muslim authorities in Sarajevo and Herzeg-Bosna in 1993, and by the war between the
authorities in Sarajevo and the alternative Muslim Autonomous Region
of Western Bosnia, proclaimed in September 1993.
101. The relevant passage of the Court's Judgment relating to the
nature of the rights and obligations of States under the Convention reads
as follows:
"the rights and obligations enshrined by the Convention are rights and
obligations erga omnes. The Court notes that the obligation each State
thus has to prevent and to punish the crime of genocide is not terntorially limited by the Convention." (Para. 31 of the Judgment.)
In my opinion, it is necessary to draw a clear distinction, on the one
hand, between the legal nature of the norm prohibiting genocide, and, on
the other, the implementation or enforcement of that norm.
The n o m prohibiting genocide, as a norm of jus cogens, establishes
obligations of a State toward the international community as a whole,
hence by its very nature it is the concern of al1 States. As a norm of jus
cogens it does not have, nor could it possibly have, a limited territorial
application with the effect of excluding its application in any part of the
international community. In other words, the norm prohibiting genocide
as a universal norm binds States in al1 parts of the world.
As an absolutely binding norm prohibiting genocide, it binds al1 subjects of international law even without any conventional obligation. To
that effect, and only to that effect, the concrete n o m is of universal
applicability (a norm ergu omnes), and hence "non-territorality" as
another pole of limited territorial application may be taken as an element
of the very being of a cogent norm of genocide prohibition.
The position is different, however, when it cornes to the implementation or enforcement of the norm of genocide prohibition. The norm prohibiting genocide, like other international legal noms, is applicable by

States not in an imaginary space, but in an area of the territoralized international community. And, as was poinled out by the Permanent Court of
International Justice in the "Lolus" case:
"Now the first and foremost restriction imposed by international
law upon a State is that - failing the existence of a permissive rule
to the contrary - it may not exercise its power in any form in the
territory of another State. In this sense jurisdiction is certainly territorial; it cannot be exercised by a State outside its territory except by
virtue of a permissive rule derived from international custom or
from a convention.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In these circumstances, al1 that can be required of a State is that it
should not overstep the limits which international law places upon
its jurisdiction; within these limits, its title to exercise jurisdiction
rests in its sovereignty." '54
A territorial jurisdiction conceived in this way suggests, as a general
rule, the territorial character of the State's obligation in terms of implementation of an international legal norm, both in prescriptive and enforcement terms. If this were not the case, norm on territorial integrity and
sovereignty, also having the character of jus cogens, would be violated.
102. What is the status of the Genocide Convention? With respect to
the obligation of prevention of the crime of genocide, the Convention
does not contain the principle of universal repression. It has firmly opted
for the territorial principle of the obligation of prevention and
"the only action relating to crimes committed outside the territory of
the Contracting Party is by organs of the United Nations within the
scope of the general competence" 155.
Accordingly,
"the States are . . . obliged to punish persons charged with the commission of acts coming under the Convention insofar as they were
committed in their territory" '56.
Article VI1 of the draft Genocide Convention, prepared by the Secretary-General, was based on the concept of universal repression15'. In its
draft Convention the Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide replaced the text
of Article V11, hence "the principle of universal repression was rejected
by the Committee by 4 votes (among which were France, the United
154 ~~L~~~~~~
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States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) against 2
with 1 abstention" 'j8.
An unfavourable position regarding the principle of universal punishment emerges also from declarations and reservations concerning the
Genocide Con~ention"~,Communication of Governments16" and by
non-governmental organizations that have a consultative status with the
Economic and Social Council 1 6 ' .
The Special Rapporteur concluded that
"since no international criminal court has been established, the question of universal punishment should be reconsidered, if it is decided
to prepare new international instruments for the prevention and
punishment of genocide" 162.
The intention of the drafters of the Convention to establish territorial
obligations of States under the Convention clearly and irrefutably stems
from the provisions of Article XI1 of the Convention which reads:
"Any Contracting Party may at any time, by notification addressed
to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, estend tlte application of the present Convention to a11 or any of tlze territories for the
conduct of whose foreign relations that Contracting Party is responsible." (Emphasis added.)
It is obvious that, if this were not the case, the said Article would be
deprived of al1 sense and logic.
103. Could a State be responsible for genocide? The Court finds, when
it refers to "the responsibility of a State for genocide or for any of the
other acts enumerated in Article Ill", that Article IX does not exclude
any form of State responsibility, nor is
"the responsibility of a State for acts of its organs excluded by
Article IV of the Convention, which contemplates the commission
of an act of genocide by 'rulers' or 'public officials"' (para. 32 of
the Judgment).
Such a position does not appear, in my opinion, to be tenable.
Article IV of the Genocide Convention, which stipulates criminal
responsibility for genocide or the other acts enumerated in Article III of
the Convention, has a twofold meaning:

( a ) a positive meaning, starting from the principle of individual guilt,
since Article IV establishes as criminally responsible "persons . . .
i58 See Study of the Question of the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, prepared by N. Ruhashyankiko, Special Rapporteur, doc. WCN.41Sub.21416,4 July
1978, p. 49.
i59 Ibid., pp. 51-52.
Ibid., pp. 52-55.
16' Ibid., p. 55.
16* Ibid., p. 56.
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whether they are constitutionally appointed rulers, public officiais or
private individuals". This rule represents les lutu, because:
"international practice since the Second World War has constantly applied the principle of individual criminal responsibility
for crimes of international law, including those of genocide" 163,

(b) a negative meaning - contained in the exclusion of criminal responsibility of States, governments or State authorities and the rejection
of the application of the doctrine of the act of the State in this
matter. Such a solution is expressed in the positive international law.
The International Law Commission, when elaborating the Draft
Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind, concluded, inter uliu, in relation to the content rutione personue of the
Draft Code that:
"With regard to the content rurione personue, the Commission
took the view that its efforts at this stage should be devoted exclusively to the criminal responsibility of individuuls. This approach
was dictated by the uncertainty still attaching to the problem of
criminal responsibility of States . . . True, the criminal responsibility of individuals does not eliminate the international responsibility of States for the acts committed by persons acting as organs
or agents of the State. But, such responsibility is of a different
nature and falls within the traditional concept of State responsibility . . . the question of international criminal responsibility
should be limited, at least at the present stage, to that of
individuals." 164
The resolution built into Article TV of the Genocide Convention represents an expression of a broader understanding of the inability to establish
the criminal responsibility of legal persons (societus delinquere non potest).
The understanding is based on the premise that a criminal offence as a
phenomenon is reduced to a human action, that is to Say, to a physical
act or to its omission. Since States are legal entities of an abstract character, persons without a physical body and incapable of criminal liability,
they thus cannot be guilty as perpetrators of criminal acts.
It is hardly necessary to state that the interest of safeguarding the
essential values of the international community involves the issue of
criminal responsibility of a State as illustrated, infer uliu, by the Draft
16' Study of the Question of the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,
prepared by Mr. N. Ruhashyankiko, Special Rapporteur, doc. WCN.41Sub.21415, 4 July
1978, p. 36, para. 151.
164 Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its thirty-sixth session
(7 May to 27 July 1984 (doc. A/39/10), Yeurbook of the International Luw Commission,
1984, Vol. II, Part Two, p. II, para. 32.

Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankindl".
Theoretically, the issue of criminal responsibility of a State may be
situated within the framework of a pure mode1 of a State authority or
State as the offender, namely in the framework of collective, simultaneous
responsibility of a State as a legal person and physical personality, as
its political representative.
However, the above are just projects which, irrespective of their relevance, have not yet found a place within positive international law. This
fact per se, irrrespective of the circumstances of a concrete case, renders
the Court, as an authority implementing posifiiie law to subject cases,
incapable of taking such projects into account or accepting them as relevant. If this were not the case, the Court would step away from its fundamental judicial function and penetrate into the legislative or quasilegislative area 16G.
104. Even in the hypothesis that, tractu temporis, since the Genocide
Convention came into force, criminal responsibility for genocide or for
any of the other acts enumerated in Article III has been extended to
States as well, the relevance of such a change to the subject case could be
highly questionable.
The rationale of such a question is the nature of the compromissory
clause contained in Article IX of the Genocide Convention. The establishment of jurisdiction of the Court for disputes concerning the interpretation, application or fulfilment of the Convention is undoubtedly
precedent to the general rule of an optional character of the Court's jurisdiction in international law. This fact has a dual meaning - legal and
meta-legal. In legal terms, precedent has to be strictly interpreted 16', particularly when it cornes to the restriction of the sovereign rights of States.
In this case, the jurisdiction of the Court is founded in relation to disputes "relating to the interpretation, application or fulfilment of the
presenf Convention" (emphasis added). In other words, the Court has, on
the basis of Article IX of the Convention, jurisdiction to settle disputes
relating to the relevant provisions of the Convention but not such disputes
concerning the rules as might possibly exist outside its frame.
Meta-legal meaning resides in the fact that the extension of the
Court's jurisdiction beyond the provisions of Article IX of the Convention would, in normal reasoning, inhibit the States in other cases. An
evident readiness of States to accept the binding jurisdiction of the
165
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Court on a broad basis would be strengthened by such a move on the
part of the Court.
105. Article I X of the Convention stipulates that:
"Disputes between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretation, application or fulfilment of the present Convention, including
those relating to the responsibility of a State for genocide or for any
of the other acts enumerated in article III, shall be submitted to the
International Court of Justice at the request of any of the parties to
the dispute."
If one attempts to determine the genuine meaning of the wording "responsibility of a State for genocide or for any of the other acts enumerated in
article III", several elements are of crucial importance.
( u ) Article IX by its nature is a standard compromissory clause. As a
procedural provision, it aims at determining the jurisdiction of the Court
within the CO-ordinatesof "interpretation, application or fulfilment" of
the material provisions of the Convention. Hence, interpretations of
Article I X of the Convention may not in concret0 go beyond the provisions on individual criminal responsibility stipulated in Article IV of the
Convention (see para. 101 above). As is forcefully expressed in the joint
separate opinion of Judges Sir Percy Spender and Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice
in the South West Africu case:
"The principle of interpretation directed to giving provisions their
maximum effect cannot legitimately be employed in order to introduce what would amount to a revision of those p r ~ v i s i o n s . " ' ~ ~
(6) The wording "responsibility of a State for genocide or for any of
the other acts enumerated in article III" is abstract and broad in its
vagueness, particularly in terms of the convention on criminal law "in
which care should be taken to avoid giving the State a fictitious legal
character, a procedure which should only be used in civil or commercial
mat ter^"'^^. What is more, the wording "responsibility of a State" is
incorporated into the procedural provisions of the Genocide Convention.
It is not used, however, in the operative part of the Convention to denote
a possible consequence of committing the crime of genocide. The reason
for such a solution is obviously to be traced in the option for individual
criminal responsibility for genocide or related punishable acts.
For, as Manley Hudson concludes:
"The article goes further, however, in 'including' among such disputes 'those relating to the responsibility of a State for genocide or
any of the other acts enumerated in Article III'. As no other provision in the Convention deals expressly with State responsibility, it is
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I.C.J. Reports 1962, p. 468.
N. Ruhashyankiko, op. cit., p. 82, para. 314.

difficult to see how a dispute concerning such responsibility can be
included among disputes relating to the interpretation or application
or fulfilment of the Convention. In view of the undertaking of the
parties in Article 1 to prevent genocide, it is conceivable that a dispute as to State responsibility may be a dispute as to fulfilmcnt of
the Convention. Yel read as a whole, the Convention refers to the
punishment of individuals only ; the punishrnenl of a State is not
adumbrated in any way, and it is excluded frorn Article V by which
lhc parties undertake to eriact punitive legislation. Hencc the 'responsibility of a Statc' referred to in Article IX is not criminal liability." '70

The genuine meaning of the wording "responsibility of a State" should
hence be traced within the responsibility for the obligations entered into
by the parties under the Convention. Primary responsibilities of the
parties have been stipulated in Articles V and VI, and cavering:
-

-

an obligation to enact necessary legislation to give effect to the provisions of the Convention; and
the obligation of instituting legal proceedings for punishable acts provided for by Article III of the Convention ügainst persons charged in
a competent tribunal of the State in the territory of which the act was
committed.

Obligations of the Contracting Parties "10 enact . . . the necessary
legislation" and to punish persons who commit genocidc and related
acts constitute a f o r - of international responsibility of the Stxte, responsibility towards crucial interest of the international cornmunity as a
whole, built into the norrn prohibiting genocide.
Given the nature of thcse obligations, one could hardly disagree with
the Special Rapporteur, Mr. N. Ruhashyankiko, that "at the present
stage in the developrnent of international criminal law, the Stase can bear
only political responsibility for international crimes"I7l, or perhaps, in
more precise terms, the State can bear primarily political responsibility
for a failure to perform obligations conceming the prohibition and punishment of international crimes.
(c) The qualification of a State as a responsible entity for the crime of
genocide as a primarily political responsibility is not a priori exclusive of
the civil responsibility of a Slate. The civil responsibility of a State in the
matter of genocide may assume two forms of expression :
M. M. Whitenian, Digrsr oflriternarionul Lriw, 1968. p. 857
of the Question of the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Cenocide,
preprtred by M r . N. Ruhashyankiko, Special Rapporteur, doz. EtCN.4fSub.21416, 4 July
1978, p 38, para. 159
I7lStudy

(i) civil responsibility for the crime of genocide committed in its own
State territory; and
(ii) civil responsibility for the crime of genocide committed in the territory of another State.
In the eventuality contemplated by (i) above, it would be civil responsibility under internal law which is to be considered and adjudicated in its
entirety by the internal judicial authorities of a contracting party.
A case falling under (ii) above would be different in terms of quality.
Leaving aside the conditions in which a State may be responsible for
genocide perpetrated in the territory of another State, civil responsibility
would be characterized by two stages. The first stage would comprise a
claim for reparations to the competent authorities of the State responsible for genocide and adjudicated in the procedure established by its own
internal law. The second stage would involve an international litigation
for the reparation of losses incurred by genocide, the parties to it being
the State responsible for genocide and the State on whose territory genocide was perpetrated. In other words, it would be a case of the typical
,international civil responsibility of a State. Given the fact that the
national, ethnic, racial or religious group, as an object safeguarded from
the crime of genocide, has no locus stundi in the Court, the State on
whose territory the crime has been perpetrated should espouse the cause
of the "national, ethnic, racial or religious" group after having exhausted
local legal remedies.
1 am convinced that the Genocide Convention provided for no international civil responsibility of States for the crime of genocide. Such a standing of the Convention on the matter of international responsibility may of
course be qualified in more than one way, but it is difficult to infer any
conclusion on the force of the concept of international civil responsibility
within the fibre of the Convention, unless one strays into the area of legal
construction. Tt is easy to accept the view that the international civil
responsibility of States for the crime of genocide would strengthen the
effectiveness of prohibition of the crime of genocide. However, in the
present case, the question is reduced to the qualification of positive
law concerning responsibility for genocide and not to the qualification
of optimal solutions in ubstructo. As suggested by Special Rapporteur
Whitaker
"when the Convention is revised consideration shall be given to
including provisions for a State responsibility for genocide together
with reparations" '72.

"'

Review of further development in fields which the siib-commission has been concerned with, revised and updated report on the question of the prevention and punishment of the crime of genocide, prepared by Mr. V. Whitaker (E/CN.4/Sub.2/1985/6, 2 July
1985, p. 26, para. 54.

106. With regard to the sixth preliminary objection raised by Yugoslavia, the Court finds that :
"Bosnia and Herzegovina could become a party to the Convention through the mechanism of State succession. Moreover, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations considered that this had
been the case" (para. 20 of the Judgment)
and that
"the Court does not consider it necessary, in order to decide on its
jurisdiction in this case, to make a determination on the legal issues
concerning State succession in respect to treaties which have been
raised by the Parties. Whether Bosnia and Herzegovina autoinatically became party to the Genocide Convention on the date of its
accession to independence on 6 March 1992, or whether it became a
party as a result - retroactive or not - of its Notice of Succession
of 29 December 1992, at al1 events it was a party to it on the date of
the filing of its Application on 20 March 1993." (Para. 23 of the
Judgment .)
107. 1 must say that, in my view, the opposite is the case. No one
denies that Bosnia and Herzegovina "could become a party to the Convention through the mechanism of state succession". However, the real
question is not whetker Bosnia und Herzegovitra "could have becotne a
party", for every nebv Stute has in principle tlzut possibility, but ,vliether it
became a party I O the Convention tlrrougk the siiccession mecltuni.sm. The
fact that the Secretary-General "considered that this had been the case"
is not of decisive importance, as the scope of depositary functions is
clearly defined in positive international law. As stated in the Commentary to Article 77 (Functions of Depositaries) of thc Convention on the
Law of Treaties:
a depositary has a certain duty to examine whether signatures,
instruments and reservations are in conformity with any applicable
provisions of the treaty or of the present articles, and if necessary to
bring the matter to the attention of the State in question. Tltut is,
hobvever, the linzit of tlze depositary S duty in tliis connexion. II is no
part of the functions to adjudicate on the validity of an instrument or
reservution." 173
In other words it is firmly established that "the depositary is no1 invested

17) UNCLT,First and Second Sessions, Vienna, 26 March-24 May 1968 and 9 April22 May 1969, Of@ciul Records Documents of the Conference, p. 89, para. 4 (emphasis
added).

~ititkuny competet~ceto udjudicute upon or to determir~etriatters arising in
connexion ivith the performance of i f sfunctiot~s""~.
In my opinion, the Court had to consider whether Bosnia and Herzegovina had become a party to the Convention on the basis of succession,
at least vis-à-vis Yugoslavia, for two reasons:
- in the formal sense, there exists a dispute between Bosnia and Herze-

govina and Yugoslavia in that the positions of the parties to the dispute in relation to "automatic succession" are radically opposed.
While Bosnia and Herzegovina considers automatic succession to be
a feature of positive international law and therefore contends that "it
Ilas autot~zaticallysucceeded to the Genocide Convention" 175, Yugoslavia denies this, claiming that "the 'clean slate' rule has been and
remains in force as a rule of customary international law for new
States" '76.
(lt should be noted that expressions such as "automatic succession
to the Genocide Convention" or "has automatically succeeded to the
Genocide Convention" are not sufficiently precise and are, consequently, incorrect. The objects of succession are not treaties as legal
acts but concern the status of the parties to the concrete treaty andlor
the rights and obligations stipulated by that treaty. If treaties as legal
acts were the object of sudcession, then succession would also apply
to treaties whose obligation has been performed, for they are as valid
as before, albeit merely of historical interest, which is clearly not the
case.)

- in the material sense, as Bosnia and Herzegovina did not express its
consent to be bound by the Convention in the way prescribed by
Article XI of the Convention, the rules of succession are the only
possible basis on which Bosnia and Herzegovina could be considered
a party to the Genocide Convention.
108. The Genocide Convention, by its nature, is a convention in the
field of international criminal law. This is something which results from
the very nature of the matter, and which hardly needs arguing. A convention which has, as its subject, the definition and punishment of genocide
as a crime under international law, and whose provisions are implemented through national criminal legislation, could hardly be defined in
a different way. Another consideration is that in a community like the
international community, many conventions and other international legal
acts have a direct or indirect humanitarian meaning. Such a meaning of
174 UNCLT, First and Second Sessions, Vienna, 26 March-24 May 1968 and 9 A p d 22 May 1969, Ojficial record.^, Documents of the Conference, p. 89, para. 8 (emphasis added).

175 Statement of the Government of the Rcpublic of Bosnia and Herzegovina on Prcliminary Objections, 14 November 1995, para. 6.9 at p. 1 I I (emphasis added).
176 Preliminary Objections of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, para. B. 1.4.10.

international legal acts resultç unavoidably from the fact that, in the final
analysis, the international comrnunity is gentrs hramanuna, that in a system
whose original and basic subjects are abstsact beings, the individual represents the final addressee of the legal rules. Howevcr, it could not be
concludcd from that that the Genocide Convention is a humanitarian
convention, a convention which belongs to humanitarian Iaw, because
that terrn denotes the rules contained in conventions and international
customs whose subject is "tu reduce or limit the suffering of individuals,
and tu circumscribe the area within which the savagery of armed conflicts
is permis~ible""~(in that çense it should be noted that the full name of
the Geneva Conference of 1974-1977 which adopted Protocols 1 and 11
waç "Diplomatie Conference on the Reaffirmation and Developnient of
lnternational Murnanitarian Law Appliciible in Armed Conflicts").
The qualification of a convention or of other international legal acts as
"humanitarian", on the basis of the direct or indirect significanee of that
convention for the legal status of individuals, would make the predominant part of international law a "humanitarian law". Exempli causa, the
"humanitarian law" underscood in such a way would include the instruments which regulate the position of the minorities, the right of peoples
to self-detemination, the conventions which punish acrs of terrorism,
and, in gcneral, al1 conveiitions in the field of international criminnl law,
The terrn "humanitarian convention" or "convention of humanitarian
character" is used, so it seems, in order to stress the importance of ihe
convention. However, terms like "humanitarian convention", "conveiition on hun-ian rights", etc., do not, logically speaking, denote the legal
force of the convention, but rather its appurtenance to a species, in the
system of international law. The importance of a convention may rather
be expressed by other qualifications - in this concrete case by the
quaIification according to which the Genocide Convention represents a
"general multitateral convention of universal interest",

109. Article 34 (Succession of States in Cases of Separation of Parts of

a State) of the Convention on Succession in respect of Treaties (1978)
stipulates inter cilia :
"1. When a part or parts of the territory of a State scpürate to
form one or more States, whether or not the predecessor State continues lo exist :
(u) any treaty in force at the date of the succession of States in

respect of the entire territory of the predecessor State continues
in forcc in respect of each successor State su formed".
The relevant provision of the cited Article has been formulated In terms
of automatic succession. Theoretically, it corresponds to the concept of
J. G. Siarke, Inrrodustion to Intcirnutionnl Lani, 1989, p. 553

universal succession based on a strict analogy with the notion of inheritance in civil law andfor the concept on legal succession (substitution +
continuation) according to which "the successor State under international law succeeds to its predecessor's rights and obligations, which
become ils own" [translation by the Registry]
In concreto, the fundamental question is the qualification of the term
"automatic succession" as stipulated by Article 34 of the Convention on
Succession in respect of Treaties (1978), Le., does it constitute lex latu, a
part of positive international law - or not?
110. The answer to the fundamental question thus posed implies:
( a ) a qualification of the solution established by Article 34 (1) of the
Convention from the standpoint of treaty law;
(6) a qualification of that solution from the standpoint of the practice
of States prior to the adoption of the Convention on Succession in
respect of Treaties;
(c) a qualification of the practice of States after the Convention was
adopted at the diplomatic conference in Vienna in August 1978.
Article 34 (Succession of States in Cases of Separation of Parts of a
State) is an integral part of the Convention on Succession in respect of
Treaties, hence the rule contained in it is a treaty rule and shares the fate
of the Convention itself. Article 49 (Entry into Force) of the Convention
stipulates that :
"1. The present Convention shall enter into force on the thirtieth
day following the date of deposit of the fifteenth instrument of ratification or accession."
Since the condition for the coming into force of the Convention has not
been fulfilled, the Convention has not become a part of the positive legal
milieu. Consequently, the rule contained in Article 34 (1) is in a state of
lex ferendu.
The rule contained in Article 34 (1) could, naturally, be lex lutu outside
the framework of the Convention as an expression of existing customary
law. Does this rule merit the qualification of a customary rule?
The generally held view of customary law, endorsed by this Court 179,is
that the creation of a rule of customary international law postulates:
"two constitutive elements: (1) a general practice of States, and (2) the
acceptance by States of the general practice as la^''^^^.
An analysis of practice in cases of separation of parts of a State when
' 7 8 "Der Nachfolger des VOlkerrechts aber tritt in Rechte und Pflichten seines Vorgangers so ein, als wiiren es seine eigenen" (H. M . Huber, Beitrüge zu eitler Lelire von der
Siuutensuccessiot~,Berlin, 1897, p. 14).
179 E.rempli cousu. Nortlt Seu Contit~entalSl~e(fcases, I.C.J. Reporrs 1969, p. 44,
para. 77.
I R n G . Schwarzenberger, A Manual of Internuiional Lavi?, 1967, p. 32.

the predecessor State continues to exist suggests two principal conclusions:
( a ) In quantitative terms it is difficult, if not impossible, to speak of a
generalized practice in this respect. As the ILC loyally notes in its commentary on Article 33 (Succession of States in Cases of Separation of
Parts of a State) and Article 34 (Position of a State Continues after Separation of Part of Tts Territory) of its Draft: "During the United Nations
period cases of separation resulting in the creation of a newly independent State . . . have been comparatively few."I8' Previous practice does
not substantively affect the argument because "[blefore the era of the
United Nations, colonies were considered as being in the fullest sense territories of the colonial power", hence, "some of the earlier precedents
usually cited . . . in cases of secession concerned secession of colonies" IE2.
One could rather, and with greater justification, speak of a certain
number of precedents;

( 6 ) These precedents in the qualitative sense have in common an identical position regarding treaties of the predecessor State - new States
were neither bound nor entitled ipso jure to the continuance of preindependence treaties. In relation to the period prior to the foundation of
the United Nations,
"[tlhe majority of writers take the view, supported by State practice,
that a newly independent State begins its life with a clean slate,
except in regard to 'local' or 'real' obligations" Is3.
The practice in the United Nations era is presented in the commentary on
Article 33 of the Draft (Article 34 of the Convention) with the cases of
Pakistan and Singapore. The case of Pakistan is qualified as the application of the principle that on separation such a State has a "clean slate" in
the sense that it is not under any obligation to accept the continuance in
force of its predecessor's treatiesis4. As far as Singapore is concerned, in
spite of the "devolution agreement" of 1965, it "adopted a posture similar to that of other newly independent States", that is, "[wlhile ready to
continue Federation treaties in force, Singapore regarded that continuance as a matter of mutual consentniE5.

Draft Articles on Succession of States in respect of Treaties with commentaries
adopted by the International Law Commission at its twenty-sixth session, United Nations
Conference on Succession of States in respect of Treaties, 1977 session and resumed session 1978, OfjÇcial Rccor(ls, Vol. I I I , Documents.of the Conference, p. 92, para. 17.
I X 2 Ibid, p. 91, para. 12.
I R 3 Ibid., p. 41, para. 3.
Ibid., p. 92, para. 17.
Is5 Ibid., pp. 93-99, para. 18.
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The ILC viewed the: case of Pakistan as a "special one" I n h probably
because it prompted a legal opinion of the United Nations Secretariat.
The relevant part of the opinion reads:
"1. From the viewpoint of international law, the situation is one
in which pari of an existing State breaks off and becomes a new
Stale. On this analysis there is no change in the international status
of India; it continues as a State with al1 treaty rights and obligations
of membership in the United Nations. The territory which breaks
off, Pakistan, will be a new State, it will not have the treaty rights
and obligations of the old State . . .

In international law the situation is analogous to the separation of
the Irish Free State from Britain, and of Belgiurn from the Netherlands. In these cases the portion which separated was considered a
new State; the rernaining portion continued as an existing Statc with
al1 the rights and duties which it had before." I g 7
This legal opinion was givcn in connection with the concreie issue concerning Pakistan's position in relation to the Charter of the United
Nations, but its wording and argumentation clearly indicate thai it was
designed as an opinion of principle. In any event, there are clear indications lhat States interpreted it as a principled position of the United
Nations with regard to the relationship of a part of a State territory
which breaks off and becomes a new State, to the treaty rights and obligations of the old Stase'"".
1 1 1 . Ic would appear that the main methodological approach of thc
Commission in drafting Article: 34 of the Convention was based on the
drawing of a distinction between two things :
(a) the obligation of the new State: to continue to apply the treaties of
itx predecessor to its territory after the succession of States; and,
Unitcd Nations Conference on Succession of States in scspect of Treaties, 1477 session and resumed xssion 1978, O@rial Records, Vol. III, Documents of the Conference,
p. 92, Fard. 17.
Ig7 LegaI opinion of 8 August 1947 by the Assisiani Seçretary-Ceneral Cor Lcgal
Affairs, approved and made public by the Secretary-General in United Nations Press
Rekase PMl473, 12 August 1947 ( Ycorbook of rite Irirernut ional LLIWCommission. 1962,
Vol. I I , p. 101.
In the nore verbale of its Permanent Mission to the United Nations received on
I l September 1963, the Govcrnment of Afghanistan bases its assertion that "Pakistan is
not a sucoessor io British treary rights hecause Pakistan 1s a new State" prccis~lyon the
argument rhaz the Seçrztary-General of the United Nations "denied the right of succession" ru Pakistan - United Nations, Legislurive Serre$, Materials on Succession of
States, 1367 (ST/LEG/SER.R/14), p. 2, para. 3 ( n ) and footnote 1.

(6) the right of the new State to consider itself a party to those treaties
in its own name after the succession of StatesIs9.
The Commission proceeded explicitly from this distinction in formulating the provisions of Article 15 of the Draft Convention which stipulates that:
"A newly independent State is not bound to maintain in force, or
to become a party to, any treaty by reason only of the fact that at
the date of the succession of States the treaty was in force in respect
of the territory to which the succession of States relates."
If the Commission was guided by the practice of States in formulating
the provisions of Articles 15 and 33 of the Draft (Articles 16 and 34 of
the Convention) then a complete analogy has to be applied when one is
deterrnining the consequences of succession in the case of the creation of
a newly independent State by secession from the metropolis and the creation of a State by the separation of parts of an existing State. In particular, in the period prior to the United Nations era, cases of "sece~sion'~
concerned the "secession of colonies" lgO.In other words this is a virtually
uniform practice, the practice in the case of Pakistan and Singapore, the
only cases cited in the commentary to Article 33 of the Draft to illustrate
the practice during the United Nations period, being characterized as the
"clean slate" rule.
Making a distinction between the consequences of succession in the
case of a newly independent State the territory of which immediately
before the date of succession was a dependent territory, and the case of a
new State formed by separation of a part of an existing State, and establishing different rules for these two cases - "clean slate" in the former
and "automatic continuity" in the latter - the Convention undoubtedly
went beyond the sphere of codification of existing practice and entered
the sphere of progressive development.
The provision on "automatic continuity" could hardly be justified in a
convention on succession even in the event that the new States, following
the logic of the right to consider themselves as parties to the treaties in
their own name after the succession of States, had uniformly accepted the
rights and obligations stemming from the treaties of the predecessor
State.
The very fact that we are dealing with the right of the new State "to
consider itself a party to the treaties in its own name" (emphasis added),
a right that has been operationalized in conformity with the rules of
Sec Commentary to Article 15, Position in respect of thc Treaties of the Predecessor
State of the Draft Articles, United Nations Conference on Succession of States in respect
of Treaties, 1977 session and resumed session 1978, Ofjcial Records, Vol. III. Documents
of the Conference, p. 40, para. 2.
IYo Ibid., p. 91, para. 12.
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treaty law based on the fundamental principle of consent, eliminates,
within the logic of codification of existing practice, the construction on
"automatic continuity" which is, by its meaning, an obligation. What
could be open to debate as we are dealing with a right or authorization is
whether that right or authorization, depending on the nature of the practice, is an ordinary or categorical authorization (jus cogens). Even the
uniform exercise of a right does not provide grounds for transforming the
right into an obligation. Per analogiain, if on the basis of the authorizing
norm contained in Article 33 of the Convention on the Law of the Sea
(1982) a large majority of States were to proclaim a contiguous zone, that
would not mean that the establishment of the zone would constitute an
obligation of States. The consequences of such a practice would be the
constitution of customary rules on the right of States to proclairn exclusive economic zones or in concret0 the customary rule on the riglzt of the
successor State "to consider itself as a party to the predecessor State's
treaties in its own name".
It is therefore not difficult to agree with the opinion of the Expert Consultant of the Conference, Sir Francis Vallat, that
"[tlhe rule [in Article 2 - Succession of States in Case of Separation
of Parts of a State] was not based either on established practice or on
precedent, it was a rnatter of the progressive development of international law rather than of codification" 1 9 ' .
It was noted that, in the case of Article 34 of the Convention
"the International Law Commission abandoned the 'clean slate'
principle and introduced, on the contrary, a rule of continuity. It
was clear that in doing so it had been aware of the fact that it was
not simply reflecting the present state of the law, but was proposing
progressive development. For 'clean slate' was part of general international law and would continue to be so, whatever solution was
adopted in the Convention." '92
Multilateral law-making conventions do not represent an exception since:
"Succession to multilateral law-making conventions after separation or secession is a right, not an obligation. Multilateral law-making conventions establish a body of rules of international law. They
do not create subjective rights of individual States. In case of succession no acquired right of a third party need be protected, by making
it the successor's responsibility to perform it. No automatic change
Sirtnt?tury Records, Committee of the Whole, 48th Meeting, 8 August 1978, p. 105,
para. 10.
Ig2 Ritter, The UN Conference on Succession in Respecr of Treuties. Vienna. 31 July23 Augusr 1978, pp. 52-55.

of attribution; in other words: no automatic succession, therefore,
takes place." I g 3
Finally, it is also worth examining the practice of States following the
adoption on 22 August 1978 of the Convention on Succession in respect
of Treaties, which was open for signature until 28 February 1979.
Article 46 (Signature) of Chapter VI1 of the Convention stipulates
"The present Convention shall be open for signature by al1 States
until 28 February 1979 at the Federal Ministry for Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of Austria, and subsequently, until 31 August 1979,
at the United Nations Headquarters in New York."
The position of States regarding the Convention could hardly, even
given a maximum degree of benevolence, be described as satisfactory. In
the almost twenty years since the Convention was opened to ratification
and accession, only 13 States have deposited instruments of ratification,
accession or succession, so that not even the obviously modest requirement of 15 instruments of ratification or accession for the Convention to
enter into effect has been fulfilled. This fact - volens tzoletzs - is indicative of the attitude of States towards the Convention, regardless of the
fact that the number of ratifications or accessions cannot, in itself, be
considered conclusive with regard to the acceptance of the rules contained in a Convention which has not come into force. The practice of
new States which have emerged since 1993 clearly shows that automatic
succession is not accepted as a positive rule (Multilateral Treaties Deposited with the Secretary-General, Status as at 31 December 1993).
112. It follows from the above that the rule on automatic succession of
multilateral treaties - les ferenda, as matters now stand - has not been
acccpted in positive international law. However, it would be wrong to
conclude from this that a new State begins life in the international community as a trrbula rusa, a newborn in a legal vacuum deprived of al1
treaty rights and obligations. Such a state of affairs would be in contradiction with the very idea of an organized, de jure international community, an idea which does not recognize or tolerate the existence of any
entity which is not directly or indirectly subject to the rule of law.
Moreover, treaty rights and obligations are subject to the division of
rights and obligations effected in the well-known dictum of the Court in the
case concerning BarceIonu Traction, Lighr ut~dPower Cornparzy, Litnited:
"[aln essential distinction should be drawn between the obligations
of a State toward the international community as a whole, and those
'93 K. Zemanek, "State Succession after Decolonization", Recueil (les coirrs de
I'Acucltr~iiede droir itirerna~iorial(le IU Haye, Vol. 116, 1965, p. 233.
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arising vis-a-vis another State . . . By their very nature, the former
are the concern of al1 States."lg4
(Modern international law does not take the classical view üccording
to which only custom, as a forma1 source, may originally constitute a
notm of general international law, whereas a ruie created by treaty, per
definilionem, represents a particular n o m which may possibly acquire
the status of a norm of general international law tractu temporis by
means of custom. This view played its part when the international
community was primitive and undeveloped and when constructions
like this were required to fil1 in the vast gaps in the positive Iaw. Today
such a concept is untenable both in theory and from the standpoint of
positive law.
Theoretically, if it is righrly considered that the basis of the binding
nature of general international law is the "will of the intemational
community as a whole", gencral custom and comprehensive multilateral treaties are only the instrumentalization of that will. Their mutual
relationship in value terms is determined by ihe inherent citpacity of
both sources to express that will. Any other approach implicitly introduces dualism into the foundation of the binding nature of international law for it is obvious that neither general custom nor general
multilateral treaties imply unanimity, the agreement of al1 States. Therefore, to recognize custom as having an exclusive role in the generation
of general international law is tantamount to a metaphysical joke
(Lauterpacht speaks of "the mysteriouç phcnomenon of customary
international law which is deemed to be a source of law only on condition that it is in accordance with law" ("Sovereignty over Submarine
Areas", 27 British Ycur Book ofInternatiutia1 Laiv 376, p. 394 (1450));
he also raises the question of "why custom is binding. The answer,
beyond which it is in law not possible to go, is that it is the will of the
intemalional community that international law, in its various manifestations, shaH be binding" (19. Lauterpacht, In!ernu~iunulLaw, Collected Papers, 1 , General Works, 1970, p. 58).
In positive legal terms, the capacity of general multilateral treaties to
generaie norrns j u s cogens super veniens has been esiablished by the
Convention on the Law of Treaties. The comnientary on Article 50 of
the Draft (Article 5 3 of the Convention) says [nier d i a : "a rnodification of a rule of jus cogens would today most probably "o eficted
through a general multilateral treaty" - Yeairbotik oftlie Internafional
Law Commission, 1966, Vol. II, p. 248, para. 4. If a general multilateral treaty is capable of creating a norm of jus cogens, as the most
perfect part of international law, then a furtiorl it is capable of generating a norm of general international law.)
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General multilateral treaties adopted in the interest of the international
community, being the instrumental form of expression of the will of the
international community as a whole, operate erga omnes independently
of contractual approval. The Genocide Convention is a case in point. As
indicated by the International Court of Justice in its Advisory Opinion
concerning Reservations to the Convention on the Prevention and PunisIlment of the Crime of Genocide, proceeding from the qualification of
genocide as "a denial of the right of existence of entire human groups"
which "is contrary to moral law and to the spirit and aims of the United
Nations", "the principles underlying the Convention . . . are recognized
by civilized nations as binding on States, even iilithout any conventionul
obligation" Ig5.
Hence, the principles underlying the Genocide Convention are part of
the corpus juris cogentis. Any new State is a priori subject to these rules
since they express the universal interest of the international community
as a ~ h o l e ' ~ ~ .
113. The cited opinion of the Court raises a question of fundamental
importance for these concrete proceedings - the question of the relationship between the principles underlying the Genocide Convention and the
provisions of the Genocide Convention. This question has two dimensions - a quantitative and a qualitative one. The quantitative dimension
of the question has to do with the relationship between underlying principles and the provisions of the Convention, Le., whether those principles
apply to the Convention as a whole. The answer to this question can, in
my opinion, only be negative. The fundamental principles of international law underlying the Genocide Convention are manifested only in
the substantive provisions of the Convention, the provisions defining its
object and purpose. The transitional and final provisions of the Convention, to which should be added the procedural provisions regarding
methods of settling disputes, are not such as to warrant being described
as expressing the spirit and letter of the fundamental principles of international law. This is corroborated not only by the possibility of expressing reservations regarding these provisions but also by the effect of
termination carried out in accordance with Article XIV of the Convention.
In qualitative terms the relationship between the "principles underlying
the Convention" and the substantive provisions of the Convention is rele195

1.C.J. Reports 1951, p. 23 (emphasis added).

It might be concluded that, having in mind that nature of the principles underlying
the Genocide Convention, the then Secretary-General Hamrnarsjkold warned the Congo
authorities during United Nations operations in that country that the principles of the
Convention must be held to govern even a new Statc like the Congo and to apply to subordinate political authorities within the Congo State (Annual Report of the SecretaryGeneral 1960-1961, General Assembly, 16th Sess., Supp. No. 1, p. 1 1 ; Waldock, "General
Course on Public International Law", Recueil des cours de l'Académie de droir internutionul de La HU)^, Vol. 106, 1962, p. 228).
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bound hy the treuty"'". In other words, it is applied in cases when the
successor State is not bound, by norms of objective international law, to
continue to apply the treaties of its predecessor to its territory after the
succession of States but is entitled, according to the relevant norm, to
consider itself as a party to the treaties in its own name.
116. In this connection, the question is whether "notification of succession" is appropriate, per se, for expressing consent to be bound by
treaty. The legitimacy of this question relies on two facts:
(i) the connection that exists between the rules on succession with
respect to international treaties and the rules of treaty law, and
(ii) the meaning of the instrument of "notification of succession".
It is natural that the succession of States with respect to treaties has the
closest links with the law of treaties itself and could be regarded as dealing with particular aspects of participation in treaties, the conclusion of
treaties and the application of treaties.
Special Rapporteur Humphrey Waldock described these links as follows:
"the Commission could not do otherwise than examine the topic of
succession with respect to treaties within the general framework of
the law of treaties . . . the principles and rules of the law of treaties
seemed to provide a surer guide to the problems of succession with
respect to treatis than any general theories of succession" '98.
Or as stated by O'Connell,
"The effect of change of sovereignty on treaties is not a manifestation of some general principle or rule of State succession, but rather
a matter of treaty law and interpretation." '99
The determination of "notification of succession" given in Article 2 ( g ) of the Convention on Succession in respect of Treaties, as well
as the practice of States in the matter, cast serious doubts as to the possibility of "notification of succession" as an instrument, per se, that acts
as a means of binding by treaty.
The Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969) stipulates in Article I I
(Means of Expressing Consent To Be Bound by a Treaty ):
"The consent of a State to be bound by a treaty may be expressed
by signature, exchange of instruments constituting a treaty, ratificaIg7 Art~cle2 (g) of the Convention on Succession of States in respect of Treaties
(emphasis added).
198 Yearbook of t l ~ eItiternational Law Commission, 1968, p. 131, para. 52.
'Y9 D. P. O'Connell, Tlie Law of State Succession, 1956, p. 15.
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tion, acceptance, approval or accession, or by any other means if so
agreed."
The formulation of Article 11 of the Convention on the Law of Treaties does not exclude the possibility of notification of succession being
understood as a means of expressing approval to be bound by a treaty.
The operationalization of this possibility implies, however, the agreement
of the parties for, in the light of treaty law as expressed in Article 11 of
the Convention, "notification of succession" undoubtedly cornes under
"uny other rneans" of expressing consent to be bound by a treaty but is
conditioned by the phrase "if so agreed". From this viewpoint, "rzotrficulion of successiotz" us a utzilateral act of the State, constitutes a basis for
a collateral agreement in simplijïed form betiveen the new Stute und the
individuul parties to its predecessor 's treaties. Thus "notification of succession" actually represents an abstract, generalized form of the new
State's consent to be bound by the treaties of the predecessor State - a
form of consent which is, in each particular case, realized in conformity
with the general rule of the law of treaties on expression of consent to be
bound by a treaty contained in Article 11 of the Convention on the Law
of Treaties and prescribed by provisions of the concrete Treaty.
An exception to the general rule according to which consent of the successor State to be bound by a treaty has to be expressed ad casum in conformity with Article 11 of the Convention on the Law of Treaties could
be envisaged in the event that, outside and independently of the Convention, there exists a generally accepted rule according to which "notification of succession" is considered a specific means of binding new States
by treaties. Grounds for such an interpretation are also provided by
Article 73 of the Convention on the Law of Treaties: "The provisions of
the present Convention shall not prejudge any question that may arise
in regard to a treaty from a succession of States . . ."
There is no real evidence that such a rule exists. The Convention on the
Law of Treaties which is, by its nature, a combination of codification and
progressive development, does not make any mention in its Article 11
(Means of Expressing Consent To Be Bound by a Treaty) of "notification
of succession" as such a means. This is particularly conspicuous in view
of the fact that Article 11 is built on the premise of deformalization of the
means of expressing consent to be bound by a treaty. The reason for such
a state of affairs lies, in my opinion, in the still outstanding basic questions regarding the succession of States with respect to treaties.
"Notification of succession" can only have two basic meanings:
( a ) it can represent a confirmation that the new State is bound by treaty
and, in that case, it has only a declarative effect; and
( 6 ) it can represent an instrument, however phrased or named, expressing consent of a successor State to be bound by the treaty.
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In the case of ( a ) above, the basic n o m on the succession of States
with respect to treaties is automatic succession - ihe righis and obligations stemming from treaties ipso jure, ihat are transferred from the predecessor State to the successor State by the very act of territorial change.
In this case, "notification of succession" is essentially unnecessary. II
would mcrely be informaiion that ü territorial change had occurred and
that, as a result, the rule on the automatic transfer of rights and ohligations stipulated by treaty had been activated.
In the case under (LI) above, "notification of succession" is a means of
expressing consent to be bound by a treaty. Since succession per se is no1
and cannot be an independent method of expressing consent to be bound
by a treaty, except under the hypolhesis of automatic succession, it follows that "notification of succession" can only be a descriptive notion, a
collective term for various forms of expression of consent of a new State
to be bound by a treaty.
The praclice O€ Siales in the area of succession with respect to treaties
is predominantly linked to the gaining of independence of former colonies from the metropolis. it is characterized by diversiiy and, the absence
of clear and precise-rules. If any tendency can be said to be prevalent, it
is that "a great many new States could be classified in a va~ietyof 'pick
and chooçe' categ~rieç'"~~
which is by its meaning close to the "clean slate"
concept. However, regardless of whether they have accepted the Nyerere
formula and laid down a specified period for the review of treaties, which
period would automatically lapse if not taken up by ihe new Siatc before
its expiry, or the Zambia formula? which assurned the continued application of many pre-independence treaties, but which laid down an
unlimited period of review to determine which had lapsed or which had
in practice been adopted if the new States considered them suited to their
needs. Those new Slates adopted such treaties by sending appropriate
notes to the depositary. The position on specific treaties was expressed in
the form of "acceptance", "accession", and the like201.There are not
many examples of the acceptance of a treaty by a successor expressed in
the form of an instrument that could be called a "notification of succession". "Notification of succession" is rather a synthetic, collective term
denoting various forms of new States being bound by ihe lrealies of the
predecessor State, and was developed primarily in ihe praclice of the
United Nations Secretary-General as the depoçitary of multilateral
treaties. The lerm implies the existence of a rule of general international
law ori the transfer of rights and obligations stemming from multilateral
treaties to which the predecessor State is a pariy, to the successoc State
which does not correspond to the açiual state o f affairs since:

Kearney, Yeurbook of rhe In!ernut~onalLaw Coi~imission,1968, Vol. 1 , p 136
Sec Uniled Rr~rioitsL g i s i u ~ ~ vSeries,
e
Materials on Succession of States (STILEGI
SER.B/ 141, 1967, pp. 42 (1 1); I8 1 ; 224-229.
200
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"ln spite of some evidence to the contrary, emanating mainly from
diplomatic rather than legal sources, it is submitted that the general
principle is that newly established States which do not result from a
political dismemberment and cannot fairly be said to involve political continuity with any predecessor, start with a clean slate in the
matter of treaty obligation, Save in so far as obligations may be
accepted by them in return for the grant of recognition to them or
for other reasons, and except as regards the purely local or 'real'
obligations of the State formerly exercising sovereignty over the territory of the new State."'02
The practice of new States following the adoption of the Convention
on Succession in respect of Treaties is heterogeneous but is clearly not
heading in the direction of establishment of "notification of succession"
as a specific means of binding new States by the treaties of the predecessor State.
117. Article X I of the Genocide Convention stipulates:
"The present Convention shall be open until 31 December 1949
for signature on behalf of any Member of the United Nations and of
any non-member State to which an invitation to sign has been
addressed by the General Assembly.
The present Convention shall be ratified, and the instruments of
ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations.
After 1 January 1950 the present Convention may be acceded to
on behalf of any Member of the United Nations and of any nonmember State which has received an invitation as aforesaid.
Instruments of accession shall be deposited with the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations."
Tt follows unequivocally from the cited Article that ratification and
accession are the relevant means of expressing States' consent to be
bound by the Genocide Convention. In its notification of succession of
29 December 199, Bosnia and Herzegovina States:
"The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
having considered the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of 9 December 1948 to which the
former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was a party ~vis/les
I O succeed to the same and undertakes faithfully to perform and
carry out al1 the stipulations therein contained with effect from

6 March 1992, the date on which the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina became independent." (Emphasis added.)
The Secretary-General of the United Nations, acting in his capacity as
depositary, communicated the following:
"On 29 December 1992, the notijcution of succession by the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the above-mentioned [Genocide] Convention was deposited with the Secretary-General, with
effect from 6 March 1992, the date on which Bosnia and Herzegovina assumed responsibility for its international relations."203
On 15 June 1993, the Secretary-General received from the Government
of Yugoslavia the following communication:
"Considering the fact that the replacement of sovereignty on the
part of the territory of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
previously comprising the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina was
carried out contrary to the rules of international law, the Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia herewith States that it
does not consider the so-called Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
a party to the [said Convention] but does consider that the so-called
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is bound by the obligation to
respect the n o m s on preventing and punishing the crime of genocide
in accordance with general international law irrespective of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide."
118. On the basis of the above general considerations as well as those
relating directly to the "notification of succession" of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the following relevant conclusions can, in my view, be drawn:
The "notification of succession" of Bosnia and Herzegovina is not fully
in harmony with the practice of States as expressed in the relevant provisions of the Convention on Succession in respect of Treaties. More particularly, the concept of "notification of succession" was developed in the
practice of States specifically in connection with decolonization.
(The expression itself is rather imprecise. In United Nations practice
such notifications are called - "declarations" (see Introduction to the
Multilateral Treaties Deposited with the Secretary-General, Status as
at 31 December 1991, and cited by the Court in paragraph 6 of the
Order of 8 April 1993, note 4). "Notification" of a function is a rather
loose qualification of the practice of States, in the form of a "note"
without the suffix "of succession" (see United Nations, Legislutive
Series, Materials on Succession of States (ST/LEG/SER.B/14), 1967,
pp. 225-228), to declare themselves bound uninterruptedly by multi203 Communication from the Secretary-General of the United Nations dated 18 March
1993 (reference C.N.451.1992.Treaties-5(Depositary Notification)), entitled "Succession
by Bosnia and Herzegovina" (emphasis added).

lateral treaties concluded on their behalf by the parent State before the
new State ernerged to full sovereignty or to deposit their own instruments of ücceptance of such treaties, effective €rom the date of deposit
of the new instrument. It would therefore be more opportune to speak
of a "declaratjon of entry into the treaty". Furlbermore, the mentioncd
"notes", as a rule, represented a f o m of realization of conventiorial
obligations assumed by "devo1ution agreements".)

The Genocide Convention does not envisage "notification of succession" as a means of expression of consent to be bound by the treniy so
that in the concrete case at hand agreement would be required between
Bosnia and Herzegovina and the individual parties to the Convention on
acceptance of a "notification of succession" as a means of expressing consent to be bound by the ConventionLo4. Yugoslavia, as a party to the
Convention, submitled i ts reservation stating that it "does not consider
the so-called Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina a party [to the said
Convention]" because the "replacement of sovereignty on the part of the
territory of SFRY previously comprising the Repnblic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina was carried out contrary to the rules of international law".
Y ugoslavia, by this reservation, disputed the stat us of the successor State
of Bosnia and Herzegovina because the "replacement of one State by
another in the responsibility . . ." constitutes only one, factual aspect of
succession or, more preciscly, a territorial change which provokes the
question of succession in a legal sense. Hence the conclusion that follows
iç that no appropriate collateral agreement was reached between Bosnia
and Herzegovina and Yugoslavia, so that notification of succcssion by
Bosnia and Herzegovina does not have, vis-&vis Yugoslavia, the legal
effect of consent to be bound by the Genocide Convention. This w s
pointed out üt the 965th meeting of the International Law Comnission
by Tabibi: "Succession with respect to treaties did not take place without
an express provision of the treaty or the express consent of tlie other
parly ." 205
1 19. The Court irnplicitly takes the view ihat on the basis of the Dayton Agreement the Genocide Convention became applicable as between
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Yugoslavia. Such a conclusion stems from
its pronouncement that

"even iF it were to be assumed that the Genocide Convention did not
enter into force between the Parties until the signature af the
2n3

"In the absencc of provisions which sct spixific conditions for succession or which

otherwise rcstrict succession. the Secretary-General is guided by the participation
clauses of the treaties ab well as hy thc general principles governing the participation
of States" ("Sunimary or Practice of the Secrelary-General as Depositary of Multilatcral Treaties" (STlLEG.8). p. 89, para. 297).
205 Yc'earbnuk (if the Internnzionul Luw Commissioir, 1968, Vol. 1, p. 132' para. 64.

Dayton-Paris Agreement, al1 the conditions are now fulfilled to
found the jurisdiction of the Court ratione personae" (para. 26 of
the Judgment).
In rny opinion, such an interpretation is untenable.
Yugoslavia argues that the "Genocide Convention became applicable
between the Parties to this case as from the signature of the Dayton
Agreement of 1995" and that "it was only under the Dayton Agreement
(particularly Annex 6 . . .) that the Parties in contention accepted the
applicability of the Genocide C o n v e n t i ~ n " ~It~ is~ .a fact that in the
absence of recognition, the contractual laexus between Bosnia and Herzegovina and Yugoslavia could not be established in the tramework of the
Genocide Convention. A rnutual recogriition of two States is the general
condition for the establishment of the bilateral contractual nexu.c, since a
contractual nelationship between States represents a relationship intuitu
personae.
Yugoslavia and Bosnia and Herzegovina recognized each other by
Article X of the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and
HerzegovinaZu7.Article X of the Ceneral Framework Agreement stipulates, irnEer dia, that
"The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina recognize each other as sovereign independent
States within their international borders."
In normal circumstances, the muiual recognition per se results in the
establishment of the contractud nexus in the framework of a rnultilateral
agreement between the countries which recognize each other, or between
the State which extends recognition and the Stare which is being recognized. For reservations regarding the status of a party to the agreement
of a State which is not reeognized, arc expressed, as a rule, in order not to
establish a tacit coltateral agreement beriveen that State and the recognizing State, an agreement which represents per se a de facto recognition.
The circumstances in this concrete case could not be terrned normal. In
the notification addressed to the Secretary-Gencral of the United Nations
an 15 June 1993, Yugoslavja emphasized that "it does not consider the
so-calleci Bosnia and Herzegovina a party to chat [Genocide Convention]" since, in its opinion,
"the replacement of sovereignty on the part of the territory af the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia previously comprising the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina was carried out contrary to the
rules of International Law".
l n other words, Y ugoslavia challenges, by the notification referred to, the
legality of the genesis of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a State. It could, of
course, be said that a recognition, as a rule, convalidates the defects in
2U6

CR 96i6, p. 23
Doc A1501790, S119951999, 30 Novemhcr 1995, p. 4.

the genesis of a State. Such a conclusion could be drawn fron~the very
nature of the recognition of the new State, since "To recognize a political
cornrnunity as a state is to declare that it fulfils the conditions of statehood as required by International Law."*ORThis specific case could be
qualified as an exception from the general rule, for two basic reasons:
Primo, Yugoslavia insisted, even after the signature of the Dayton
Agreement, that Bosnia and Herzegovina was constituted in an illegal
way. A clear and unequivocal proof of that is the content of the third
objection. The fact that Yugoslavia withdrew, during the procedure, its
fourth preliminary objection which concerned the factual non-existence
of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the administrative borders of that former
federal unit, but continued to argue that Bosnia and Herzegovina was
constituted contra fegem, leads one to the conclusion that the recognition
of Bosnia and Herzegovina by Yugoslavia in the Dayton Agreement had
only the function of acknowledging
"as a fact . . . the independence of the body claiming to be a State
and . . . declar[ing] the recognizing State's readiness to accept the
normal consequences of that fact, namely, the usual courtesies of
international intercourse" 209
while keeping its attitude towards the legality of the constitution of
Bosnia and Herzegovina as an independent State.
Secundo, in its third preliminary objection Yugoslavia claims, inter
alia, that the norm on the "equal rights and self-determination of peoples"
is a peremptory norm of gencral international law (jus cogens). If that
argument could be proved to be correct, then the recognition, even if
conceived and designed as convalidation, would be without legal effect,
since the n o m s of jus cogens as the absolute, unconditional imperative,
cannot be derogated by inter se agreements.
Outside the context of recognition, the Dayton Agreement does not
touch the relations between the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina as parties to the Genocide Convention. The allegation that "under the Dayton Agreement (particularly
Annex 6 . . .) . . . the Parties in contention accepted the applicability of
' ~ no foothold in the text of the Dayton
the Genocide C o n ~ e n t i o n " ~has
Agreement.
Annex 6 of the Dayton Agreement, which is invoked as the basis of the
application of the Genocide Convention in this specific case, represents,
in fact, the "Agreement on Human Rights", whose parties are - the
H. Lautemacht, Recoar~itionin lnternatiottul LUIP.1947.. .D. 6.
~ r i e r l ~Tlie
; . ~ I V ~ a t i o n s ,1963, p. 138.
CR 9616, p. 24.
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Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and Republika Srpska. The only connection between Yugoslavia and Annex 6 consists in the fact that Yugoslavia, together with the
Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, by virtue of Article VI1 of the General Framework Agreement
"agree to and shall fully comply with the provisions concerning
human rights set forth in Chapter One of the Agreement at Annex 6 ,
as well as the provisions concerning refugees and displaced persons
set forth in Chapter One of the Agreement at Annex 7".
Chapter One of the Agreement on Human Rights contains a list of individual, mainly classical, personal and political rights and liberties which
the "Parties [the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Republika Srpska] shall secure to al1 persons within their jurisdiction" (Art. 1 of the Agreement). Article VIT of
the General Framework Agreement is the contractual confirmation,
phrased in a general way, of the obligation of the respect of basic human
rights and freedoms enumerated in Article 1 of the Agreement on Human
Rights, which the parties to the General Framework Agreement are
bound to respect as parties to the instruments which contain them, and in
some cases as cogent rules, independently of their acceptance. Therefore,
the purpose of Article VI1 of the General Framework Agreement is
rather in the field of political reasoning, the reasoning which starts from
the need to engage politically the subjects outside Bosnia and Herzegovina in the implementation of the Dayton Agreement, and less as
imposing concrete obligations regarding human rights as contained in
Chapter One of the Agreement on Human Rights.
l n other words, in this specific case, the recognition as a general condition for the establishment of the bilateral contractual nexus is not sufficient to enable me to consider the Genocide Convention applicable in the
relations between Yugoslavia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. It results
from the circumstances of the case that, for that purpose, a qualifactory
condition is also indispensable, and that condition would consist of the
absence of the notification of Yugoslavia addressed to the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations on 15 June 1993, which represents, by its
material meaning, a reservation made by Yugoslavia with the effect of
preventing the establishment of the mentioned nesus, and in the absence
of the fourth preliminary objection regarding the legality of the constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina as a State. Therefore, the mutual recognition given in the form of Article 7 of the General Framework Agreement may be qualified as the recognition of the creation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina in the factual sense of the word, but with a reservation
regarding the legality of its constitution. With respect to the fulfilment of
this qualificative condition in the relations between Yugoslavia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the provision given in fine of Article X of
the Agreement is relevant, and reads "[flurther aspects of their mutual
recognition will be subject to subsequent discussions".
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120. The position of the Court regarding its jurisdiction ratione temporis can be summarized by the following part of paragraph 34 of the
Judgrnent, in which it finds:
"that the Genocide Convention - and in particular Article IX - does
not contain any clause the object or effect of which is to limit in such
manner the scope of its jurisdiction ratione temporis, and nor did the
Parties themselves make any reservation to that end, either to the Convention or on the occasion of the signature of the Dayton-Paris Agreement. The Court thus finds that it has jurisdiction in this case to give
effect to the Genocide Convention with regard to the relevant facts."
Concerning the jurisdiction of the Court ratione temporis, the situation
is, in my opinion, clear - according to the rule of general international
law, expressed in paragraph 3 of Article 24 (Entry into Force) of the
Convention on the Law of Treaties:
"When the consent of a State to be bound by a treaty is established on a date after the treaty has come into force, the treaty enters
into force for that State on that date, unless the treaty otherwise provides."
Article IX of the Genocide Convention is a procedural provision of the
Convention and, being an integral part of it, shares the Convention's destiny or, to put it more precisely, the destiny of its contractual provisions.
Consequently, if the Convention does not have a retroactive effect - and
it obviously does not - then its Article 1X likewise has no such effect.
So, as the general rule of non-retroactivity stipulates, the Convention is
applied to the events and situations which took place after it had come
into effect in relation to Bosnia and Herzegovina or, in the circumstances
of the present case, when the Convention became applicable between
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Yugoslavia.
The analogy which the Court has drawn between this case and Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions (para. 26 of the Judgment) does not
seem convincing. One can rather speak of an analogy between this case
and the Anzbatielos case to the effect that:
"To accept this theory would mean giving retroactive effect to
Article 29 of the Treaty of 1926, whereas Article 32 of this Treaty
States tllut tlie Treaty, ivhicli must tnean al1 tlze provisions of the Treaty,
shall come into force immediately upon ratification. Such a conclusion might have been rebutted if there had been any special clause or
any special object necessitating retroactive interpretation. Tlzere is
no such clause or object in thepresent case. It is therefore itnpossible
to kold thar any of i f s provisions must be rleemed to have been in
force earlier." 2 1

'

2" Ambatielos. Prelit~tinarj~
Objections, Jiidgtnent. 1.C.J. Reports 1952, p. 40 (emphasis
added).
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For, as it is clearly stated in the commentary on Article 24 of the Convention on the Law of Treaties:
"ivl~ena jurisdictio~~al
clause is uttaclied to the substantive clauses of
a treaty as a means of securing their due application, the non-retroactivity principle may operate to linlit ratione temporis the application of the jurisclictionul clciuse. Thus in numerous cases under the
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the European Commission of Human Rights
had held that it is incompetent to entertain complaints regarding
alleged violations of human rights said to have occurred prior to the
entry into force of the Convention with respect to the State in questi~n."~'~

On the basis of the foregoing, 1 take the liberty of concluding that, in
my opinion, the relevant conditions for the entertainment of the case by
the Court, relating both to jurisdiction and to admissibility, have not
been met.
(Signed) Milenko KRECA.

2 1 2 Draft Articles on the Law of Treaties with commentaries, adopted by the [CLat its
Eighteenth Session, UNCLT, First and Second Sessions, Vienna, 26 March-24 May 1968
and 9 April-22 May 1969, Oficial Records, p. 32, para. 2.

